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focused considerable attention on the ability of bridge steels to with-
stand fracture. In general, th(~ problems associated with fracture are
not new to the engineering community. Since the establishment of ASTM
committee E-24 approximately thirteen years ago (2), much progress has
been made in" the understanding of fracture toughness measurements.. To
date, major empha~.is ha,s been plQ.ced on hi~h strength ae+,o-space fhate-
."
rials. For steel, this normally implies a yield strength greater tha~
190 kai. These materials can be characterized for the most part l;>y fl
plane-strain fracture-toughness measurement. Kic (3). The steels u~eq
in bridge construction have yield strengths below l~O ksi~ Excepting
instances of poor metallurgical quality or large st!ction thickness,
their plane· strain resistance to fracturing cart be measured only at
temperatures well below those of interest.
Recognizing the present limitations of fracture mechanics 'as ap·
plied to steels connnon to bl;idge construction, the U. S. Department of
Transportation Federal Highway Administration initiated at Lehigh
University a research project to study the fracture toughness of bridge
steels. The primary o~jectives of this project wer ~ to establish
meaningful measures of fracture toughness for bridge steels, practical
methods of obtaining these measurements and to collect sufficient data
on past and prese~t bridge steels to establish the fracture resistance
of these steels. In particular this research project was separated
'into three phases.
PHASE 1 - Phase 1 was concerned with the establishment
of meaningful~~easures and tests for fracture
I
toughness. The materials considered in this
, portion were ASTM grades A36, A441, end A514
in thicknesses of 1/2", 111 and 2".
PHASE 2 - Phase 2 was concerned with the collection of
fracture resistance data for ASTM grade steels
A7, A242, A440, A588 and SAE 1035 in thicknesses
of 1/211 , 1" and 2" where possible. Phase 2 also
I
included the fracture testing q£ four (4) pre-
cracked A36 beams.
PHASE 3 - Phase 3 was a study of the applicability to
br~dge steel weldments of the~techniques
developed in Phase 1.
This report deocribes the results of Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the
V. S. Department of Trancportation Federal aigh\lay Administration
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2. FRACTURE l:1ECHANICS CONCEPTS
2.1 General Comments
The major objective of Phase 1 of this project was to' establish
a method or methods by which the fracture resistance of bridge steel$
can be evaluated. Many methods ~xist which are able to rank the rel~
ative fracture resistance of bridge steels. One such test is the well
known Charpy v-notch (CVN) test. In past year~such tests h~ve not
been extensively used by the bridge designer. Although CVN tests have
shown that at some temp~rature steel A is more ftacture resista~t than
steel B, the CVN test did not allow the designer to account for such





of a fracture resistant structure. TO overcome this problem wi~h th~
CVN and similar tests, the body of knowledge known~s fracture mechanics
was developed over the past 15 years. Through the use of fractu+e
mechanics concepts the 'designer can account for the effect of load
level, 'loadini rate, etc. in his design." However, as already noted
in Chapter 1 of this report, linear-elastic fracture mechanics· as e~-
bodied in plane-strain fracture testi~g.does not generally apply to
bridge steels in the normal design tempetature ranges. It ~s the
intent of the remaining sections of this chapter to examine ,the
limitations of linear elastic fracture mechanics as applied to ~ridge




spatial di~tribution of the stresses are the same from one cracked
The observation, that in the immediate vicinity of a crack the
.body to another, forms the basis for a large portion of fracture
...
.... ..~~-------------......._,- __i
2.2 Elementary Fracture 'Mechanics
mechanics theory. The effect of body geometry, crack size, loading,
etc. ls' felt tLr?ugh a term called the stress intensity factor, K,
which acts as a scale factor for the magni.tude of the stress field II
As an example, consider the two specimens which are common to fractu~e
testing shown in Figure 1. If a polar coordinate system is placeq. at
the crack tip of each specimen the state of stress near the tip ~an
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where rand 9 are polar coordinates, and K is the stress intensity
factor •. The values of K for the two spec~mens (3) shown in Figure 1
are indicated on th~_ figure. Other K values !\nd methods for deter...
mining K can be found in Reference· 4.
I
. i
At this point, if consideration is given to the process of fracture
beginning at and propagating from the crack tip, i~ seems reasonable
since the state of stress near the crack tips in the two specimens are
spatially identical, that f=acture will occur for the same material,
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and load. level on fracture can be predicted.. All that has to be done
two specimens are equal •. This implies that fracture in specimen la
,J
J
If the concept of a criticalthe concept of a critical K level or a K .
c
stress' intensity factor, K J is valid, once the K level is known for a
c c
particular material the effect of specimen or body geometry, crack size










~s to equate the K value such as found in Figure 1 to the value of K
c






Assuming for the time being that a property K
c
exists for each
mate~ial, it is. quite simple ~o demonstrate the usefulness of fracture
mechanics in the design pr?~ess to guard against ~udden or vnexpected
fracture; Basically four things are needed in a fracture control plan
once the nominal qesign is set, These are:
1. K values for candidate materiais.
C
2. Locations in the structure wpere cracks will
fqrm due to fabrication, fatigue, s~ess cor-
rdsibn or any other cause of cracking.
3. 'K value. calculations or methods for the
prohaple crack configurations.
4. An understanding cf availabl~ inspection
techniJues for crack detection applicable to
the par:t~cular struct'ure being designed.
To illustrate how these four things interact, consider a structur~ in
which if is known that small cr~cks -exist or can form during the
expected- life of the structure. Furthermore, assume that the
! .
-5-
strc~ture's geometry can be represented as a large thin plate subjected
to a uniform stress (J and containing a small central crack of length




a < < w•..
For this geometry the K value is giv~n as (4)
K = C1 /TTa (2)
It will now be assumed that the smallest flaw which can be f~und by
inspection is Z ai' One possible method of combining all four items
listed above in a fracture' resistant design would be to require that
the operating ~tre$s, qo. be limited to half (50%) of th~ stress leve~,
(jf' which would cause ft-acture at· the ,po~nt where the crack. length just
reaches 2 a._ tor a particqlar material this gives
1.
where (j is the, operating stress and a£ is the failure'stress for K ~nd
o c
It is quite possible that ~n operating stress giv~n by equation
(3) would be too low for practical pu~poses. This can be chang~d by
going to a material which has a higher toughness or K value 0r going
, . C
to better inspection techniques so that smaller crack lengths can be
detected. Both of these possibilities are ShO\Vll schematically on
Figure 2. Another example of a fr~cture co~trol plan called the Leak-
Before-Burst criterion (27) i.s given in App'endix I.
-6-
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,The above discussion of a fracture control plan, although it
touches on all of the essentials, is a gross oversimplification of
fracture behavior. It i~ intended solely to illustrate how fracture.
mechanics can-be used in design. The major difficulty of such a plan




can be gL~atly dependent upon loa~ing rate, temperature
and 'thickness as well as upon material quality. In response to these
complexitie9, fractur~ mechanics initially focused attention on what
is called plane-strain fracture testing and the determ~nation of a
K value called a plane-strain fracture toughness and denoted as
c
K1c (3) •. This va\ue represents the, minimum toughness possessed by a
material for a givt::n temperature and loading speed. The major featurE-
in KIc testing is that the value is determined for a configuration i~
which. the constraint at the crack tip is great. This is just another
way.of saying that:piasticity effects are small. The concept of
- I
rionstraint wilt be discussed in more detail later in this chapter~
At this pbint it is certainly justified to ask; "Why not use K1c
in fracture design for bridge steels since K1c represents a minimum
toughness and would produce a conservative design?fI One part of the
answer to suc~ a question is simple. 'Using a co?serya~ive design
philosophy based o~ K1cwould place such an undue btirden on the materials
available that it would preclude the use of almost all past and present.
bridge steels. Records 'show that bridges in general do n~t fail due to
fracture. Therefote to understand this past performance record and
to guarantee that ~t continues in the future it is quite necessary to
: .




Considering: the ] imitations of linear elastic fracture mechanics a.s
briefly described above the series of tasks listed in Chapter 1 were
laid.out" for Phase 1 of this project. The remaining sections of this
.chapter discuss loading speed and constraint as related to bridge
steels~ Also described are the types of tests and correlation pro~
cedures used in Phases 1 and 2.
2.3 Loading Speed
·It, might appear from stu~~ of the vi.brational response of heavy
bridge components that loading times £or the components are general1y
greater than 0.05 seconds. Correspondingly, loading times equal to
and greater than 0.05 seconds could be selected for mea-surements of
. fracture, toughness. However, since crack extension behavior itself
tends to inject high loading rates on a local scale from such thing.'S·'-:
as ttpop .... in tl (3); and s~nce the degre'e of this influence is difficule ".'.
to predict, a £r~cture te$t loading_time of about 10-3 seconds can be
.......
defended as a reasonable lower li~it for loading time.
Since it is ~~possible to predict the appropriate loadin~ sp~ed
for fracture t~sting of bridge steel$without realistic testing of full
scale. bridge compCflents, loading sp~edsof·l and 0.001 s~conds wete
't
chosen for Phase 1, It was felt that these two loading times repre~
sented the possible extremes encountered in actual hridges. Also the
K testing at the 0.001 loading time was given major emphasis since for
c
the materials being tested this lqading time pr;duced minimum.toughness
values. With regard to loading speed this same philosophy was carried





For purposes of selecting appropriate conditions for fracture tough-
ness evaluations, in addition to testing temperature and loading speed,
it.is necessary to consider "constraint". The tenn, constraint. is
interpreted here as the ratio of the plate thickness t~ the nominal size
. of the plastic zone (degree of elevation of the resistance to plastic
deformation) close to the leading edge of the crack. For a given
temperature, loading speed, and crack sharpness, the resistance to onset
of rapid fra~tur1ng 10 minimum when there is a maximuc degree of con~
straint. In ~ltuation~ of relatively small constraint, the resistance
to plastic extensional strain is generally close to the uni-axial tensile
yield strength, C~S. Maximum amounts of constraint correspond to a
condition of plane-strain relativeto'rela}(a~ionof the .stress com-
ponent parallel to the leading edge of the crack. The resistance to
plastic extensional st~ain for a degree of cOt"!straint correspondin3
to plane-str~in 1s approximately 2 0YS.
Rough estimates of the degree of constraint can be made by ~o~
pa.ring the nomif'lal plastic zone size, 2 r y • to the plate thickness for
a through-the-thickness crack p or to ~he net ligament and crack depth
p ~. •
for a part-through surface crack. The value of 2 ry is gfven.by the
equation
1 ,K 2
2 r = - (~)
Y TT dy
(4)
where cry is the tensile yield strength fo~ a given degree of consttaint.
The value of cry, in equation (4) as already indicateq is about twice· the
..9-
,> , • :\ :<':~
-,
uni-axial ·~ensile yield strength, c YS ' under pla~e-strain conditions and
roughly e~~al to crYS whe~ the plastic zone is relatively large.
In the case of most bridge fracture occurrences~ the fracture
'toughness can ~e thought of in terms of resistance to extension of a
-through-the-thickness crack in a plate-like element of the structure.
For situat'ions of this kind the degree of constraint can be estimated
i:1 tenns of the ratio' of the nominal plastic zone size, 2 r y ' to the
plate thickness, B. However, 2 r y is itself sensitive to degree of
constraint and it has been found useful to employ, in place of tha~
ratio', the -dimensionless factor, ~, where
(3)
As a matter of terminology, the 'symbols ~c or SIc are ~~ed when K is
replaced by Kc or K1c • ~Ic is accurat~ly defined by an ASTM testing
standard (5) which requires specimen dimensions such that SIc is 0.4.
or less •. Fot a given temperature and loading speed, fjlc depends only
upon the plate thic~:LessJ B. Loss of constraint by reduction of B
causes increase of the value of K and is often accompanied by a change
c
in fracture appea~~hce from flat-tensile to oblique-shear. A majo+
portion of. the change in fracture toughness from a condition of high
constraint (plane-strain) to one of low constraint (plane-str~ss) occurs
across the range of alc values from 0.6 to 1.5. For steels with 0YS
above 180 ksi, a corresponding factor of 2 increase in K would be
I .C
typical. For steels with 0YS less than 150 ksi, the corresponding
increase of K may be larger. Since the thicknesses of steel employed
c
in bridge comp~nents cover a large range, the effect of constraint upon
-10-
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resistance to crack extension is a 'significant consideration. To account"
fL~ this thickness effect three material thicknesses were tested in
Phase~ 1 and 2; 1/2 in., 1 in., and 2 in •
.,Elevation of the loading rate, 88 in dynamic testing, increases
the degree of constraint by decreasing the value of ~Ic. The value of
~I~ is reduceri in part because the yield st~ength of steels increases
with'strain rate and in part because elevation of yield strength is
usually accompanied by loss of fracture toughness independently of the
constraint effect. Elevation of the degree of constraint occurs ~hen
the testing temperature 1s lowered for the same pair of reasons.
2.5 R-Curve Testing
Brown a~d Srawley (6) give a detailed discussion of R-curves art~
their relationship to K meAsure~ents. Only a brief review will be
c
given here, primarily to indica.te the complexities \-lhich pertain to
R-curves for r~te sen~itive struc'tur~l st~els. Wht!h Grack extension
starts from the leading edge of a fatigue ~rack many small fracturA
separations occur s:"mtlltaneously along the crack front. These' ~epa~ations
when .viewed at a r'ine scale tend to be abrupt and the{r speed of joining
is inherently, fast enough to cause rapid' crack propagation. However,
under low constraint conditions macroscopic instability can be delayed
and can be preteded by significant amounts of slow-stable crack exten-
sion. For situations of low constraint the resistance to crack extension
is b~st represented by' a graph showing ~he resista~ce to c~~ck extensiOfl,
KR, a~ a function of the effective crack size, a (effective), across the
entire range of stable crack extension. This is termed an R-curve.
-11-
An R-curve which would be typical 'of a material which is not rate sensi-
tive is shown in Figure 3 as curve S. This curve shows that the resis-















To understand how an R-curve is obtained and used, consider a typical
expression for K and a/w for a test configuration such as shown'in Figure
1. For this case the test would be started out at a fixed or initial
a/Wand the load would be increased. At a fixed or constant load level
the expressions shown in Figure 1 are just curves of K versus a/w for a
, fixed load. Such a situation is sho~m as curve L1J L2, L3 and L4 in
Figure 3. Thus as load increases diiferent L curves become operative.
As an example, consider the R-curve shown for an initial crack of 2
inches and curve LJ... _. At the point of intersection of these two curves.
At' the K levels for the R-curve and the -K ,.....,.a: curve ar~ identical. If
the crack would try to move further at this load, th~ K level prLduced
would be less that value required from the R~curve. Thus for load ~l. a
stable situation is achieved. As the load is increased to level L2 the
crack will propogate a short distance to the iqtersection AZ and will
again be stable for the reasons already disc1.:lssed. A~ load L) the K ... a
and R-curves are tang.ent~ This point is unstable since an increase i.n
crack length would produce a K level in the K ~ a ~urve greater than the
R-curve K .level. Inst~bility is thus reached. One problem with using
a specimen as shown in Figure 1 for the detenninatioll of an R-curve is
that ?nce point A3 is reached, instability occurs and only that porti6n
of the R-curve up to A3 has been determined. Thus many specimens are
needed in general in a- load controlled test to obtain the complete R-
curve. By use of a wedge loading test method such as that introduced by




extended-over that obtained from load control tests and it can be shown
that KR-.~pproaches a pla.teau. value of maximum resistance as shown by
curve (S) in Figure 3.
Following the previous line of reasonine, a conservative met~od for
-estimating the instability load for a specific crack in a structural
compon~llt of the same material aud plate thickness is as folloYls. It is
assumed first that: the increase of KR with a (effective) found in 1\-
curve testing 'will apply to the service component crack. Next, a cort-
stant load curve of K versus at appropriate for the crack in the service
componertf, is adjusted for load level so that it provides a tangency to
theR~curve as shown by curve (L3) in Fi~lre 3. The load corresponding
to this. position of the L curve is the instability lQad and the Kin-
c.
stabil~ty point is the point at which the two curves touch. This method
is applicable in a straight-forward way to materials in which the in-
fluences of strain rate can be neglected. It is conservative for two
reasons, .(a) the leading edge of a natural crack in a service component
is frequently ir~egular and this may delay and reduce the amount of slow...
stable crack exten~ionJ ,(b) there is some evidence that) as the K-
gradient'increases, where 'the K-gradient is defined as (11K) (dk!da),
-the steepness of th¢ initial portion of the R-curve increases. Such an
alteration of the R-curve would increase the tnstability load.
For a rate sensitive steel and with conditions of constraint and
temperature such that ruasi-cleaVage separations still influenc~ the
flat-tensile portions of the fracture, the beginning portions of crack
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shaped flat-tensile fracture at the plate center. This is represented
in the R-curve marked (D) of i.:igure 4 by introducing a region of small
slope after point A. Subsequently additional loss of constraint and
shear lip development would cause the R-curve to increase more rapidly
as indicated in Figure 4 by the region of curve (D) beyond point B.
If ~ c~nstant load curve (L) similar to that·o~ Figure 3 is adjusted
to tangency with curve (D), it is seen that 'instability would be expected
to occur at point A.
Curve (D) of Figure 4 is regarded here as applicable to dynamic
..
loading. In the 0.001 second K tests conducted on a drop~weight
c
tester at Lehigh, a sudden cracl< extension may cause enough load drop
for crack arrest to occur. ~vidence for such arrests have b~ert often" '
found on the fracture surfaces of dynamic K
c
test specimens. A~ wilt
be di$cussed at a later point. the drop weight height can be re9uced
to such a point that the arrested crack remains stationary after its
initiat forward motion. [be KR value pertaining t~such an arrest
I
may be qtiite large in correspo~dence to the upper regions of curve
(D) • However. in a service, component t thta load drop .necessary for
such behavior· may not occu~ and the instability load would then be the
load fott the L curve as sho~, corresponding to K - 80 kai.
e
In Figure 4 the R-curve for a static (1 td 10 seconds) loading is
represented schematically as curve (S). Lowering of the yield strength
with de~rea~e of l03ding speed ~ould be expected to result in less
constraint app~icable to the initi&~ crack extension. Thus curve (5)
goes .above 'curve (D) and the effect of "initial flat-tensile ttpop-in"
is shown as greatly reduced. For materials like A441 steel in 1 inch
.. 14~
.2~5~1;;,'~~1··":"7~:r;~,,:~: '
. .' " i'
i
thickness, it is questionable whether any significant amount of craek I
extension can occur without causing locally high strain rates equivalent
to dynamic loading. Thus, in a bend test, a run-arrest segment of
fracturing might develop as indicated by the caption of Figure 4. It
was anticipated that occurrences of this type would be observed during
the project studies of R-curves~ The R-curves examined during Phase 1
appeared to l.ie at the two extremes" The R-curves measured for a high
yield strength material, A514, have small instabilities but mainly
resemble curve (5) of Figure 3. The R"curves for A36 steel in 1/2 inch
thickness showed no actual crack extension up to the point of plastic
hinging of the specimens.
It is desirable to have more information about R-curves for the
bridge steels of interest in order to "better understand how to us~,
fracture tOUgh!1~BS information from various test& in the prediction of
bridge steel fracture behavior. For e~ample) the methods commonly
employed in. DT (dynamic..-tear) testing ptovide only~he tota~/e~ergy
loss for specimen fracture a~d the tesults are dominated by a lowest'
constraint portion of the dynaHlic R-curve,
Measurements of bridge steel R-curves with fea~ures similar to
those ~ndicated by Figure 4 may be primarily a matter of ternver~ture
adjustment'in the case of static testing. Dynamic R-curves cannot be
measured directly. dowever, the gen~ral features of dynamic R-curves
may be similar to those of R-curves for the same material at a loweT
temperature. In additiop it is possible to obtain rough estimates. of
points on the dynam~c R-curve after substantial crack extension by use
of thickness reduction and crack-arrest bend-angle measurements descrihed
later in this chapter.
-15-
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It '\las 'noted above that the initial portion of an R-curve might
be' infl~enced by irregularity of the leading edge of a crack in a
manner similar to introduction of notch blunting. During the develop-
'. ment of. the present Lehigh method for dynamic K
c
testing, this aspect
was given consideration in relation to fatigue pre-cracking of test
..
specimens. Reference (5) requires that the maximum K used in the final
segment of fatigue precracking should be 0.6 or less times the critical
K value. measured during testing. Examinations of the Lehigh experience
with dynamic K testing of A441 steel showed no correlation between the
. c
K during precracking and the test result. In some cases the pre-
max
crack K was 10 ksi fin above the measured value of K. In addition
, .~x c
the relevance of low K fatigue cracks to crack-like flaws in steel
max
bridge structures ~as not clear. For these reasons the K level used
max
in the. (inal segment of fatigue pre'""cracking of specimens ,"l<1S placed in
the range of 40 to 50 kai lin. lbis resulted in da/4N values somewhat




The spectmens used for K testing are 311 x 12" x plate thickness,
c
precrackcd to a dep~h of approximately 1 inch and broken in 3-point
bending across a span of 10 inches. These are shown in Figure 5.
Other co.nventions usJd in the Lehigh K measurements are as follows.
c
Slow stable cracking prior to onset of rapid fracturing is not me~sured
or allowed for in K value computations~ The load useQ for such cal-




from the instrumented tup. The loading time is in the range of 0.5 to'
,2 mil1i~econd8. An r yS plasticity adjustment is added to the initial
crack s"ize J where
(14). For purposes of deriving values of dynamic plane strain fracture
'I1te adjustment of the uni-axial tensile yield. point, 0YS' for temper-
ature and loading rate is computed using.the method suggested in Ref.
t~ughness Kr from the dynamic K measurements, it is believed satis~. C c























With regard to static (one second) K measurements) the origina1.
c
plan was to extend these measurements beyond general yielding of the
specimen by use of th~ J-integral method recent 1! discussed by Begley
and ~nd~s (8). However. as the work proceeded thLs plan 'waq dropped
and such tests in the ~egion of general yielding of the specimen were
not conducted.
2.7 Thickness Reduction and Crack-Arrest Bend-Angle "Heasurcment
Two methods have' been given trial which provide interesti.ng Sl1p-
plementary information to the I<.c values derived using the drop-weight
test -method. The intent of each method \olas to provide a ~eas\1re of
the resistance to crack propagation for a running crack in the )" x 12"
bend specimens which could be ,measured" at testing temperat~r.es above' as















the specimen prior to onset of rapid fracturing. From the nature of
the analysis basic to the stress intensity factor, K. the validity of
K as a characterization factor is limited to conditions such that at
the crack tip the plastic zone size 1.:9 negligible. Use of the
plasticity adjustment, r~, extends the validity of characterization
in terms of K primarily because the plasticity adjusted K 'value cor-
relates closely with two plasticity type characterizations, the crack







o is normally d~fined as the crack opening measured, a distanc~ r y
behind the crack tip as shown in Figure 6.
Correlations of thickness reductioq near the leading ~dge of a
crack with the crack opening stretch, 6, have b~en under study during
t~e past six years at various laboratories (9, 10). For such studtes
6 ·was mopt often estimated from equation (8) rather th~ri··directly
measured. Studies were made at Lehigh Of thickness reduct~on adjacent
to the fr~~ture surface produced in dynamic lract~re tests.· After
comparing th'l'Ck~ess reduction measurements with estimates of 6 derived
using equation (8), it was concluded that the maximum thickness
reduction was somewhat too large to be equated directly to 6. IJ: wQ.s
also noted that a thickness reduction measurement position spaced away
from the flat-tensile portion of the fracture by a distance, s,'which
was an increasing function of 0 could be justified and would be
. -18-
(10)8 =' B f(o/B)
equation of the faN
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, I advantageous. It.: wa's then assumed that the thickness reduction could 1'"
, 1 :,~
! beequat~d to 0 if measured at the spacing position, s, given by an
f. However, this' handicap was greatly reduced by the tolerances for
variations of the f function which is obtained from the self-consistency
approach. Given any plausible specific choice of the f function, and
. a·ssuming. ·the thickness reduction at s equals 6, the measurelut;nt point
can alw~Y8 be adjusted toward the particular measurement position, s,
where the results are consistent with equation (10). Improvements in
the i·function were assisted by comparisons to dynamic l\c res1Jlts in
a testing range where only a moderate elevation of KR with ct~ck
i
extension was expected. A detailed discussion of the development ~nd
applicat~on of this method is given in Reference (11).
At the time of writing of Reference "(Ii), work on Phase 1 of this
project had started and exploratory trials were being made of crack...
arrest bend-angle' measurements as an alternative or as a check against
K values derived fro~ thickness reduction. This method and the methods
based upon thickn~ss reduction were both suggesteQ by ideas introduced
by Wells (12). Wells' studies centered attention ~pon abrupt initiation
of crack propagation fiom saw-cut notches in bend specimens 'of
structural" steel. In the temperature range of principal interest, the
I
plastic bend angle prior to fracture could be comp~ted from displacement
measurements with an a~lowance for the elastic bend angle contribution.
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When the fracture surfaces were mainly flat-tensile, a less precise
where A,' is_ the plastic bend angle and ~ is the net ~igament under the









(, = 0.45 ~ A
case 0 was calculated from the equation,
estimate could be made by fitting ,together the broken parts.
studies it was assumed that the contribut,ions to plastic bending prior
to fracture initiation and during initial portions of the run of the
cracks were small in comparison to the plastic bending which occurs
with the crack at or close to the crack arrest position. Calculations
, of () 'tV'ere mac1.e using the equation







The plastic bend angle, A, was measured directly after the test. S'-1b..
sequently the specimen was chilled and broken ~ompletely. An estimate
was then made of the ne~ ligament, J~. inserting ,eQuation (12) into
equation (8) thus gives K as
(~3)
The original goal of the above two methods was to "obtain an
estimate of KR nea~ the plateau value 9f'maximum resistance" to crack
extension of an R-curve. However, 3" x 12 f1 specimen" dimensions may
be inadequate for that purpose, particularly for the 2 inch thickness.
In addition the assumptions basic to' these methods are questionable.
However,.,tbe assumptions have' enough plausibility so that, approximate








a temperature shift) and in comparison to estimates of the energy loss
related to fracture from dynamic-tear measurements. The thickn~ss
reduction n.~thod is of special. interest because it can be applied to
fractures produced in se~vice. The crack-arrest bend-angle method is
.. of interest because of its simplicity. 'l11'e degree of agreement of the
two methods with one another from existing data comparisons is quite
s~-tisfactory. In the present study thickness·reduction and bend-angle
estimates of K were limited to the A36, A441 and A514 materials.
c
2.8 Transition Temperature Measurements and Criteria for Adequate
..Fractur.~_Toughness
. From investigations of fracture of welded ships following World
War..,ll, it was concluded that satisfactory fracture control could b~
ach~eved if V-notch Charpy' tests indicated an energy lQSS of 15 ft.~lb~~
or more at the lowest service temperature. Improv~ments of d~sign artd
inspection, of course t also contributed to the deg~ee of succ~ss
achieved in thts effo.rt at fracture contro1. At the Naval Research
c.
Laboratory, across the same time peliod, methods were developed for
measurement of a fracture transition point termed the NOT (Nil~
Ducttlity Transition) temp~rature. The ASTM ~esting standard for NuT
measu'rements (13) patt-erned on this work, is of the drop-weight 3-p"int-
bend-specimen type.· The crack starting flaw is a strip of brittle weld
bead on the tensile face of the specimen. The crack propagates first
through the plate ihicklless and then laterally across the width of the
specimen which parallels the axis of bending.
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For shiP: plates 'having 0YS in the range of 35 to 40 ksi. the tem~
peratures corresponding to CVN = 15 ft.-lbs. and to NDT, on average,
were not far apart. However, extension of tLese comparisons to other
steels "indicated a tre~d for the comparison point to shift upward on
the. V-notch ~harpy curve of energy loss versus temperature as the
yield strength of :the material increased. In the case of A441 steel,
CVN = 30 ft.-lbs. would be approximately at ~he same temperatur~ as
NDT. The best known use of NDT measurements for fracture control wa~
in relation to nuclear reactor containment vessels du~ing the period
in which the wall thicknesses of these vessels were in the range of 3
to 8 inches. For this application it was decid~d that fracture safety
could be guaranteed if significant pressure loads on the walls of ~he
containment vessel were avoided at temperatures belcw NDT pl~a 60° F.
As 1nt~e rdse of the welded ships, there w~re other fractUre control
elements including careful inspection and proof testing.
One advantage of specifying the fractQre tougl;.?ess requirements in
"terms of the drop-weight NDT te"st is that the required fracture tougp'"
ness increases with ~he yield strength of the material. Referenc~ <t4)
provides a fracty.r.e mechanics analysis of the drop-,weight NDT test arid
suggested that a ~ixed proportionality existed between the dyhamic
plane"'strain fracture toughness, Kid' and "the dynamic yield poin~, aydt
at the NDT transi.tion temperature. The equation had the form
where C = 0.78 fin. toO.7 /fn. However; the values suggested for C
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have depended to some extent on the choice of aYd which is usually
estimated rather than directly measured. The equation
KId = 0.7 lin. (O'YS + 23 kei) (15)
wb,.gre O'YS is the uni-axial tensile yield poi~t, appears to be in sat-
isfactory agreement with existing data for steels with O'YS less than
100 kai. Since the use of higher strength steels normally implies '.
proportionately higher stresses in the structure, enhanced-danger of
fracture from a prior crack of given size can be avoided only if the
fracture toughness is increased to an equivalent degree.
In part because of the insensitivity of the drop-weight MDT. to
directionality introduced by rolling or extrusion t Pellini t Puzak.
Lange artd co-workers at Naval Research ~boratory have given con9id~r-
able study to methods of dynamic tear (DT) testin& using both drop-
weight-tear and double pendulum machines. At nat~elle.Columbus~ an
adaption of Dr testing was develo~ed in a form sui.table for use as a
toughness specification test for gas tra9smission line-pipe ~teel.
Adequate toughness for prevention of long tVnn~ng cracks 1n pipe lin~s
was assumed to be present if the test specimen fracture surface showed
85 percent shear fracture at the lowest temperature expected in service.
Bridge structure fracture problems are quite different from thos~ eh~
countered with gas transmission pip~lines. However, th~ versatility
of dynamic-tear tes~ing methods is noteworthy. The likelihood that a
test method of the DT type may be most appropriate for bridge steels






2.9 Estimates of Critical K Values' from CVN and NOT Test Methods
Among. the various methods of fracture tough~ess evaluation
potentially suitable for bridge steels, ASTM".testing standards have been
" "developed only for the Charpy V-notch and DWTT-,NDT methods. The rela-
tionship of drop-weight NDT results to values of the dynamic plane-
· .
strain £~~cture toughness, KId' were previously discussed. This was
the first relationship between tests of the fracture mechanics type
and of the transition temperature type to receive study. Subsequently
the relationships of static' and dynamic K1c values to results from
Charp'y V-notch testing were examined b}f Barsom and Rolfe (15) and quite
recen~ly py Corten and Sailors (16).
Bar~om and Rolfe proposed two methods for deriving Kr values fromc '
CVN tests. The first method used CVN energy loss measurements from ,the
transitio~ ~emperature region of the' CVN~Temperature curve. the equation
suggested for this region was
; ,
::; 2E" (CVN) 3/2 (16)
where CVN is the energy loss in ft.-lbs., E has the dimensions o£·lbs.
per square inch ana K1c has the dimensions ksi Jin~
The second method proposed by Barsom a~d Rolfe applied to the
initial region of the "shelf" portion of the CVN curve. The equation
suggested for this regi6n was
K 2 ='5 (CVN - 0.05'
Ie 0YS J
(17)
where CVN is in ft.-lbs.) 0YS is in units of ksi and K1c is in units
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of kat fin. The data scatter shown in comparison to the preceding
equations was eon'.iderably less for equation (17) than for equation
(16) •
Suggestions were also furnished by Barsom and Rolfe on derivation
of KId. estimates from estimates of static KIc values. It was proposed
that a temperature shift could be estimated from knowledge of 0YS for
the steel material of interest. Thus if a.value of K1c (static) is
estimated at the temperature, T, this same value can be used' as the
value of KId at the temperature, T + T
s
• Barsaro (28) presently gives
T as
s
T8 = 215 kst ~ 1.5 ayS • ,(18)
~bove GyS = 140 kat, Ts is aS8umed to be zero,
The report by Cotten and Sailors (16) derived considerabie help
from the work by Bar$om and Rolfe, covered a somewhat \ar~er data
collection, and ~ugge9ted alternative ~quations an~methods. Cons~der~
~ble st~dy was given to sources of scatter in correlation o~ K1c with
CVN in the transit;.ion ·~ange for wh~ch equ.ation (16) is applicable.
For purpoaes of e~tablishi~g a reliable correlation, Corten ari~ S~ilors
eliminated values of CVN less than 5 ft.-lbs. and gave preference to
the lowest CVN test results in determining CVN at a given tempe~at'lre.
Att~ntion was also given to relevance 6f the ~VN tests 8S representative
of the region ttsmpled by the K1c te9t. In place of equation (16),
Corten·and Sailors proposed the relationship
(19)
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where the'units employed are the same as those for equation (16). The
equation is an empirical, 'not a basic, relationship. Barsom (28) has
recently proposed that equation (16) be written in the form
K' 2 = A E CVNIe wher~ A Z 5. (20)
From the prec~ding comments, it can be seen that estimates of
critical values of K for onset of rapid fracturing can be made using
estimates either from Charpy V-notch tests or from drop-weight NOT
results. Use of .the CVN results appears more versatile. However. care
must be taken with regard to the selection and treatment of. the CVN
dlta. The specimen is quite small and the sc~tter in test data can
occur for a variety of reasons. In the ~ase of drop·weight ~DT testing.
it should be noted that the liDT test is "not sensi~ive to rolling "
direction in the steel. For ,this reason. in part, measurements of
energy loss using dynamic-tear methods are currently favored at the
Naval Research Laboratory. Empirical cortel~tions between dynamic·t~ar
measurements of energy loss and KId value~ have been discussed by
Freed and Goode <t7). A good understandtng of dyn~mic-t~ar results in
terms of fracture mechanics seems to be within reach through use6f the






. As already stated) Phase 1 wag concerned with the establishment
po~e a series of pre,liminary tests were planned for ASlM gra,des of
of meaningful measures and tests for fracture toughness. For this pur-
3.1 Test Program - Phase 1
. f
s.tee~ A36, A441 and A514 in thicknesses of 1/2", 1" and 2". The basic
test ,p~ogram called for the collection of V-notch Charpy data, K
c
data
and R-curve data. Details relating to the use and meaning of these
data and'methods for their collection can be' fOQnd in Chapter 2 and
Specifically Phase 11 ~onsisted of:
Appendic~s J, K_ and L.
2. Obtaining a limited number of selected R-curve
~ -
for R-curve testing.
Df!sign. and fabrication of fi~tures ~d instrumentation
mea~urements.
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measurements and a recommendation £0; the tes~ing in
. Phase 2.1
V-09tcq Charpy and K measurements for bridge steels.
, c
4. A comparative study of R.-curve, K ,and Charpy
I C




3.2 Test Program - Phase 2
As a result of the findir6s of Phase 1 the following Phase 2 test
program was carried out:
1. Standard and precrackedV-notch Charpy tests
were conducted over a broad range of temperatures
for most materials and thicknesses. The tests were
generally conducted at three loading rates, impact.
very slow and intermediate. The actual testing
details can be found in Appendix 'L.
2. Dynamic and Slow Bend K values were measured for
c
most materials and thicknesses over a wide range of
temperature. The energy absorbed in the dynam~c
tests was also measured where possible, thus giving
a dynamic tear mea·surement (Dt) for ~he materials"
rhe test deta.ils lire discussed in Appendices J ari4 L.
3. R-cu~e measurements were carried oat on the 'l/2t ' and
1" thick ~aterials at vari"ous temperatures. The
testi~g details and R-curv~ co~cepta are di$cu$sed
in £hapter 2 and App~ndix K.
~
4. Fracture tests were conducted'on four pr~cracked
A36 rolled, 14 X 30 "beams at approximately _500 F.










4.1 V-notch Charp¥ Testing
'The specific Charpy results can be found in Appendices A through
H. In general it was found for a given material and thickness that the
standard V-notch Charpy or precracked Charpy data took the form shown
in Figure 8. ~Figure 8 schematically shows that as the testing speed
1s increased the transition temperature and the upper shelf energy
tend to increase. At the lower temperature ranges the curves merge to
a low energy level usually below 5 ft.-lbs. Some of the more impor-
tant values relati'/D to the' Charpy data are summarized in Table l. It
can also be stated in general that the precracked Charpy result~ for a
given material, thickness and testing speed fa~l to the right of the
standard Charpy results. Tais is schem~tical1y shoWn in Figur~ 9. The
upper shelf energy levels were lower for the precracked specimens. The
effect of material thickness for .a given t~st type, pr'ecracked or
standard and testing speed are shown i~ ·Figure 10.
Figures 8 through 10 as already pointed out represent general
trends. In support of Figure 8 th~ data for the 1/2;1 A440 and A441
materials can be examined. Figures 11 through 13 ~resent these data.
Exceptions to the results indicated in Figure 8 can also be found.
Figures 14 and lS whic~ give the 1ft A588 and 2" SAE 1035 notched Charpy
data show quite a different result. For the SAE 1035 material the
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thrae loading rates produced what appears to be identical re~ults. The
A588 results point to a large amount of scatter in the slow data and .~
again the totai picture seems to show no appa~en~ difference between
.the·sl~w· and dynamic results. One other type of-behavior quite dif-
·~erent from Figure 8 was found for the A242 material. This material
~~~wed a double shelf behavior for the slow -loading rate. Figure 16
·for the 1" material indicates thfs. The A242 material is the only
'one tested in this program which showed such a behavior. Similar
dotible shelf behavior has been seen and discuss~d by Baraaro (28).
The general behavior shown in Figure 9 is best illustrated by the
·data for the -A441 1/2" material shown in Figure 17. As with the other
results alre~dy mentioned ex~eptions to Figure 9.were noted. Figure 18
for the 21t A36 material shows a case where the precracked dynamic
data can be yi~ed as forming a lower bound for the standard data.
H0wever t this behavior was rarely detected as summa~ized in Table 1 by
P ,
-the T15 and TiS which ~re an indication of this separation of the two
data sets. It is also interesting to note that while the dynamic 2tJ
"A36 standard and precracked results fall together, the slow data does
"."ot as shown in Figure 18.
With regard to the behavior indicated in Figure 10* Figure 19
p~egents similar results for the A441 material. This type of result is
pnly valid in a general sense when the material is all from the same
heat as is the case for th, A441thicknesses. For the other materia~
tested in this program the various thicknesses of a given grade were not
I
I
from the same heat. , Such a comparison for these. materials would not




TheR-curve results as obtained in this study are presented ~n
Appendices A through H. A detailed discussion of ,the R-curve and its
use can be found in Chapter 2.
It was expected, based on preliminary room temperature tests run
in Phase 1, that R-curves of the types shown in Figures 3 or 4 would
be obtained. However, the actual results for the materials tested·in
Phase 2 gave results that were quite surprising. In an actual test at
reduced ,terr~erature no stable crack growth was observed. The failure
_occurred at a given stress intensity level and proceeded to essentially
fracture the entire plate. In many cases crack velocities became great
enough to produce crack branching. Thus a typical R-cu~ve 'from the
Phase 2 results would be as shown in Figure 20 by the dotted line.




The specific results of the K
c
- tests are presented in ApPTndi(~ell
A through H, In general ii: was found that the results for a giveq
material and thickness took the fornI shown in Figure '21. Here it is
seen that the dyn~mic K
c
curve talls to the right of the static curve.
It should also b~ noted on the plots of static K
c
in Appendices A
through Ii that the R.... curve data was s.dded to' the 'static plot wl!ere
possible. This helped extend the data to higher K levels. A-procedure




took represented a single K point. It should also be noted. in the
c
overall test program, that greater attention was paid to dynamic K
c
measurements than the static K measurements. Furthermore the pro-
c
visional techniques which were tried 'in Phase 1 for determining K
c
when the specimen is fully plastic were essentially dropped in Phase
2. These techniques were limited primarily to the A36, A441 and A514
materials and a·re denoted as K in the appropriate appendices.
m
Figures 22 through 25 present the K data for the 1/2" and lit
c
tests of the A440 and A588 materials. These results are typical of
the behavior of the other material in the pro~ram. In all of these
figures it is clear that the R-curv~ K estimates prove to'be very useful
in extending the static K results to higher temperatures. Various
c
levels of K are given in summary form in Table~. These values give an
excellent overview of how th~ various materi.als perform relative to
each other. As an exan~le of this consider the TI5 and KId 15 fevel$
for the 1/211 A440 and A588 tnaterials. The A4;40 ha§.. 0° F and 90 ksi I'in
15 br~spectively for TIS and KId The A588 has 50' F and 80 ksi /In.
This indicates that for a given temperat~re above say 0° F the l/2"
A440 will prove to be tougher.
4.4 Dynamic Tear Measurements
As with the other test da~a the specific results of the DT 4ests
are given in Appendices A through H. In general the results took the
form shown in Figure 26. Since the D.T. measurements were obtained
simultaneously with the dynamic K measurement. tests were not run at
c
high enough temperat~res to obtain the upper shelf energy levels for
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the DT curves. At these higher' temperatures it would not have been
posslbl~.to obtain valid dynamic K measurements. Also there was
c .
c~n~ern over destroying the instrumented tup at the higher energy
',levels •. Figures 27 through 29 indicates results typical of· all D. T.
testing in this program.
4~5 Beam'Fracture Tests
Fracture tests 0'£, four precracked coverplated 14 X 30 A36 beams
. were 'perf~rmed at approximately _500 F. tor these four tests, two
beams, fa~ J.ed due to brittle fracture, one failed due to plastic yielding
and one failed due to buckling at a loading point. The details of the
test ~esults are given in A~v~~clix M. A discussion of these test
results and their relption to t~e program is given in Chapter 5 •
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5. DISCUSSION J CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEIIDATIONS
5.1 Discussion - General
Chapters 1, 2, 3 and 4 discuss the need for an understanding of
the fracture characteristics of structural grade steels~ ~ proposed
.test program to obtai~ this understanding and a description of the
test results obtained ,from the test program. In this chapte~J Cfiapter
5, a discussion of salient features of the test results anQ te~t
program will be undertaken. Where justified conclusions will be dra~,n
and recommendations made.
The main objective of Phase ,1 and 2 of this program to measure
the fracture toughness o! various grades of ~tructural steels. found
in bridge construqtion ha.s been met as evidenced b.x the d~· '.:a co1.1ectio.n
in Appendices A through H. It shbuld be eleatly recognized thkt these
data are only valid for the particular pitces of steel from vthich qhe
tests were made. .Also the' results are influen~ed by the relative'
position of the specimens with respect to ehe test piece. ·The
statistical nature of Charpy testihg and simi~?t but somewnat less
variability in K measurements demand th~t the data be viewed with
c _
cautio~. Wide variations in Charpy and K results have been kno~l to
. c.
occur in steels o~ like composition but di~ferent heats •
. Ideally it would be very desirable to have available a' simple
and inexpensive te~t with which the fracture" resistance of -a total -
-34-
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ASTM m~thod for plane strain fracture tougrness testing as described
The standard
If::·;-,:"~~-,-=~",,_·n :.. . ';';'-'-!~ .
if~:'1 heat or. an in#vidual piece of stee~! could be assessed. ----' &
_ .:J:ilSi
in Re~~rence (5) does, not meet these objectives. The method is quite
complex and can prove to be very costly a~ well ~s inappropriate for'
application to mat~rials of the structural ~teel variety. The method
proposed by BarBom (28) for correlating Charpy results and plane
strain :fracture toughness will be discussed in this chapter. Also
the correlation procedure proposed by Pellini and Co'·workers (29)
for relating dynamic tear energies (DT) to fracture toughness will he
discussed. Both of these procedures offer the potential of simple
,',
, e8tima~.es of fra toughness fpr structural grade steels.
5.2 K1c Estimates from Charpy and Dynamic Tear Energies
In a study of the relationship of Charpy testing to plane ~train
fract~r~ toughness testing, Barsoro and Rolfe (15) observed that there
seemed to be a definite tie between the temperatu~transitiQn+egion
of prec~acked Charpy specimens and dynamic plane strain fracture
toughness valu~s. A similar o~~ervati6n was made with regar~ to th~
static plane strain fracture toughness and Charpy energies obtained
from precracked Charpy specimens tested at very slow loading rates.
For these tests the Charpy energy was calculated from the load
deflection data, This is shown schematically in Figure 30. these
6bservations lent h6pe to ,the possibility of correlations between
Charpy tests and Pla,e strain fracture toughness tests. Barsom aqd
Rolfe also noticed that the separation between the slow loading rate
-35-
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data curve and the dynamic test data curve seemed to be a direct
function of yield strength. Barsaro (28) presently quantifies these
In Equation (21) to estimate a static RIc level a slow load Charpy
energy is used while to estimate a dynamic K value, a dynamic Charpy
c
energy is used. E is Young's MOdulus and A is suggested as being
,two observations by the relationships
K1c=VAECVN
and
T = 215 - 1.5 ay
(21)
(22)
taken at a value of 5. Equation (22) measures the temperature s~para-
tion or shift between the static aOG dynamic curves. a correspondsy
to the-room temperature yield strength~ The observed values of the
temperatu're shift measured at the 15 ft.~lb. Charpy eaergy levei for
the precracked and standard Ch.arpy tests are tabulf1ted in TAble 1.
The results for Equation (22) are also noted.
In order to exa~ine th~ ~ffectivehess of equatiou (Zl).·value~
of KIc as predicted by Equation (21) are plotted in Appendice~ A
through H on the curves of K
c
ve~sus temperature. The CVN values
chosen" for this test wer~ dynamic standa~d specimen results. Irt ~lmost
all cases such ~ compariso~" gives a reasonable and conservative
"estimate of K" Also the upturn in the}( curve is about in the ,ijame
c c
place as in~icated by the stan~ard dynamic Charpy results'. Barsom (28)
has .cLaimed that precracked Charpy results should represent a lower
bound for all Charpy data at a given testing speed. It can be .seen
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,: ;'1 1£ the energy values from the dynamic precracked Charpy specimens
were'to be used) very poor results would be obtained since in general
the precracked data is much further to the right of the standard
-'~ 4
data. PAn examination of Ti5 and TIS in Table 1 shows this.
; .
ISIn Table 1 values of the dyna~ic fracture toughness, KId ,are
indicated at the temperature corresponding to the 15 ft.-lb. level
in a standard CVN test. Using Eque~ion (21), an A value of 5 and
6 15E as 30 x 10 psi,K1d should be
K 15 = 47., 4 ks i rio.Id v'
a~cording to BarBom (28). . 15Comparing this KId level with the values ..-
...
reported in Table 1 show that 8 of the 22 data sets are in good
agreement with KId15 between 40 an~ 50 ksi .fin .. Five show KId15 at
60 kai ,in and thre~ sh~w KId 15 at 70 kai lin. Only three show lev~l$
t
above 80 ksi"/in. Thus using an avera~e value of A of about 8 rather
than 5 gives
K lS = 60 ks i finId v'
6 j ,
which with A ~ 8, E = 30 x 10 psi ana CVN = 15 ft.-lb. represents
a fair averGge of "all the KId
l5 data pe~een 40 and 70 ksi Jin~ It
should be recognized that using a value of A above the level pro~
posed by Barsom (28), A = 5, will produce some unconservative results
according th the data in this program. The level proposed by
Batsom (28), A = 5, serves as a good lower bound for allot the
current data.
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Fellini and Co-workers (29) have proposed a ~elationship between
the energy a~8orbed in a standard dynamic tear test and plant strain
fracture ·toughness. This can be most easily thought of. as a plot ox
~Tyersus ~ whe-re
c





J1c = - (-)
c BOYD
where B is the speci~en thickness, E- is Young's 'MOdulus. DT is the
. energy. a,bsorbed in the dynamic tear test, K
c
is the stress intensity
factor ~nd 0YD is the dynamic yield strength at a given temperature.
To date this correlation has been used primarily at values of ~
(:
below approximately 1. In the current study ~ values ~s high as 3
c-
are encountered. In each appendix whe~e,DT values w~re measured,
plots 6f t3DT ,versus ~i are provided. It can be seen from the$e
, c
plots that there definitely appears to be a relatit1nship between the
two quantitles.
It should be understood that although only two possible methods
of estimating.-}{ are diScussed here other correlations are ce+-tainly
c
possible. It is the philosophy adopted in this final report of Phase
1 and 2 not to try to introduce any new empirical correlations, the'
extensive data tAbu1ations in Appendices A through H ar~ offered ~o
anyone who so deSirej to search for a new correlation. To this end






testing (i.e., lateral expansion, maximum load and deflection in a
, .. ,.
"j




precracked or standard slow bend test, etc.) are provided.
5.3 Discussion - Charpy Testlns
In this test program there are two examples, A5a8 1" standard
and SAE 1035 2(1 standc-rd, for which the plotted data indicat~ no
definit~ temperature shift.
With regard to A588 lit standard. the scatter of the slow bend
data is large and corresponds very well to the scatter suggested by
fracture appearance. The fact that a similar degree of scatter does
not occur in the dynamic data is surprising. One is ied to think
about the factors influencing progressive crack extension which might
be time dependent to varlou$ degrees: formation of arrays ,of voids
on slip planes. de-cohesion of inclusions from the matrix) strl;l.iI:l
aging, abrupt separations. Studies across many years have in~icated
that plastic stre9D..~ttain relations Cl;ln be i'djus~ for stra.in ratq
(in bee metals) using a tempetature Bb~£t computf=d from log strain
rate ratio. We have 6n1y empiricai grounds· for exp~cting that fra~tu;re
toughness values a.t di~£erent strain rates can be superimposed; using
a temperature shift. On th~ basis of this fact plus our data, the
f~llowing attit~de toward use of temperature ahift seems appropri~ee~
It can be agreed that demonstration~o£ a genexoal. temperature shift
treQd) based. upon trials ~ith certain available pl~tes of various
comp~s~tion8J provides helpful. information. However, eXQeption~ to
this trend are evidently ,quite possible. Although our most numerous




the~e is reason to question whether the lowest static K values
c
applicable to natural cracks are significantly higher than dynamic. K
. c
values. This must be demonstrated using adequate sampling of the
materials of interest.
With regard ,to SAE 1035 2" standll:rd. comparisons of Charpy bar
fractures having similar appearance suggest a slow bend to dynamic
temperature shift of about 70° F. The fracture energy comparisons
show no clear difference between slow bend and dynamic results.
While the fracture appearance examination does show a shift, this shift
is still less than the predicted (28).
Returning to A588 1" Charpy bar tests, the precracked results.
slow bend and fast bend, show nn.. ..:~ less scatter than was the case
using s~andard specimens. Using fracture appeatance and ignoring the
testing epeed difference between slow an~ fast bend tests, a srn$11
,0
temperature shift of about 50 F is indicated. between these and ~he
dynamic tests.
In ma\ing estimates of temperature shift. usirtg fracture appearancef
selection of specimens which shpw similar crack arrest markings is
helpful. In the case of standard specimens. one can look also for
growth of a fringe of fibrous fracture at the ~otch root •. The'following










1/2" 25° F 1200 F
1" . 80°F 1400 F
2" 850 F 100°- F
A440 2" Standard
...., .. -;;:-" ..
Within the uncertainties involved in estimating a temperature
shift from fracture energy results, the above values seem reasonable.
Evidently the magnitude of a temperature shift in the cese of a fract~.e
test performed slow and fast depends Od the nature of the fracture
t~st•
. ~f data scatter was the only consideration, use of dynamic CVN
tests seems preferable to use of slow bend Charpy tepts. Use cf pre-
crack~d specimens in place of ~tandard specimens seem~ to reduce $catter
of results although the degree of this is var:l.able. !here i~ no
evident 'reason why precracked results should'provice a lower-bound
indication for results from standard spec~mens as~iscus$eq by
Barsom (28) except the supposition that ~tural flaws in th~ m.a.te~ial.
interacting with the notch, will Gomet·imes pt'<?duce degrees or r.otch
severity equivalent to the fatigue precr-ack. If this supposition
. :
is accepted, one must also consider whether the flaw~notch interaction
may introduce loc~lly high strain rates (from abrupt separations) and
thus reduce or eliminate the slow-drnamic t~rnperature shift. This
seems to be the simplest way' of explaining the variable and sometimes
zero temperature shiftJ observed. However, other rate dependent pro-
cesses deserve consideration and a satisfactory understanding of slow
-41-
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bend dynainic t'est result differences i$ not available at the present
time.
594 K and R-curve.Testing
c
As already indicated primary emphasis was placed in Phase 1 and
Phase 2 on dynamic K ·testing. In these tests loading times to
c
failure of the order of 0.001 seconds were maintained. For the slow
or static K measurements a loading time to failure of one second
c
W·~lS maintained •
. For all of the materials tested in this program it was generally
possible to obtain valid test results for the dynamic K measurements
c
over a range of temperatures of interest to bridge deaigners. It is
'indicated in Chapt~r 2 that as the t~mperatllre increases, toughn~s~
increases. This means that the r value is in~reasing since K, is
'1; a
going' up while a .t.s going down. Thus as testing temperature is
. Y
raised for a fixed size specimen, the constraint decreases. and ~he
ability of linear elastic fracture 'mechanics to calculate stress
intensity levels decreases. ,Stated somewhat differently, th~ ~one of
plastic material behaviQr in the specimen is ~etting large rel~tiv~ to
the specimen and thus linear stress analysts d~es not apply. All of
thl.S means that for ~ fixed size specimen there is an upper limit on
the K level which can be measyted by the specimen. The primary
c
specimen used in chis p:t;ogram,.a 12tf by 31t three-point bend specimen,
has an effec·;ive upper limit, ignori~g·thicknesseffects of abQut 100
to 120 ksi /In. This limit aId the ba.sic material response encounter,ed






shelf in the range of 40 ks! {in, and an effective upper temperature
for K measurements (i.e., K still valid) in the range of 0° to 50° F.
. c c·-
If it is necessary to measure K
c
dynBmic above these temperatues a
larger specimen is needed.
The static K measurements were all made at temperatures ,well belo~
c
those of interest to bridge design. Tnis is due to the temperature
shift phenomena already discussed. Since it is important ~o be able
to estimate material response over an effective temperature range of
o 0
say -75 F to +75 F, it is necessary to devise or use other techniques
than those !1orr..ally employed with the 12" x 311 specimens when K
c
levels
exeed 100 to 120 ksi lin. This_ was the intent of the thickness red~c-
tion and bend angle measurements. However, due to the complexities
'involved, and the tentative nature of thes~ methods, they were dropped
in Phase 2.
It is interesting to not~ that the R-curve results in Phase 2
showed no stable crack growth up to the point of rtnal instabil~ty.
This is a great benefit to a designer sirice- the critical K level turns
out to be a single point rather than a curv~. Thus the calculation
of failure loads is greatly sim~li£ied. Rather than' trying to find
a poiht of tangency between two curves, it is only necessary .to. cal-
culate the load to give a specific K level. Another in.'\)ortant a~pect
of the R-curve results is that they were tested a~ a loading rate
similar ~o the static 12" x 3" K tests. This means that the R-cunre
c
results can be used to supplement the static K results for K levels
c c
over 100 ksi Iln. The 23" x 23" R-curve specimens can be used to K
c
levels of approximately 300 ksi lin.
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The various figures of K versus
c
temperature quite clearly indicate the usefulness 6f the R-curve
results -in extending the static K results to higher temperatures.
•• r C
As ndterl in th~ various appendices. there was a definite temper-
. · ature shift between the static and dynamic K te8t. These shifts
. c
tended to" agree with the trend reported by Barsom (28). Also these
'shifts were present in many cases where it was not ,obvious that a
shift existed when just viewing the Charpy results.
5.5 Discussion - Beam Tests
Four'A36 14 x 30 coverplated precracked beams ~yere tested in an
"attempt to evaluate the ability of fracture mechanics concepts to pre-
diet fai~ure loads of bridge components. In two tests the" beams failed
in what _m~ght be termed a ~apid or catastrophic failure. These fail-
ures were" due to rapid propagation of the precrack through the beam.
i
In th~ other nlO 'tes ts failure did not occur. due to fracture. In O':le
test web"bqckling was enc~untered while in the oth.er test the beam
failed due to the ~ormation of a plastic -hinge.
The analysis and diacussion of the four beam tests in ~ppendix ~
demonstrates the 'role and interaction of stress analysis and material
characterization in fracture control. In order to properly understand
the test results it was first necessary to analyz~ the cracks in the"
beams in order to calculate ~he relationship betwee~ the applied load
and the stress intensity factor. For some of the beams this meant
- \
comparing the stress intensity values at different locations in the
I
beam to see where the 6rack would first be expected to go unstable.




a value of K
c
for the material. This procedure was complicated by
typical problems such as a lack of clear knowledge as to what loading
rate was p~eBent at the crack tip. With this in mind the K data
c
obtained, from one flange of one of the test beams was examined and
compared to CVN results from the same region of the beam and also to
. K
c
data ~btained for the A36 material in this program. From other
considerations a K 'value was then chosen for completing the analysis.
c
This produced for each beam a relationship between the applied load
and K •
c
As pointed out in Appendix Ma rather simple method of analysis
was adopted to study the failure of the precracked beams. In spite
of this fairly reasonable results were obtained with regard' to the
maximum load the precracked beams could sustain. This type of limit~d
success generates a certain degree of optimisn. that fracture mechanics,
within its preRent linear framework as discussed in thi$ report, can.
be used' a a design tool to eliminate the pos8ibi~ty of high speed
or catastrophic fractures in bridge structures. HO\-Iever, such optimism
should still be viewed,.,with c.autiotl until more extensive tea~s on full
size sections can be carried out.
5 .6 Data Comparison
The most effective way to examine the total result of this pro-
gram and the relative performance of the various materials is through
Table 1·. This table coupled with Figu~..·es 8, 9) 10 and 30~~L"le ,all
of the nece~sary information to rank the material performance.
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greaterthatl: the r15 by 40 F.




For the A36 ~fI tests the T15 was
o '
It was greater by 75 F for the A441
·To illustrate the usefulness of Table 1 firat consider the first
112 ft materi'al and these typical resu~ts very quickly show that in
this program the precracked results are well displaced from the
and precracked Charpy tests.
colwnns it is possible to see the difference between the standard
col~s T15
P These two values give' the temperature oftwo and T1S •
the 15 ft.-lb. energy level for the dynamic standard and p;ecracked
tests of the Charpy spee-imens. Since the K levels for all materials,
c
A514 material the temperature transiti?n b~havior is occurring at a
lower temPerature. Also by scanning acro$s between the first two
listing or in this particular case as the yield stre?gth is
increasing. By this it is meant that the TIS for the A7 material is
higher than the A242, A514 etc. This means that for the A242 or the
column shows that the materials get tougher in the order of the
will be tougher at a given temperature. Scanning down the first
,excep~ 'for a few cases) fall within the range of 40 to 70 kai lin
for the 15 ft.-lb. tempera~ure it is possible to see which material
p
The next three columns 6T, AT and 6TB give the temperature
shift for the standard specimens) the precracked specimens and
Barsom's prediction (28) respectively. A scan of these three columns
qUickly show a generally good agreement with Barsom' s pr'ediction ::.od
~T.lt also shows a much smaller ATP than ~T or ~TB' Thus it is
clear that the standard test results show bett~r agreement' with l1TB
than .6TP does. ,:'
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We '~olumn T1S..S is just an indication of how fast the standard
Charpy curve is rising in the ,region between the 5 and 15 ft.-lb~
energy levels. This is useful in judging the steepness of the
15 *,
, Charpy transition ~egion. The columns CVNSH' KId' and KId quickly
present the· upper shelf Charpy energy, the dynamic K
c
at the T1S
~temperatur~ and the lower shelf dynamic K ." This format allows easy
. c
comparative analysis of the data. The remaining columns also allow
for quick comparisons to be made among the data.
S·.7 .AASHTO Charpy Requirements
At the request of the Federal Highwa.y Administration', the
American-Iron and Steel Institute investigated the possibility of
using Charpy testing as a means of guara.nteeing miaimum toughness
in structural grade steels. As a result of this investigation;
it was proposed, to the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials, that they adopt a set c~ requirements
which Gall for the various grades of stee~ to meet specified Charpy
energies at a certain temperature. The Charpy levels which ar~
l
presently being used- are given in Table 3. In the present specific-,
ations there are three groups which depend on ,the operating service
temperature. To compare how the materials tested in this program
would be rated, Table 4 was prepared. From rable 4 it can be seen
that 11 of the 22 steels \tested would be suitable down to _600 F,
a . b
14 to -30 F and 21 to 0 F. Only the 1.~7 material proved to not




this is a critical aspect of the question to a steel producer, it is
Recalling the concept of a temperature shift, it will be recognized
It is t~e view of rhe writers of this report ~hat the present
that for .the proposed CVN levels there is more than adequate fractur~
It "~'lvuld appear on the surface that most materials used in
bridge c~nstructionwould easily meet the ASSHTO requirements for
not t~e critical question to a user. What is tequired is an answer
to just.how much toughness is'guaranteed by these CVN levels.
CVN since the materIals uSed in this program can be re~arded as a
random selection of the particular type of steel. However, ·although
K curves either in the body of this report or in the appendices.
c
Thus if static loading rates are postulated as governing in a bridge, '
the proposed CVN levels will guarantee adequate fraotare toughpess •.
..
,toughnes~ for static loading rateS 4 This can be seen in any of the
· ...
. requirements ar~ very adequate for normal redundant design. However,
in cases where'q singl~ element or member can cont..r0l complete 6011apstt
of the structure, it is felt thqt desig,ning 'for static K levels is
c
not sufficiett. It is felt that situations ba~ ari~e where dyn~mi~
loading rates can· be applied either to the member or lo~al to a
fatigue crack. This would then require design based on dynamic K
c
levels -and 'the ASSHTO CVN values will no't; provide adequate toughness
for this case~
5.8 Conclusions
1. Withi~ the composition end tensile properties specified for
a given_type of steel (A3(, d44~. A514, etc.) toughness can vary widely
-:; . "·f.' .L.....:.:..:_.a-'~.:;. ;
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and plates unsatisfactory for use in tensile load bearing members of
bridg~~ are possible.
'2. It was observed during the R-curve tests t~at actual slow-
\
stable crack e~tension during a fracture'· toughness test is negligible
for the bridge steels studied. This simplifies the problem of estim-









the leading edge of a crack of given size in a bridge structure.
3." Relative to the idea ,that the fracture toughness observed in
a dynamic fracture test corresponds to a similar fracture toughess
using slow (one second) loading at a lower testing temperature, a
~arge variability was observed in th~ slow speed-dynamic temperature
shift, particularly for slow and dynamic bend tests of standard
V-notch Charpy bars. For purpo'ses of conser:ative, rather than "on..
average" toughness estimates, toughness values measured at: loac;iing
rates which approximate minimum dynamic values would seem to be
I
most reliable at the present time.
4. Estimates of" dynamic Kc values using CVN correlation~ suggested
by Barsom"(28) were usually conservative when compared to mea$ured
dynamic K, values~
. c
.5. Conside~ing the uncer~aintie,swhich undetly empirical
estimates of K and Kr based upon CVN testing, there is a definitec C
need for the d:evelopment and standardization 0'£ a fracture toughness
test which is more appropriate than currently available standardl "
tests ,for applicat~on to' brid"ge steels. For this purpose, it appears
.I .-
, .
a modified version of dynamic-tear testing would hold best promise
in. tenns of simplicity and enhanced capability for fracture mechanics
interpretation.
5.9 Recommendations
There appear to be two major roles for fracture toughness
evs.lua"tions of bridge steels: (a) eliminatio~ of very brittle steels
which cause unnecessary expense during fabrication and produce
potentially hazardous conditions if used for tensile load bearing
members of a bridge, (b) careful assessment of the fracture relia-
rility of non-redundant tensile load bearing bridge COtnponents.
1. Standard CVN tests appear to be a.s suitable for role (a)
above as are fatigue precracked CVN tests or their slow-bend
counterparts.
2, D~velopment of modified dynamic-tear test as a future re-
placemept for ~tandard CVN tests in routin~ toughness ev~lua~io~s
of bridge steelS is desirable,
3. In the case of bridge steels used' in non-redundant components;
careful evaluation of the steel toughness is needed. Unless ernpi6ye~
with v~ry conservative interpretations, CVN tests are not recqtTmlended
for this purpose, Even an improved. version of dynamic-tear testing
may turn out to lack adequate prec~sion~ Thus it is recommended that
some attention be given to instrumented fracture'tests with specimen
sizes large enough to permit K
c






members. The actual" extent of the testing needed' will have be deter-
mined from studies of the statistics associated with K testing•
.- ._._,', ~ c
The current program did not evaluate this question. It should be
recognized that although K testing is much more costly than qualifying
c
a material by CVN results, the amo~lnt of such testing should be small
s1~~e mo~t of the structural membernwill not be critical non-redun-




















































45.3 80 .. 7
39. 7 76.,2
44.3 89.7
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TABLE 1 DATA SUMMt\RY
P .:...P 15 *T15 TI5 !J.T 6r llTB T15-TS CVNSH . KID KID (j au Elongation'. . Y.rn rn rn'rn rn (oF) (ft~lb) (ksifin) (ksi[in)', (ksi) . (ksi) (%)
100 -- 125 -- 162
S9 70 .160 lO~ 158
60 100 150 ~O 152
60 50· 175 60 148
-7-0.. _.- 17-S~ . -- 147
55 -- 135 -- 155
50· -- 0 -- 148 -_.
65 -- 200 -- 134
25 -- 200 -- 138·
35 -- 150 -- 148
- 25 0 125 100 121
o 50 135 60 137
70 30 210 '130 121
S
15 60 115 45 130
- 10 65 60 40 130
40 80 65 40 130
~ 10 50 160 ,70 112
- 75 100 -- 75 III
- 15 115 85 135 121
-150 -- 110 0 24
-100 -145 200 0 .52

























CVNSH - Upper shelf Charpy en€rgy
15· 5KIn - ~ID at the temperature c~rresponding·to the 1 ft.-lb. _level in a standard CVN test.
*KID -. Apparent KID lower shelf.
a . - Yield s-trength.y .
(J , - Ultimate strength
u '
, 1_ ..,m....'•.. f , _~, __~__~ .......... ~ ~·r
Temperature corresponding to the 15 ft.-lb. energy- level from a test of,' standard CVN specimens.
Temperature corresponding to the 15 ft.-lb. energy level from a -test of pre-cracked
CVN specimens.
Teniperature shift at 15 ft-.... -lb-. level between dynamic and slow bend, (.O~ i~./min.
'crosshead speed) standard CVN specimens.
Temperature shift at 15 ft.-lb. level between dynamic and sl~d bend (.02 in.fmin.
crosshead speed) pre-cracked C\TN spe-cimen-s.
(215 - 1.5 cr ) where cr is- the· room temperature yield strength.
y .- y

























TABLE 2 CHE:HISTRY SUHMA.RY OF PlATE
Plate Plate Heat
I Grade Thickness C Mn P S 5i Cu V Ni Cr Mo B No.-- -- ---- -- -- -- --"~;' - 1/2 <0.02_r A7 0-.22 0.44 0.014 0.038 0.02 0.01 < 0.002 0.045 0.01 < 0.001
1--- A36 1/2 0.21 0.54 0.008 0.021 0.05 490B56~1
f 1 0.18 0.95 0.009 0.015 0.05 490C0461.! ..r 2 0.20 1.00 o..Olt -0.018 0.24 422B3861f
f
A242 1/2 0.10- 0.75 0.07 0.023 0.30 0.29 0.33 0.58 401C6101
1 0.10 0.73 0.08 0.030 0.31 0.27 0.37 0.53 481B1981
~r
i 2 0.10 0.85 0.056 0.024 0.28 0.28 0.34 0.53 481COO61
I.
~, A440 1/2 0.18 1.14 0.009 0.025 0.15 0.26 487C0381
f:'
• 1 0.18 1.14 0.009 0.025 0.15 0.26 1~87C03elIi
t- VI
~ ~
t I 2 0.16 1.13 0.-012 0.021 0.23 0.23 412C5233 i
! 1/2 0.025 0.21 0 .. 23 0.051 0,02 0.03 0.002 482T0241 rA441 0.20 1 .. 08 0.017 .. i..... -0-.20 1.08 O~017 ·O~O25 0.21 0,,2.3 0.-051 0.02 0.03 0.002 482T0241 I'·2 0.20 1.08 0.017 0.025 0.-21 0.23 0.051 0.02 0.03 0.002 482T0241 ~
I IA514M 1/2 0.19 0.65 0.008 0-.026 0.27 1.38 0.59 0.002 533Z0023 t~ A514P 1 0.10 0.58 0.009 0 __ 02j-- 0 .. 30- 1.40 0.91 0.56 -0.005 521XOO27Ii'
r- A514}! 2 '0.-18- 0.65 - 0.010 0.032 0 .. 27 1.39 0.59 0.005 532Z0265i:~.
1/2 0.30 0.56t' A558B- 0.15 1.15 0.014 0.026 0 .. 23 0.30 0.027 432B2371 i
0.13 1.05 0.013 0.030 0.26 0.31 0.029 0.31 0.52 401C2251 f1 t
2 0.15 1.15 0.014 0.026 0.23 0.30 0.027 0.30 0.'56 432B2371 f!j
SAEI035 1/2 0_.38 :0.-61 0.008 ·0.·-0-21 0,.17 422B5674
i ;'
I,' ,
0 .. 38- -0.--61 0 .. 008 0.021 0.17 42235674
I '
1 l:'~
2 0.38 0.74 0.016 0.019 0,21 402C2991 J '-,'if,::
;;.
t-
01- ... + ~ _ ~ ::~ ~ r ~. • ... J r ~. ~f j J




























L~BLE 3 AASHTO SPECIFICATIONS FOR BRIDGE STEELS
Orig1na,lly Proposed by Fh'1~A Based CVN -Recommendations of AlSI Bridg.e .:
AST~I on :Hinimum Service Te-mp-e~ature of '_30
0 Steel Specifications 'Group (6/28/73)
Designation Thickness CVN Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
,- (in.)- ft.-lbs. See FFJotnote See Footnote See Footnote
15 @ 40° F J
..
A36 1',; @ 70° F 15 @ 400 F IS" @ lO~ F
- Up to 4" mechanically fastened II ft U 11
AS 72'-k
.Up to 211 welded It " 11 tI
A440 ~t . tt U u
A441 " It It t1
A242 n tI 11 t1
-
Up to 4" mer;hanically fastened H " It ,~
A588*
Up to 2" welded H " 11 ".....
Over 2u welded J 20 @ 40° F 20 @ 70° F 20 @ 40° F 20 @ 10° F
Up to 4" mechanically fastened 25 @ 00 - F 25 @ 30° F 25 @- 0° F 25 @-30o F
A514 Up to 2-1/2" welded 25 @ 0° F 25 @ 30° F 25 @ 0° F 25 @-30o F
Over 2-1/2u- to- 4" '\velded 135 @ 0° F 35 @ 30° F 35 @ 0° F 35 @-30o F
Footnotes: Group 1: ~finimum Service Temperature-aD F and above.
Group 2: Minimum Service Temperature from _1° to _300 F.
Group 3: Minimum Service Temperature from _310 to -600 F.
~~If the yield point of the material t;x.cceds 65 ksi, the temperature for the CVN value for
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TABLE 4 MATERIAL PROGRAM COMPLIANCE WITH
fu\SHTO FOR CVN SPECIFICATIONS







SAB 1035 1/2 1*
SAE 1035 1 1*
SAE 1035 2 1*
A2,'+2 1/2 I, 2, 3
A242 1 1, 2
A242 2 1, Z
A440 1/2 1, 4, 3
A440 1 1, 2, 3
A440 2 1
A44tl 1/2 1, 2', 3
A441 1 I, 2, 3
A441 2 1, 2
A588 1/2 1, 2, 3,
A588 1 1, 2, 3
A5~o 2 1, 2, 3
1\514 1/2 1, 2, 3
A514 1 1, 2, 3
A514 2 1, 2, 3
'";~
not listed in Table 3Although these materials were
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CRACI< LENGTH a
Stress versus Crack Length for a Fixed K Value.
c
u. > cr.'" Represents going to a Higher K at a
1 ~ I . C
'Fixed Crack Length •
...',. ..'.
a . 1n > cr.'~ Represents go i ng to a Sma Iler Crack
1 1"
Size at a Fixed K Level.
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Fig. 3 A Schematic Representation of KR v~rsus a(effective) for a material such as High Purity
2024.... T3 Aluminum in 1/8'1 Thickness is shown as
Curve (5). Curves (L) show Constant Load Curves
of K versus a (L3 > L2 > L1). Point A3 indicates
an Instability Point Corresponding.to a K of


























Fig. 4 A Schematic Representation of K versus a (effective), believed
to be appropriate for A4/..1 stee¥ in 1" Thickness 1,lnder Dynamic
Loading at 60° F, as 'shown as Curve (D). Curve (L) is a Load-
constant Curve of K versus a indicating a Dynamic Instability
Point, A, corresponding to. Kc ~ 80 ksi fin. Curve (8)
represents KR versus a (effective) for Static (one second)
Loading. Instability ~ight occur at the Solid Line End of
Curve (8) at a Load' somewhat above that of Curve (L). A
short run of the Crack accompanied by a Load Drop might then




Dra\Vi~g "of Loading of 3" v 12" Specimen
Fig. 5 K
c
Specimens - .Loading Arrangement
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Fig. 7 Typical Partially Fract'ured Test Specimen Used
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Fig. 8 Typical CVN Curv-e for S1-o-t-1 anu Dynamic Loading
:, .'~
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Fig. 14 SAE 1035 2" Notched Char.py Data for Three Rates o~ Loading
.•~ ,
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120 0 Slow - .02 in/roin
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Fig. 15 A588 1· t Notched Charpy Data for Two Rates of Lo2ding
-1l-
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-300 ..200 -100 0 100 290
TEMPERATURE OF
Fig. 17 A4!4-1 1/2 11 Precracked Data and Notched Charpy .Data

















Fig. 18 A36 2" Prccracl<-cd Data and Notched Charpy Data
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Fig. 2& Typical DT versus Temperature .'
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Fig. 2.8 Dynamic Tear Datp.. for A588B 1ft Material
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APPENDIX A - A7 DAT~








supplied to Lehigh Un~versity from a bottom chord section of the
Congress Street Bridge ove~ the Hudson River·at Troy~ New York. The
/
mate~ial was obtained through the cooperation of the FHWA and the
State of New York. The bridge was constructed in 1915. The physical
properties of the material are givan in Tables 1 and 2 of the text"
'The Charpy' test Tesults are shOtVIl in Figure A-I. For these
particu.lar tests and this material there wa.B no apparent ·difference
between the slow and fast Charpy results II • The slow and dynamic tests
of the ~tand~rd Charpy specimen~ did show a shift in temperature o~
o . 0
125 ~ as ~pposed 'to a shift of 162 F predi~ted by Barsom (28).
The results of the st.andard Charpy testing ,showed a 15 ff+ ... lbs .. temper-
atureof 1000 F. The .individual Charpy test results are -given' in
Table A-2. Some ·of the salient Charpy data are tabulated it:. Tabl~ A~l.
TheK and D.T. results are present~d in'Table A... 3 and Figures
.C
A-2 and·A-3._ As can be seen in Figures A-2 ana A-3 the transition iri
the K
c
and D.T. data occur in approximately the same temperatu~e range~
50 ... 100°. Fe The estimate of K using Barsom's (28) equation and the
c
Charpy data (Figure A-l) do not show go~d correlation. ~or thig type








For ,the A7 material the two R-ccrve tests did not show any stable
c.l:ack growth. The cracks when they did start to grow were not stable
and the plates fractured completely. As in many of the other R-curve
test~ in this program the crack velccity was great enough to cause
branching. The irt.di.vidual R-curve data are given in Figure A:-2 a.nd
lxable A-4. . The R-curve data plo,tte<;i .il"~ F'igure, A-2 does not show the
general trend observed for most of the other steels. In these tests'
the data fell almost on top of the dynamic K results. For the other
c
materials the R-curve data tended to follow the static K values. At
c
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TABLE AI.l"!: - A7 CHARPY DATA SUMMARY
Material T15 T30 TSH CVNSHTest Thickness
(in. ) ~ -Cn £Jl (ft.-lb.)
DS 0.5 100 135 200 73
SS· 0.5
-
25 .._- 25 25
TABLE Al.2
Test T (~TF) LiTB£J1
S ·0.5 125 162
Dynamic Standard Charpy Test.
Dynamic Pre-cracked Charpy Test
Slow Standard Charpy Test
- Slow Pre-cracked Charpy Test
- Standard Charpy Test )
- Pre-cracked Ch,lrpy Test.
- Temperature corresponding to 15 ft.-lb~ energy level
- Temperature corresponding to 30 ft.-lb. energy level
- Temperature at whi"ch upper shelf energy level is fully developed
Upper Shelf_ Charpy eOf:rgy
- Temperature shift beoveen dynamic and slow bend Charpy curve at 15 ft.-lb. energy level
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A7 1/2" (Notched) __Slow Bend 'I!
Deflection
·1
Energy Absorbed I,Specim~n Maximum at Maximum Lateral II
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion I--- ~ (lb.) (in. ) (in.) (ft •.-lb. ) (ft.-lb.. ) (%) (mils)
239 - 100 2450 0'.066 0 .. 079 7.12 7.12 0 10 I
!




453 0 2575 0.122 0.079 21.80 21.80- < 5 32 f'\
,"/
236 0 2680 0.132 0'.079 23'~60 23.60 < 5 32
1
\0




·'1t"':...,..[ ~~ + I
~.: ~~.~~ ~:.'•• • ~-. - ~ J "+' ~'._~ ~,






A7 1/2 lt ,
"
Nominal Yield Strength YS = 37.0 ksi
Spe~:imen - A _ P Time K G DTE ~ i3 DTNo. B K aYD • JTemp. o. r.A. max. c c
~ ~_ ~ (in. Z) (kips) (sec) ksi/in. (lb/in) (lb/in)
--
__ (ksi)
8.004 .- _. O. 5 ------- 90 0.800 1.100 7.0 5.0E-04 38.46 50.0 ".0.0 0.490 0.0 77.7
8.003 0.5
- 50 0.775 1.112 6.9 5.0E-04 37.36 47.2 64.7 0.554 0.761 71.0
8.002 0.5 0 1.400 0.800 6.0 6..0E-04 66000 147.2 60.0 2.153 0.878 63.6
8.005 0.5 35 0.'860 1.070 10.5 7.5E-04 72.69 178.5 0.0 3.027' 0.0 59.1




















- ~~ximum load at fracture
- Load time to P
max
Stress Intensity Factor
- Strain E~ergy Release Rate







- - B O"YS
1 E x DTE .
- = i ( 2) where E 15 Young's Modulus
crYD 30 x 106 psi.






._._._._". ~~:_'~~~ - _-_0.--
" TABLE A4 - A7 R-CURVE INSTA.BILI1Y SUMMARY
K at ApparentFatigue c Crack Length
Thickness Test Temperature Cra-ck Length Instability at Instability
U-.!!.:l (0 F)_ _ (in __ ) ___ (psi) _ (in.)
*0.5
- 75 6.•05 30,700 6.56
0.5**
- 10 6.30 66,700 7.95
*Crack branching occurred at 12.9"








APPENDIX B - A36
ntis appendix contains the data collected for the 1/2", 1" and
2" thicknesses of the A36 material. This steel was supplied to the
program by the Bethlzhem Steel Corporation. The chemical analysis,
physical properties and heat designations appear in Tables 1 and 2.
The data in this appendix is presented in the ,form of a Charpy
Rummary, a detailed Cha~py tabulation, a K tabulation, an R-cutve
c
summary and appropriate figure~ which best i~lustrate the data trends"
Detail~ IJ~ tbe t~st prccedures and terminblo~y can be found in ap~
pendices J, K and L and Chapter 2.
Standard and precracked Charpy $pecimens were tested for· th~ three
thicknesses of the A36 at three testing. speed~+ For both the standard
and precracked Chapry specimens the slow and fast data tended to over~
lap and did not show any temperat\1re shift. A temperature shif~ was
observed between the slow and dyna;:tic tests with the qtandard specimens
showing a greater similarity with the trend~ repQrted by Barsom (28).
Fo"r the standard specirnens the shift was o~ the ol;'der of 1500 F for the
three thicknesses. For the precracked specimen~ the shift was much
.-
..
less. Also with regard to the precracked Charpy specimens, they showed
a much higher trans i'tion tempera ture than the s tand,ard- specimens. The
precracked' specimens did not appear to be a set of lower bound values
for the standard Charpy tests as reported by Barsom in Reference (28).
-98-
Figures B-1 through B-6 present the indi~idual Charpy data while data
tabulations are' given in Table B-2. Table ,8-1 presents some of the
more ~mportant features of the Charpy data while Table 1 of the test3
gives, a comparative listing of all Charpy data.
Figures B-7 through ~lO present the dynamic K data collected
c
for the A36 material. The individual data are tab'11ated in Table B-3.
Since the A36 material was part of Phase 1 primary emphasis was placed
on dyn~mi~ K
c
testing. n.T. testing was not undertaken ~ntil Phase 2
at Which time there were no A36 specimens relnaining. Thickness
reduction and bend angle measurements were also used for the A36
'mat~rial to supplement the d~ta. Tne data from these testa point tq
an up swing in the trends which was not apparent from just the
dynamic -K results. :With regard to estimates of K from Charpy data
c c
it appears that for the A36 material in the 112 ft , 1" and 2" thickness
the ~qua~ion proposed by Barsom (28)
would be acceptable if A is taken as 8 aud the standard Charpy data
is used.
R-curve testing w~s performed on the A3~ material in both Phase l
and Phase L. The tes ts in' Phase 1 did no t show any real c,rack groYfth
as alrea~y repcrted,Jn the Phase 1 report. The specimens just plas-
tically deformed. The results obtained in Phase 2 exhibi~ed rapid
unstable crack growth. Once the crack started it ran completely through
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branching occurred. The R-curve data appear to be consistent with
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Fig. B-4 A36 1" Precracked Data for Three Loading Rates
-lOS-
A Intermediate - 2 in/min











6 Intermediate - 2 in/min
--- C Dynamic
----0 Slow'" .02 in/min
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Circles Show Dynamic K
c
'yalues for 112 ft A36 Plate.
Triangles ShO\\1 Estimates of Dynamic KM from the Crack..Arrest Bend-Angle Method.
Squares Show Estimates of Dynamic K from Eqs. (20)
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o eo 100
TEMPERATURE OF
Fig. B-8 Circles Show Dynamic Kc Values for Itt AJ6 Plate.
Triangles show E~timates of Dynamic KM from theCrack-Arrest Bend-Angle Method.
Squares show Estimates of Dynamic Kc from EllS (20)
and (7) from Phase l Report.
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Fig. B-IO Collection is'Shown for the Dynamic K ·Trend
Lines of the Previous Figures C
- i 1.1-
TABLE Bl.l* - A36 CHARPY DATA SUMMA.RY
~1aterial TlS T30 TSH CVNSHTest "1hickness
(in.) £'Jl £'Jl Lfl (ft.-lb.)
DS 0.5 50 80 > 200 > 85
DP 0.5 70 130 > 200 > 70
Ss 0.5
- 105 - :15 -- > 60
SP 0.5
-
25 40 > 75 > 40
DS 1.0 60 80 175 62
DP 1.0 100 175 > 200 > 1..0
58 1.0
-
75 3S > 75 > 40
I SP 1.0 25 100 > 100 > 30
......
......
~ DS 2.0 60 15 > 200 > 100I
DP 2.0 50 90 l~O 45
SS 2.0 - 100 0 > 75 > 45
SP 2.0
-
10 ·70 > 75 > 30
l.
TABLE Bl.2








-s 2.0 175 148
P 2.0 60
"Ii: See Table Al~ 1 -for designations
~~~~,0_~+r~:."~:.J.."'~J_~~Y~~.~~ ~"",.,~._
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'A36 i/2" (~otched). Slow Bend
D-eflection Energy AbsorbedSpecimen Maximum .." at Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load . Lo-ad Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
..e..LL (lb. ) (in. ) (-in. ) (ft .-1h.•) (fJ:!_~ lb.) (%)- (mils)
-
124-SP - 200 2325 o.Oltl 0.079 4.0 4.0 0 5
lO5-SN - 150 2625 0.094 0,,079 -14.0 14 .. 0 0 20




50 2600 0.151 0,,079 24.75 24.75 < 5 30
~
'-
w 8-SN 0 2500 0.214 0.079 29-.20 29.20 < 10 31,
44-SN + 1.0 2500 0.-170 0.0"79 38" 60 38.60 20 56
13G-SN + 75 2255 0.160 0.079 55 .. 83 55.83 100 66







A36 1/211 (Notched) Fast_~ "
Deflection Energv AbsorbedSpecimen Maximum at Maximum.- Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
£:..Xl Clb~) (in.) (in.) (ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb.) (%) (mils)
440
- 160 2700 0.034 0.079 5.5 5.5 0 3
386 - 100 2450 0-.056 -0.079 9.75 9.75 0 10
385 - 100 2515 0.068 0.079 12.30 12.30 0 12
350 . ;- 50 2530 0.098 O~O79 15~92 15.92 < 5 20
1 306 0 2770 0.180 0.0-79 34.00 34.00 10 47I""-'"
~
+'
1 266 + 50 2600 0:.176 O'~O-79 -46 .. 32 46.32 25 55
s




AJ6 1/2H (Notched) Dynamic
Deflection
Specimen Maximum at Maximum Lateral
No. ,- Temp. Load" Load Cr.ack---Dep-th Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
(0 F) (lb.) (in" ) (in.) (ft.-lb.) (ft,,-lb. ) J%) _ (m5~ls)
50 0.079 2.5 2.5 0 5
0 0.079 4 .. 5 4.5 0 6
0 0.079" 5.0 5.0 0 7
+ 25 0.079 10.0 10.0 < 5 11
1 + 25 0.079 9.5 9.5 < 5 13
......
......
U'l + 75 0 ..079 27.0 27.0 15 32,
+ 75 0.079 28.0 28.0 15 33
+ 100 0.079 50.0 50.0 40 47"
+ 125 ~ 0.079 61.0 61.0 75 56 -
+ 212 0 .. 079 86.0 86.0 100 71




CHARPY TEST DATA J
A36 ·1/2" (Pre-cracked) Slow.Bend
Deflection Energy AbsorbedSpecimen Maximum a.t Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load --C.rack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
£:-12 (lb. ) (in.) (i-n--.) (ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb. ) (%) (mils)
123-SP
- 200 _1458 0.030 0.130 1.15 1.37 4
i.04-SP - 150 1450 0.028 0.135 1.20 1.45 4
75-SP - 100 1200 0.150 3.30 5.10 11
t 165-SP
-




I 7-SP 0 1500 0.074 0.140 17,.20 21.4 30 28
43-SP + 10 1325 0.095 0-.125 22.60 26.5 40 35
.... M


















-1\36 112 ft (Pre-cracked) Fast Bend
Deflection Energy Absc~~Specimen Maximum at Maximum Lateral
No.• Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
~ (lb.) ( in.) ( in .. ) -- - ~-- _lf~._~lp.l (ft .. -Jl>_. )_ -(%) (mils)
439
-- 150 1000 0.034 0 .. 145 2.1 2.6 0 4 I384 - 100 1500 0.024 0.115 3.43 4 .. 03 0 3
348
-
50 1500 0 .. 030 Oe 120 5.93 -6 .. 85 < 5 14 i--






J 305 _-0 13-50- o. OL~4 0.135 . 12.53 15.32 10 24
264 + 50 1880 0.112 0.105 31.41 31.41 30 37
~ .. ! ~:-I.' 4 ~ + + :" ~r: ." • .... 4.1 ."~. ,t : _ ~ ~~••• ~. --:. .~. \~ .... • • ~:. _ ~ I _.~ ...+••~~. .•• "r r f
0 0.156 4.8 6.30
+ 50 0.125 7.8 9.10
I + 75 0.130 12.5 14.90
t--6
,......




+211 0.148 52.0 68.0
J





I.Shear Expansion(%t (mils) I0 3 I
0 4 I






























A36 1/2" (Pre-Cracked) Dynamic
126-SN - 200 2700 0.055 0.079 7.40 7.40 0 10
93-SN
- 135 2750 ' 0.092 0.079 12.30 12.30 0 14
20~SN
-
50 2950 0-.121 0.079 20.00 20.00 0 22
48~SN
-
10 2950 0.134 0 .. 079 21.20 21.20 a 25
lO-SN 0 3000 0.130 0.079 23.80 23.80 0 24




















TABLE 'B-2 - CHARPY TEST DATA
Temp._
~
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A36 1" (Notched) Dynamic
Deflection Energy AbsorbedSpecimen Max-tmum- -at M.a.ximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load L-oad Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
~ ~ib~) (in.) (i_n.,) ( ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb.) (%) (mils)
-
50 0.079 2.5 2.5 0 3
0 0.079 5 .. 0 5.0 0 13
0 0.079 7.0 7.0 0 12
+ 25 0.079 10.0 10.0 < 5 15
• + 25 0.079 10.5 10.5 5 17,......
N
~
• + 75- 0.079 29.5 29.5 20 36
+ 75 -0-.079 33.0 33.0 40 37
+ 100 , 0.079 38.0 38.0 60 45
+ 125 0.079 56.0 56.0 85 63
+ 212 0.079 62.5 62.5 100 66







. Specimen Maximum at Maximum Lateral'
No. T·emp. Load Load- Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
.t:21 (lb.) (in.) (in .. ) (ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb.) (%) (mils)
I27-SF .. 200 1575 0.031- 0.155 1.83 2.40 0 4
125-SP - 200 '900 0.170 0 4
92-SP - 135 " J 1250 0.038 0-. J50 3.20 4.14 0 4
. 19-5P
-
50 1400 0.038 0.156 4.06 5.35 0 7
I 9.29 10.90..- 47-SP
-
10 1750- 0.-058 0.125 0 16
f'.-)
N
.1- 11.20 14.70 09-SP 0 1500 . 0.056- '0.156 19
152-SP + 75 1050 0.086 ,0.195 15.60 25.20 30 27
$




A36 I" (Pre-cracked) Fast Bend
-.~
Deflection Energy AbsorbedSpecimen M.aximum at Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual No~llzed Shear Expansion
.c:.n (lb. ) (in.) (in.) (ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb.) (%) ...!!!!lls)
:t87 .. 100 1660 0.044 0.115 3.00 3.50 0 4
351
-
50 1400 '0.022 0.125 2.86 3.37 0 6
307 0 1200 0.032' 0.175 5.58 8.10 < 5 13
267 + 50 1625 0 •.044 0-.130 10.96 13.07 10 22I
~
N· 0·.-:066 0.135 13.82 16.66 10 22w 268 + 50 17-50
•
$
...... I :~. '. ~~~ ~ ~..~, •• ~'.+ _. ~ ~ ~J. ~+.~~ ~t- - _•• .,. - _f .~ ~. 4 ~.,~~. t . --..~r
... _<;.,:>- _~+ H_f~:·~"';.f \. _ ~-.'< ~!."
A36 °l l1 (Pre-cracked) Dynamic





50 0'.130 2.2 2.62 0 4
0 O~130 3.0 3.58 0 5
+ 50- 0.125 5.5 6.45 < 5 10
+ 75 '0.120 10.30 11.80 10 10,
......
28.10N + 150- 0.187 18.50 15 23
.s;:...
•


































A36 2" (Notched). Slow Bend
Deflection Energy- AbsorbedSpecimen ~J8.ximum· at Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
~ !lb_l_ (in.) (in.) .!ft_e-lb.) (ft.-lb·l. -Gl._ (mIls)
.
187-SN .; 215 3020 0.049 0.079 4-.5 4.5 0 6
177-SN - 138 3-430 0.105 0.079 16.6 16.6 0 19
17"8-SN
- 150 2620 0.087 0.079 11.0 11.0 0 14
l-68-SN





55 2600 0·.140 0.079 30.2 30.2 0 45tl1
I
154-SN 0 - 2550 0-.136 0.079 29.6 29.6 40 38
150-SN + 75 2550 0.176 0.079 4-5.3- 45.3 85 64
J
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+ 100 S 0.079
-+ 125 0 .. 079
+ 212 -0.-079
A36 2" (Notched) Dynamic
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A36 2" (Pre-cracked)' Slow Bend
Deflection Energy AbsorbedSpecimen Maximum at Maximum Lateral
No. Temp'. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
~ (lb.) (in., (in.) (ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb.) -!ZL. (mils)
l8B-SP - 23'0' 1560 0.030 0.109 1.47 1.61 0
. 176-SP - 150 1975 0.030 .0.130 2.52 3.08 0 7
167-SP - 100 1250 0.04-6 0 .. 153 .' 4.16 5.45 0 15
, 163-SP .- 55 1250 ' 0.-042 .0. 120 7.03 8.09 10 14
,......,
N
co 153-SP a 800 '0.050 0.190 12.50 19.30 60 24
•
















A36 2tt (Pre-cracked) Fast Bend
Deflection EnE:rgy AbsorbedSpecimen .-Maximum at Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear E>..panslon
~ (lb.) (in.) (in.) (ft .. -lb.) (ft.-lb.) (%) ~s)
442
- 155· 9,,0 0.020 0.150 2.20 2.75 0 4
441 - 155 880 0.021 0.160 1~93 2.50 0 3
389 - 100 11-4;' 0.024 0.125 3.31 3.90 0 6









50. 1520 0.020 0.145 5.13 6.51 < 10 16
309 0 O..06t) 0.125 15.55 18.27 20 24
''ro"
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A36 2" (Pre-cracked) Dynamic
Specimen
No.
(..#':....".,.~~.:,;;,.."t"'~t~~.....--~~~'IW""...;._ .... ""'tO;.~~ .....,.,.~_""".:IIh"...,.~........,;f.~.~..,./, ........ ....-~ ..:JwI ..... I-'o'..... _ ... .., • ~
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-_...._- -~:--.......------ -.:.71P-.....""~~..,....J, '-1!J"'.~~...~~~~~""-.io-c:..tIC'~~ ......__ ~_ ••
KM - K es'timated from bend angle or thickness reduction ..L C -
TABLE B3. 2 - DYNAMIC Kc AND, KM VALtfES FOR 1 INCH A36PIATE
Initial Test Dyna.mic Net Bend Max~ Dynamic
. Specimen Crack Length Tempe1;'a ture Yield Stress Ligament Angle Load K KMcNumber a T O"Yd A P
( inches) (oF) (ksi) (inches) (radians) (kips) (ksi/in)' (ksi/in)






13 0.802 + 09 66.69
-- --
22.5 72.9




16 .63.46 0.113 1 61.6N 0.785 + 30 0.53 20.0 234I
19 0.782 + 31 62.68 0.51 0.078 20.6 65.4 190
15 0.791 + 7a- S§.70 1.63 0.036 28.8 222
















TABLE B3.2 - DYNMfIC K
c









Initial Test -Dynamic Net Bend Max. Dynamic
Specimen Crack Length Temperature Yield Stress Liganlent Angle Load K ~Number T A P ca (1Y-d





24 0-.826 .- 56 76.0
-- --
28.40 38.8















+ 1.8 61.0 0.560 0.068 67.90· > 76.0 ' 183
J
K'Lf - K es'tirra.tedfrom bend angle or thickness reduction •
• i." C



























TABLE B4 - A36 R-CURVE INSTABILITY SUMMARY
Fatigue K at Apparentc
Thickness Test Temperature Crack Length . Instability Crack Length
(0 F)
at Instability
(in~ ) (in. ) (psi) ---.J in .)
1
-
44 6.20 169,897 1.33
0.5
-
4-7 6.25 116,652 7.09
0.5*
-- 100 6.25 46,359 6.71
s
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'APPENDIX C - SA~ 1035 DAtA
This appendix contains the d&:ta collected for the 1/2", 1" and
2" thic~ne8ses of th\.t SAE 1035 material. This steel was supplied to
the prog~am by the Bethlehem Steel Corporation. The chemical
analysis, physical pro~erties and heat designations appear in Tables
1 and 2 •.
. TIle ·data in this appendix is presented in the form of a Charpy
summary.' a detailed Charpy tabulation., a K
c
tabulation. an R-curve
summary 'and appropriate figures which best illustrate the data trends.
D'etai1s of the tes t procedures and terrnino logy can be found in appen-
dices J,·K and L and Chapter 2~
The SAE 1035 CVN curves are given in Flgttres C-l through C-3.
Charpy d~t1i is t~bulated in Tables C-l and C-2~ Standard Charpy
specimens were tested at three testing ~peeds for the three thicknesses
of ~~E 1035. As with most of the tests in this program the slow and
fast resu~ts were similar and showed no temperature shift. 1he $low
and dynamic res~lts did show a temperature Rhift and thc· shift for the
1/2" and 1" materials was consist~nt with Barsom·s results (28). For
the 2" material ther~ was no apparent shift. However, this can be
misleading since the results of a shift can be masked or hidden by
\
the very 'low values of the slow and fast results for the 2" tests.
It is conceivable tha~ a trend can be justified in the data which
-135-
,-,C',:ld 'show a shift. However. it is the choice of the authors
not to attempt this.
Slow and dynamic K results were collected for the three thicknesses'
c
of SAE' 1035 material. These results are shown in Figures C-4 through
C-6" D.T. results were also collected and are shown in ,Figures C-7
should be noted that l'~~urn8 in the dynamic K and Dt T. curves occur
· c
,over similar temperature ranges. The standard CVN results also show
through C-9 .. K and D.T. data are tabulated in Table C-3.
c
First it
similar upswings for the same temperature zones. It is further in-
teresting to note that.the temperature shift is present in the K data
c:
for all of the thicknesses. The level of the shift is also consistent
with 'Barsom (28). The fact that the shift is present tends to reinfofce
agreements for claiming a shift in the 21t CVN data. If one is to use
the equation
K =VA E CVN
, Ie '
for estimatin& K1c from CVN results, the average value of A ShO\lld be
9 for the SAE 10'35 material. Another method for estimating K results
c
is shown in Figure C-IO. Here ~DT is plotted against SK. From
c
this figure it appears that it is more than reasonable to attempt
correlation between D. T. and Kr' ..c In fact for E\<c
less than one the
curve shows an excellent ~greement.
R-curve tests were, run on the 1/21t and 1" SAE 1035 material. The
data are tabulat~d in Table C-4.. Figures C-4 and C-5 show the data
p16tted along with the K da~a. For all of these tests there was no
c
apparent stable crack gro\'1th. The' cracking ",as unstable and' proceed~d
-136-
to fracture ~he complete specimen. In one of the 1/2" tests the
crack velocity was great enough to cause crack branch~pg. As seen in
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Fig. C-l SAE 1035 1/2" Notched Charpy Data for Three Loading Rates
.-139-
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Fig. C-2 SAE 1035 ,1" Notched'Charpy Data for Three Loading Rates
-140-
120 0 Slow" .02 in/min














Fig •. C-3 SAE 1035 2'1' No~ched Charpy Data for Three Lt)ading Rates.
-141-
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-F i g. -£- 5 ~K Dnta for SAE 1035 1H Na t e r in 1
c
-200
:;'~Iu~ ~ Zo:d! ,. ... "=- ~__....._.,..__
2401.- ---A KR
-0 K (Dynami-c)c
- ---e -K (Static)
c
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·2401-- -- 0 K (Dynamic)
c
----.K (Static)c








































































Fig. -C-7 Dynamic Tear Data: for SAE 1035 1/2 11 N~1terial







































. TEMPERATUR-E 0 F
o tOo
.Fig. C-8 Dynamic Tear Data for SAE 1035 Itt l1.1.terial
~-












































































































SAE 1035 CHARPY DATA SurL.~RY
Materlal ·TIS T30 TS.HTest Thickness
(1n.)_~ ~ ~ Lll
D~S-
-0•.5 70 100 200
55. '0.5 - 80 0 75
DS 1.0 55 80 150
55 1.0 . 75 25
DS 2.0. 50 125
55 2·.0 50 --- - ..-
1(




























SAEI035 '1/2" (Notched) Slow Bend
Deflection Energy AbsorbedSp-ecimen Maximum at Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
'IQ.2. (lb.) {in.} (in.) (ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb.) (t) (mils) Ij
t
198-SN - 320. 2585 0.033 0.079 2.45 2.45 0 4
J 181-SN
- 200 2730 0.044 0.079 4.52 4.52 0 5~~-




60-SN 85,..... - 2750 0-.,0-89 O.Oi9 12.54 12.54 0 15V1
t"
0
•~ 50-SN - 30 2675 0.104 O~.O79 18.65 18.65 < 15 .... ,.i ,,~, 27-SN + 63 2625 0.110 0.079 36.88 36.88 100 42




- 92. 2900 --0.-091 0.-019-- 14.58 14.58 < 5 16
f~ 454 '- 50 2940 0.200- 0.079 33.03 33.03 < 5 21l-'t-
~
! 447 5 3000 -0 .. 136_ 0.079 - 22.00 22.00 5 21~ - <
i
\ 4-92 + 68 2900 0.,098 0.0-79'" 4-0.00 40.00 95 42f
...~.~ .~"'" ""::<~~ ..~·I~~""'" -~~-A_~.~_:;"~;:"..i:--r.'o'-"";"""'':''.~~,~~:::'-';':;... ..... ,-...:......- ",-,_.";.. -:"'[""'o1oI,t!;-L.-;~''''~""~·",,:,,,.",,J.~~~' _-.-.-.-~!I<"'_-':-"""."':"-'-" ~ -
,. _10~~__"""""'"~---.----~-~-
~ ~:}
TABLE C2 - CHARPY TEST DATA
SA~1035 1/2" (Notched) Fast Bend
·Deflection Energy Absorbed
r
Sp.eci·men Maximum at Maximu'm Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
~ (1 b.) (in.) (in.J_ ( f t.__-l b. ) (ft.-lb.) " (%) (mils)
I 400 156 2485 0.040 0.079 4.97 4.97 0 2
t
t 401 - 152 2730 0.036 0.• 079 7.91 7.91 0 5
t
I 3-63 - 100 2920 0.068 0·.079 13.65 13.65 0 .12
v




50 3000 0.092 0.079 18.06 0 14,
324
-
50 2850 0.090 0.079 . 15.33 " 15.33 0 14
I 279 0 2950 0-.-098 0.079 1-8.42' 18.42 0 19."
r 280 0 2900 . 0.100 S 0.079 20.96 20.96 < 5 20
r.-
{\ 245 + 50 2840 0.118 0.079 24~37 24.37 40 28f.'t
l:-
F"




• ~~. '- .:~ •••-•• ~ ••• ~ •• ~~--j , .~ ... -.; , .
4 ~".ot.': ~ ..
........ ;4 ~~~~"., t~.~ ~_""·.t.!. .~. ~t~.:,r~lp-. _0:'" .:.~ ~ -: 1': .~~. I
TABLE C2 - CHARPY TEST DATA'
SAEI035 1/-2" (N0~ched) Dynamic
Deflection Energy AbsorbedSpecimeT' Maxi-m-um -at MaxImum Lateral
f
No. Temp. I.oad Load -Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
~ ~lb.) ---UE~ (in.) (ft._-lb. } (f~.~lb-.) (%) (mils)
~
- 50 0-.079 3.0 3.0 0 4~~:
I 0 0.079 6.0 6.0 0 l
t
O. 0.079 8.5 8.5 0 16
r + 50 0.079 11.0 11.0 0 16i: •
.-
·i LnN + 50 0.079 13.0 13.0 < 5 19•
+ 100- 0.079 31.0 31,,0 20 _35
+ 100 0.079 27.5 27.5 .20 33
+ 150 S 0.079 49.5 49.5 80 54
+ ISO 0.079 51.0 51.0 75 52










+~~ - •• I
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TABLE C2 - CHARPY TEST DATA
SAEI035 1 ,. (Notch2d) Slow Bend
Deflection Energy AbsorbedSpecimeon Maximum at Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
~ (lb.) , (in.) (in.) Jft.-lb.) (ft .-lb.) (%) (mils)
178A-SN - 200- 2650 O.D56- 0.079 4.80 4.80
--
7




85 265-0 O.~O8 0 22 Ie•to-" t'<';l,J1 58~SN .
- 50 2600 0.118 0,.079 19.50 19.50 < 10 24w
• (,;"l




28-SN + 63 2625 0.114' 0.079 3-5.45 35.45 100 43
..
479 - 150 2660 0.056, 0.079 8.46 8.46 0 10
422
- 95 2560 0.08-6 S 0.079 12.29 12.29 < ~ 20
455-
-
50 2675 0.236- 0.079 40~OO 40.00 10 24
~
~ 493 + 68 2700 0.090 0.07'9- 39.-10, 39.10 lOa 49
~:












".,... ._••~~"""~~~ ... ", .." "IZIIIIE
I'..
'·"."'.:'• I ;~~;
TABLE C2 - CHARPY TEST DATA
SAE1035 1" (Notched) Fast Bend
Deflectio-n Energy AbsorbedSpecimen Maximum at Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalize~ Shear Expansion
-.e.n (lb. ) (in.) (in.) (ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb. ) (%) (mils)
402 :- 150 2600 0.044 0.07-9 7.79 7.79 0 5
403 - 150 2630 0.042 0.079 5.70 5.70 a 5
f~. 365 - 100 3000 0.072 O~O79' 14.58 14.58 0 ~3 ." (:




- 50 '2610 " 0.076 0.079 20..45 ' 20.45 < 5 26+',
I329 - 50 2715 ·0:.115 0.079 18.30 18.30 < 5 25 f,.";
"
281 -0- .2800 0.097 0.079 19.22 .19.22 10 ' 32 t,
282 0 2630 0.112 J 0.079 24.Q5 24.65 15 23
246 + 50 2600 0.128 0.079 34.93 34.93 60 44
247 + 50 -2565- 0.116 0.079 40.65 40.65 85 45
j">:-





SAEI035 III (Notched) Dynamic
..
Deflection Energy AbsorbedSpecimen Maximum at Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
~ (lb.) (in.) (in.) i.tt:.-_lb-" >- ( f t " - 1b •) ____ (%) (mils)
- 50 0 . .079 4.0 4.0 0 5
0 0.079 3,,0 3.0 0 5
0 0.079 4.0 4.0 0 7
+ ~O 0 .. 079 25.0 25.0 < 5 35
•
......
\J'l + 50· 0.079 14.0 14.0 < 5 30 --~-V1
t
+ 100 0,,079 32.0 32.0 30 42
+ 100 0.079 31.0 31.0 30 '44
+ 150 j 0-.-0-79 52.0 52.0 .90 54
+ 150 0.079 41.0 41.0 85 56












_ ...._~ ......~ ..,........ __............ ~..c._ ....:o~.~.~ .....~~~ ..~N-~,~""II!'I...~~ __,_.....~~.~~ ~~ ...... ~
- ·I~:,,",.......lo ... -~""""~t::ri..~ ....~...~~-t.:...:"~f:C&';"'~:-X~~':"~~~~j~"';~I(.~¥d"JvK~~"
I
f
. <,_ ,~~_•.~~-,,~"~'Jj ...t:.-:'~%::~~}i~l·)tt'1$1n..~~~."1!iiim... ...., ~_ "._ ~
TABLE C2 - CHARPY TEST DATA
',' !-;'
5A£1035 21t (Notched) Slow Bend I'
.\:
'Deflection Energy Absorbed I',Specimen Maximum at MaximUm Lateral ~.f .
No. Temp. Load La'ad" Crack-Depth Actual Normaliz2d Shear Expansion I~, --(lb-.) (in.) (in .. ) (ft.- ~b.) (ft.-lb.) '_<.ZL- (mils)
l
•
185-SN - 200 2'950· -O~O46 0.079 4~ 34 .4.34 0 6 11I
B7.....SN - 125 2.325 0.048 0.079- 5.12 5.12 0 10
r
62-SN - 85 2575 0.061 0.079 7.~3 7.93 < 10 8
~
"
I Sl-SN· - 30 265·0 0.074 o~ 07-9 10.86 10.86 20 13
".""""""lJ1
0'
1 29-SN -,50 2700 0.083 0.079 15.28 15.28 50 16 1




480 .- 150 2950 0.042 0.079- 6.20 6.20 0 6 I
$
423 - 95 27'5.0 0.-059 0.079 8.46 8.46 0 II
501
-
5-0 2600 0.0-1.2 0.0-79 10.60 10.60 , 16
4·49 0 3000 :0-.082 O';{)-j-g-- 13.90- 13.90 lu 1:6
49'4 + -68 28'30; -0.-082 0.079 18.50 18.50 20 28






IT"A.• .. ", . ~ ,
.' J_,1---' .. ~ ~~~,..._t'"'01_= ....-., ~ ......~.- ." ---~~ ..~ •
.....---=-,~_ ........... - .. __ ~ ....~~...... III'~ t:





SAE1035 211 (Notched) Fast Bend
Deflection Energy Absorbed-,
, Specimen Maximum at Maximum La·teral
N-o. Temp. Load Load Cra~k-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
~- (lb. ) - (in.) (in.) (ft.-lb.,) (ft.• -lb.) . (%) (mils)
405 - 150 2850 0.040 0.079 7.20 7.20 0 6
404 - 150 2875 O.04u 0.079 8-.30 8.30 0 6
368 - 100 2820 0.052 0.07-9- 9.71 9.71 0 8
I
.,.....





50 2820 0.058 0.079 . 12.52 12.52 0 10 j~'
f.




283 0 2650 0.078 0.079 14 .. 55 14.55 0 19 [,
t
249 .+ 50 2760 ;o·~ 072 1 0.079 17.94 17.94 20 21






~.L. ; , ~
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SAEI035 2u (Notched) Dynamic ,~ ";







l 0.079 35.0 35.0
0·979 38.0 38.0
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TABLE C3.1* ..; SAE 1035 K DATA
c
SAE 1035 1/2"
Nominal Yield Strength ys-= 45 .. 3 ksi
Specimen A F.A. P Time K G DTE
~ - 13 DTNo. B Temp. K aYD0 max c c
~~ ii!!:.l (in .. 2) (k~ps) (sec) (ksifin.) (lb/in) (lbl in) Q.ill
-- --
2 .. 009 0.5
- 60 0 .. 795 1.102 10.5 7.0E-04 60.31 122.9 0.0 1.150 0.000 79.5
t
2.001 0.5
- 54 0.715 1.142 10.9 7.. 5E-·04 58.24 114.6 273.1 1.105 2.632 78.4 .', t
f:
I-I: 2.005 0.5 - 30 . 0.665 1.167 11.5 7.0E-04- 59.48 119.5 257.0 1,,252 2.691 75.2 iI'
t
I
2.00J 0.5 1.192 56.45 75.2--
'j,
1 - 30 0.615 11.5 7-.0E-04 107.7 301.9 1.127 3.161
t--4
VT
\.0 2.011 0 .• 5
- 40 1..-690 -0 .. 655 8.8 6.0E-04 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 77.1•
2.004 0.5 20 o•. -6(}S 1.197 13.8 -7.5E·04 72.09 175.6 1042.2 . 2.187 "12.979 68.9
2 •.007 0.5 20 1.100 0.950 11.5 8.0-E-04 0.00 0.0 543.2 0.0 6.803 68.7
2.018 0.5 25 0.710 1.145 1$1.1 7.5E-04 61.16 126.4 0.0 1.598 0.000 68.4
~~ . 516.5'1' 2.012 0.5 30 1.095 0.953 12.0 9.0E-04 0.00 0.0 0.0 6.742 67.3
I'




2.006 0.5 ~-l65 0.740- 1.130 31.2 .3 .OR-Ol 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 79.3
li- 2.013 0-.5 - 72 o.-700 .' 1. 150 -57.9 S'.OE-Or 0.00- 0.0 0.0 '0.0 0 .. 000' 63.3
)','
~:
t- *~. See Table AJ -fordesignatfon
~'" ..
~ ~ j. .' ..! ., + I ~ . ~. ~ ~ .: .~~ ,.. .:...... .~ ~ '. . i 'II- ••41". "'~..l : ! ...~.~ ~~ t. ~:.=... : ~~'...~:-~ .. '......... :.\..+.-: ~~..... ~: :~~ .~ .~:. ·.~7·~ ",.~.~.~<..:/.. 1 >...
'1C
TABLE C3.2 .. SAE 1035 K. DATA
c
SAE 1035 1H -
Nominal Yield Strength YS = 39.7 ksi
Specimen P
, Time K· G DTE ~K f3 DT. O"YD
. A F.A II· max c cNo. B Temp. 0 ..
ii£J.. L.Il JiE-:.l (in. 21 (kips) (sec) (ksi/in) (lb/in) (lb/in) (ksi).---
--
2.111 1.0 '- 60 0.915 2.085 11.3 6.0E-04 34.09 39.3 0 . .0 0.209 0.000 74.5
2.101 T.O· - 53- 0-.815 2.-185 15.9 I.OE-03 45.46 69.8 225.2 0.403 1.301 ·71.6
2 .. 116 -1e-0-
- 20 0-.900 2.100 20.0 8.0E-04 66.30 148.5 0.0' 0.956 0.000 67.8I -._--
-
,..... 2.114 1.0
- 20 0.900 2.100 1<,-.0 5.8E-04 49.89 84.1 0.0 0.524 0.000 68.90'\
0
I 2.102 1.-0 - 15 1.060 1.940 15.1 8.0E-04 55.66 104.7 154.6 0.686 1.014 67.2
2.103_ 1.0
- 15 0 .. 900 2.100 15.7 1.DE-03 49.31 82.1 177.1 0.550 1.187 66.5
2.113 1.0 0 0.910 2.090 21.3 9.0E-04 75.15 190.8 0.0 1.3-36 0.000 65.0
r 2.106 1.0 20 0.905 2,095 23.3 1.2E-03 94.92 304.4 234.8 2.349 .1.812 61 .. 9l.'
t:
2.109 1.0 25 '0.900 2 .. 100 18.0 6.0E-04 . 58.88 117.1 0.0 0.860 0.000 63.5, __~-/ I• i
2.117 1.0 25 0 .. 920 2.-080 2t3.0 7.8E-04 92.79 290.9 0.0 2.190 0.000 62.7
2 .. 107 1.0 43-- 0.900 2.100 28.3 7.2E-04 0.00 0.0 308.6 0.000 2.446 61.1
2.105 1.0 -43 0.880 2.120 19 •. 5 l.0E..03 65.66 145.6 334.0 1.191 2.732 60.2
2.11Z l~O 75 0.9-25 2.075 18.7 5.0E-04 66.23 148.2 1029.4 1.252 8.694 59.2
2.118 1.0 75 0.900 2.100 28.8 7.5E+OO 0.00 0.0 308.6 0.000 5.259 41.7
Slow Bend Tests
2.108 1.0 -156 0.830 2.170 11 .. 0 3.3E-Ol 30.76 32.0 0.0 0.185 0.000 71.6
2.110 .- 1.0
- 93 0.920 2 .. 080 30.0 1.2E+OO 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.000 O.OOp 58.6
"kSee Table A3 for designation
" . . .- ~ _:: . 1 _:
___....y~ .. _ ... ~ ~ ... _•...,"_ • ~~""' _ __:___.J;"""-_--~ ..""-.-...
.----_.............----"""_....-..-.---_¥_----
....
~.I.See Table A3 for: designation.
*TABLE C3.3
-
SAE -1035 K DATA
c
~ I SAE,10352 11
Nominal Yield Strength YS : 44.3 ksi
Specimen A P K ~K ~DT0 maxNo. B Temp. F.A .. Time c G DTE aYD2 c~ Dl~ (in. ) (kips) (sec) (ks i/in) (1hI in) (lb/ in)
---
(ksi)
2.203 --2.. 0 - 50 0.980 '4.040- 32.3 8.5E-04 53. 71. 97.5 216.8 0.243 0.541 77.0
2.204 2.0
- 50 1.020 3.960- 31.6 8.0E-04 54.48 100 .. 3 248.5 0.249 ,0.616 77.2
2.206 2.0 20 0.750- 4.500· 40 .. 0 1.2E-03 56.23- 106.8 274.7 0.350 0.899 67.2
I
....... 2___ 201 2.0." 40 1.015- 3~-97-0 33.1 1.0E-03 59.53 119. 7- 272.0 0.410 0.931 65.70'\
,......
• ' 2.202 2 ..0 -40 0-. 795 4.410 57.6 1.5r.:-03 0.00 0.0 351.0 0.000 1.244 64.6
-2.207 2.0 75 O..~900 4.200 42.5 7.5E-04 75.02 190.1 345.7 0.701 1.275 63.3
2.208 2.0 75 0.950 4.100- 34.4 7.5E-04 58.73 116.5 242.9 0 .. 430 0.896 63.3
Slow Bend Tests
2.20-9 2.0 -187 0.830 4.340- 2J2.0 1.8E-Ol 30.48 31.4 0.0 0.067 0.000 133.3
2,,205 2.0






SAE 1035 R-CURVE INSTABILITY SUM:YJARY
K at ApparentFatigue c Crack Length
Thickness Test Tempera.ture Crack Length Instability at Instability
(in.) (0 F) (in.) , (psi) (in.)
1
- 85 6.07 54,150 6.42
1
- 32 6.35 71,.,400 6.52
0.5
- 4·1 6.25 71,400 6.52
, 0.5*
-
3 6.• 30 114,000 7.14)004
0'
N 6.23I 0.5
---- 98- 6.-25 51,700
~
7i
Crilck branching occurred at crack lcngtl1 of 9.65lt
~:~ • +~.4+:4,: ~:~~ t t··~- ':, •• ~t ., t __:" fr t
•••' ........'":'+ .' !.. -: • ~- ...





APPENDIX D - A242 DAtA
This appendix contains the data collected for the 1/2"_ lit and
2" thicknesses of the A242 material. This steel was supplied to the
program by the Bethlehem Steel Corporation. The chemical analysis,
physical properties and heat designations appear in·Tables 1 and 2.
The data in this appendix is presented in the form of a Charpy
·su~+y, a detailed Charpy tabulation, n K tabulation, an R-curve
c
'summary and appropriate figures which best illustrate the data trends.
D'etails of the test proc-edures and terminology'can be found in
appendices ,J, K and L and ~hapter 2.
Standard Charpy specimens were tested at three loading rates for
i
all three thickness'es. The results of these tests are shown in Figures
D-l .through 0-3. Tabulated res\11ts are given in Table 0 ... 2. Table·
D-1 gives a Charpy data reduction summary. As with most of the Charpy
data reported in this program there was no discernable difference
between the slow and fast rates of loading_ nlere was a clear temper-
atur~ shift Present b~t\Jeen the slow and dynamic curves. 111is shift
was consistent with res\..\lts reported by Barsom (28) for the 2"
material and ~omewhat hfgher for the 1/2" a.nd 1" materials. However,
due to the v~ry limited nature of the present data it is possibl~ to
see that through mlre testing or even a re-2valuation of current tests,







"·r~· thus agree with Barsom's prediction (28). 'l1le 1" and 21t data also
suggested the double shelf behva~o~ suggested by Barso~ (28).
K and D.T. results were obtained for the 1/2". 1" and 2" A242
c
material. These results are sho~m in Figures D-4 through D-9. Table
. y D-3 gives individual data point information. The tra.nsition or upward
turning portion of the standard CVN. K and D.T. curves all occur over
c
the same temperature range for corresponding thicknesses, The temper-
ature shift is also present between the static Jand dynamic K data.
c
.;
The 1" data appe,ars to have a smaller th&n expected shift. It is
interesting to note that the equation for correlating K1c and CVN
data. (28)
works excellently where A = 5. A plot of PDT versus et~¢ is also
given in Figure n-lO. This shows that there is a ~eascnable basis
for using D.T. values for predic:i~g K levels. As with most of th~
. c
da.t~ collected unger this program, fQr ~ less than one, the agreement
c
is excellent.
R-curve d$ta was coliec~ed for the 1/2H and Itt A'f42 mat~rialt
These results are presented in Table n-4. ,As with the oth~r mat~ria~s
tested in this program ther~ was not any noticeable stable crack
.extension~ All crack growth was unst~ble causing complete failure of
the specimerts •. In the tests crack branching was not obserVed. The
individual data points are plotted in F~gures'D-4 and D-S. It is clear
~hat the R-cul~e K estil~tes are very useful to extend the static
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fig. D-1 A2~2 1/2" Notched Charpy Data for 111ree Loilding Rates
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A242 ,CHARPY DATA SUMMARY
Material TIS T30 TSH .CVNSH
Test Thickness
(in. ) D1. ~ ~ (ft.-l~2
DS 0.5 - 365 - 40 >100 > 120
SS 0.5 - 255 - 185 > 100 > 100
DS 1.0 25 60 > 200 > 90
SS 1.0 - 160 - 150 > 50 .> 70
DS 2.• 0 35 15 200 88






TABLE Dl .. 2 .
Test T 6T ~TB
~ L11
s J 0.5 200 134
s 1.0 2-00 138
S 2 ..0 150 148
..t".
'~Sec Table Al •.,l for designations
. :'. ~ ;,/. . :." .. .
- • r ~..... ~. _ • i' ... ~ ""'''''", .... ,~ ~ ~ .+ ... 4 .,. ~ ~4 ••• ~ .......~•• ~. ~ ..~ .:~"t' .... ~~ .. tf _+ ..~~ ••~~~ ....~ ~ '. ~._~+i'" .1..+. ~
..~_-...--- ..._.. '
. ',,, .'"",.~ • ....:.-~---..'-1,:









CHARPY .TEST DATA I
..
.,' I
A242 1/:" (Notched) Slow Bend I
Deflection I3,
Specimen Maximum at Naximum Energy Absorbed Lateral
.-No... Temp. 'Load Load _,Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
..e-u (lb.) (in,. ) .(iJl.) - (ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb.) (%) _(mils)
----
--195-SN
- 320 2380 0.046 0.079 5.04 5.04 0 4
202-SN - 255 3440 0.152 0.079 29.20 29.20 0 3~
lll-SN --150 3400 0.196 0.079 40.00 40.00 0 44
t- 200-SN - 185 3430 0.181 0.079 36.20 36.20 < 5' 30"
f~' ,.....
....... 169-SN






0.079 70.10 70.10 25 84
3Ci-SN + 63 3000 0.240 0.079 100.80 100.80 100 92
4-75
- 190 3600 0.176 0 .. 079 37~10 37.10 0 33
472
- 200 3/.90 0.101 0.079 21.28 21.28 0 22
481
- 150 .' 3575 0.188 j 0.079 44.80 44.80 0 44.
424 - 100 34500 0.26u 0.079 54.45 54.45 < 5 56,
504 - 100. 358:0 0.246 0.,079 56.40 56.40 < 5 57
502
-
-50 . 3400 0.27,0 0-.. 07'9 - 55.38 55.38 < 5 55
450 0 :;.,5,0 0 .. 230 . 0.079 9.7.75 97.75 40 96
496 + 70 323tl 0.25-0 0.079 140.00 140.00 80 104
I:'.'
."j,". .--




A242 1/2 ft (Notchcd~amic
D-eflection Energy Absorbed -Specimel Maximum 3t Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load C:rack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
..e-ll {lb. ) (in. ) (in.) (ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb.) (%l____~ _.(mi~s)
- 125 :0.079 -3.0 3.0· 0 4
- 75 0.079 9.0 9.0 a .9
,




- "50 . -:0 .. 079 25.5 25.5 < 5 27•
-
50 0.079- 93.0 93.0 < 5 24
0 0-.079 77.0 77.0 10 73
a O-~:O79 85.0 85.0 20- 75
+ 50 J 0.079 120.0 120.0 20 83








• ~~ .. ~ '_~1· 1" ~~t-'- ~ t" , ; ...... ;;-:: •. , i',,-.:· '-' .; , :_..:...~.- ..-'. : . -.,".'" <.; .. '; -',~" ...~.... '.~: .. '." --:,"- /.'
..... ~~-' .. : .~.., .._ ..... .ot-'".:..~.~ ·"l1b..;""" ...~~-;:..,:-- ~~~;:.,.~_..~~. f':".~1~'\.""~"""~~~""l-.......-..w.. .. -.,...,.,.,. ........... t,-+.-:..~~ __...... ,_~~..:....,._. _"'~ ...... ~ ................. ~ ..~. _ .. ".-& •






















A242 1" (Notched) Slow Bend
~pe(-:imen
No.
--l82-SN - 200 2470- O~-O68 0.079 10.18 lO~18
89-SN- - 135 2500 " 0.094 0.079 13.·23 13.23
56-SN
-
50 2800 O.~lO 0.079 37.70 37.70
38-SN + 4-0 275-0 O.24-()' 0.079 68.20 68.20
I




476 - 200 2060 0.026 0.079 2.40 2.40
473 - 200 2300 0.034 0.07"9 3.80 3.80
482 - _IS-(} 3150 0.136 0.07-9 26.61 26.61
484 - 135 3675 0-.-1-80 0.019 41.23 -41.23
425
=~~j**I;~~, 0.143 J 0.079 23.36 23.36 .505 0.246 0.079 56.-40 56.40
503
-
50 .ajooo 0.200 0.079 27.50 27.50
451
-
5 3000· 0.210 0.079 51.16 51.16




















.- \ - ~.,
-::'"1





TABLE D2 - CHARPY TEST DATA




Spec-imen Max.iu;.um atM.aximum Energy Absorbed Lateral
No. - -Temp •. Lead Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear _Expansion
~ (lb. ) ( in.) -( in.) (ft.-lb.) (ft.~lb.) (%) (mils)
459-FN ' '- 200 - 2980 O~03Q 0.079 7.35 7.35 O· 6
458-FN
- 200 ,2100 --0.-024 O.O7~ 3.10 3.10 0 3
I 462-FN: - 200 2050 -0 l)'~5 ' 0.079 3.66 3.66 0' 4,
........
co 409....PN
- 156 2075 0.035 0.079 4.10 4.10 0 6t---'I.,
408-FN - 162 -2250 0 .. 036 0.079 4.50 4.50 0 6
371-FN-
- 100 2670 0.094 -0.079 17 •.55 17.55 .. 0 20
333-FN - 50 3000 -0.190 -0.079 44.00 44'-00 < 10 48
36.15
...
10 40332-FN - 50 3050 0.185 J -0.079 36_.15 <
Z86-FN 0 2950 O,,·~2-o- 0.079 44.80 44.80 < 10 50
~
287-FN 0- 2950-- 1).424- -O-•.Q79· 46.00 46.00 < 10 52
252-FN + 50- -2-8:60, :0.212' 0.079 69.80 69.80 100 76
253-F..N + ~O 2820 O-~2'30 --,0-.tl7-9· ,68.20 68.2\> 100 78
--='=""""""=~~~------_.-.-
,--~ ·-_·,,_· ........ ·"'IIF'.,,:. ... -;'~...c.-·..... -"""" ... M..,r_ ...~~~..,.~....~~_~II:r'"~~i~~..,..,..lIIIIi ....., ,~~ •• ,
. ~. ~ ..~ .~>~ :;~.. t·r~ , •••• ~ .t ~t~. ~:.~~>:" ·l..~.·: • ~~ .-",.. ~ .~ ....
".,.t -.4. +,~"" +\" l.; : + •. ::.....\. + ~ f. :. - _\'J.. .; ~.•". ' . ···,~..~~·~_~;.t .~~. ~ ,~;~.r.J.j .:l"'.~
QO-_ ..... ~ ....... ',. .... _.....,..-.,.._........,..... _-P<II, ......._~ ...~"""._..t .... -\4 .... r,~~h,...,..._~ •. _,...............,__......· ..-~ ........ .":"~~.,......~_ ..... ....---I.......--_·_'_~ ...-.~ ........_~""" ...... -..-._--:....,.L-._~ _
1 TABLE D2 - CHARPY TEST DATA
.\
-----
A242 2" (Notched) '-Slow Bend
;~I;~ Deflectioni
'tj Specimen Naximum at Haximum Energy Absorbed Lateralf
i No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion'
\ f:Jl (lb~) (in.) (in .. ) (ft .-lb.) (ft.-lb.) (%) (mils)
-J
!
187-·SN - 200 0.079 2.60 2.60 a 4-l 2370 0.'-037j,
90-SN - 135 2500 0 .. 074 0.079 9.80t 9.80 0 17
57-SN - 50 2425 0 .. 182 0.079 26.8J 26.80 0 32
I 49-SN - 10 2875 09'172 0 .. 079 30.00 30.00 <- 10' 39
........
ex> 32-SN' + 63 2850 0.·195 0 .. 079 60.40 60.40 100 73w
f
477- - 200 2750 0.060 0.079 5.40 5.40 0 11
474 - ,200 23'00- 0.027 0.079 2.84 2.84 0 5
483 - 15.0- 2850 0.076: 0.079 12.04 12.04 0 16
506 - 100 3350 0.;148 0.079 30.00 30.00 0 32
S'
426 - 100- 3120 0.-162 0.07.9 25.40 25.40 0, 30
507 - 60 . 2960- 0.103 0.079 18.60 18.60 0 24
4'52 0 3200 . O~168 ' 0.079 , 34.03 34.03 < 10- ~l











CHARPY TEST DATAI TABLE D2 -
J
J
A242 2H (N'otched) Fast Bend~ ~
1t .
.
f Deflection Energy Absorbed
. { Specimen ' Maximum at Maximum Lateral
t No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear . ExpansIon
~ ~ -11b... ) (in.)- __ (in .. )-, {ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb.) (%) (mils)
4,60
- 200- 26'00- 0.028 0.079- 3-.90 3.90 0 4
461 - 200 22"50 - 0.027 0.079 3.70 3.70 0 4
, .
.. ·4l0 ~ 150 2570' 0.041 0.079 .7.00 7.00 0 10
,......
co
.po. . 411 - 150 2420 '0.038 0.07"9 5.60 5.60 0 8..
37-3
- 100 2630 0.070 0.079 11.35 11.35 0 .14
37.4 -. - 100 27S0' 0.068 0.079- 10.35 10.35 -0 14
334'
-
50-' 2900 0.100 0.079 19.30 ,19 •.30 0 21
335
-
50 2900 0.1-05 J- 0.079,- 19.25 19.25 a .22
2.8'S 0 3150 0 ..144 0.079· 30.49 30.49 < '-S' 35
289 0 3030. Q.166 0 .. 079 23.28 23.28 < 5 23
254 + 50 315U 0.•.1--7-2 O~-O79. 49.39 43.39 . 20 . 55
255 + 50 2.9.qO' 0.. 160 O~O79 - 51.24 51.24 : 70 65
, \
... ...~';"'f t~~ _ .... j.~._.~ .~ ......

















• : +... ~-.~ ~::.,_. ~ • I oiIo ~ t .: I~· "to : ~ ~'•• " •~
Crack-Depth
---lin.)
TARLE D2 - CHARPY TEST DATA








A242· .zit. (Notched) Dynamic
Specimen
No.
50 0.079 " " ..... 3.0 3..0
0 0.079 8.0 8.0
0 0.079 4.0 4.0,,'
.......
co
+' 50 0.079 20.0, 20.0l.nI,
+ 50' 0.079 32.0 32.0
+ 100 0.079- 52.0 ,52.0
+,100 0.079 42 .. 5 42.5























A242 K DA LA
c
A242- Itl
Nominal Yield Strength YS'= 50.9 ksi
Specimen A F.A. P Time K G DTE " 13 K l3 DTNo. B Temp. 0 Inax C1YDc c
~ -C.n .tild (in. 2) (kips) (sec) (ksi/iu.) (1 bl in) (lb/in) -:. full
-- --
3.101 1.0 - . 75 0.880 2.120 14.7 9.0E-04 43.37 63.5 96.2 0.251 0.'380 86.6
3.102 1.0
-
75, 0.980 2.020 13.9 9 .. 0E-04 44.65 67.4 _- 154.5 0.266 0.609 86.6
3.113 1.0
-
40 0.980 2.020 10.0 7.5E-04 31.61 33.8 0.0 0.000 81.9







40 0.990 2.010 9.5 6.0E-04 30.05 30.5 0.0 0.132 0.000 82.7
3.107 1.0
-
20 0.900 2.100 17.5 7.0E-04 54.12 98.9 337.1 0.464 1.580 79-.5
1
. ,...... 3.114 1.0
-
20 1.000 2.000 16.5 6.0E-04 55.79 105.2 0.0 0.486 0.000 80.0co
"".J




0.900 2., 100 15 .. 0 8.0E-04 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 31.0
3 .. 103 1.0 26 0 ... 960 2.040 18-~O 1.0E-OJ 60.51 123.7 458.8 0.686 2.545 73.0
3.112 1 .. 0 25 0.910 2.090 20.7 6.0E-04 67.96 156.0 0.0 0.827 0.000 74.7
3.110- 1.0 25 0.860 2.140 20.-0 7.5E-04 61.73 128.7 0.0 0.696 0-.000 74.0
i -?~~J
3.104 1.0 26 0.930 2.070 2CJ.5 7.5E-04 68.90 160.4 475.4 0.869 2 •.576 73.9
3 •. 118 1.0 60 0.925 2.07':; 18.5 1.0E-03 60.97 125.6 873.3 0.763 5.309 69.8
3.106 1.0 60 0,,920 2.080 25.0 8.0E-04 -96.02 311.5 1603.8 1.860 9.579 70.4
51,,)w Bend I-est
J.109 1.0 - ·195~ 0 .. 940' .2-~ 0-60- 7.5 3.0E-Ol 22.23 16.7 0.0 0.058 0.000 91.9
3.108 1.0 - 100 0.945 2 .. 055,~- -8'~'5-- 4-.0E"'01 25.94 22.7 0.0 0.126 0.000 73.0
3.105 1.0
-






See Ta.ble F.3 for designations
~' ......~._~ ...-- ~ _ .. _..,-~
-
-,." .•...~_.,., ..,....-.._-..,~,.~-----~~~~~~~~~: ..._-----_.
*TABLE D3.3 - 'A242 K DATA
c
A242 211
Nominal Yield Strength, YS = 45.0 ksi
'Specimen A F.A. P Time K G DTENo. B Temp. 0 max c
~ ~ ili.:l 2 (kips) (sec) (ksi[in.) (lb/in) (lb/in) _(in. )
3.202 2.0
-
50 0.980 4.040 26.2 7.5E-04 42.41 60.8 203.5
3.205 2.0
-
50 0.940 4.120 25 .. 8 7.5E-04 40.08 54.3' 238.8
3.207 2.0
-
15 0.960 4.080 31,.2 S.OE-04 51.04 88.0 235.3
3.201 2.0 23 0.935 4.130 33.2 9.5E-04 54.29 99.6 252.8
3.208 2.0 23 0.795 4.410 34.7 9.5E-04 49.56 83.0 253.1
• 3~210 2.0 65 0.900 4.200 27.5 9.5E-04 42.40 60.7 388.6t-
O)




- 180 1.150 3.700 15.0 3.0E-Ol 27.21 25.0 0.0
3.206 2.0
- 114 0.990 4.020 17.0 3.0£-01 27.10 24.8 0.0
$
*
. Sec Table A3 for' designations"
I _l ~ • ~ ;;~. ~ t ';" ~, + ~ '; • ~ .' .:•• ~ 1 • ~ - ~ • ~











** "lPlastic failure of -specimen - no crack extension




A242. R-CURVE INSTABILITi SUMMARY
K at: Apparen"tFatigue c Crack Length
Thickness Test Temperature Crack Length Instability at Instability
(in.) (0 F) (in. ) . (psi) (in. )
1 0 6lJ30 62,096 6.30
1---- -
-- 55 6_~27 24,049 6.28
0.5 * -0
0.5








APPENDIX E - A440 DATA
This appendix contains the data collected for the 1/2", 1tt and
2u thicknesses of the A440 material. This steel was supplied to th~
program by the Bethlehem Steel Corporation. The ch~nical analysis,
physical propertit:s and heat designations appear in Tables 1 and 2.
The data in this appendix is presented in, the form of a Charpy
.Sl~ry. a de~8iled Cherpy t~bulation, a K tabulation. an R-curve
c
surnm.ary and appropri.ate figures which best 111u~tr!tte the d.a,ta ftrends.
Details of the ,eat procedures and terminology can be found in
appendices J, K. and L and Ch~pter 2.
Standard and precracked Charpy speclmens l~ere tes ted for a 11 three
thicl<.neasea of the A440 material. C~ curves are presented in figures.
E-l through E-6. A summary of the Charpy 1I>eault$::;~s-;",given in Table E... l
and the individual data can be fOUlld in Table £-2. When tested; there
,was no apparent difierence between slow and faet Charpy results for
both standard and precracked specimena'. 'Ihis is typical of the res\llt~
for the othel~ material tested in this program. There was it definite
shift for the slow and dynamic tests of the standard and precracked
gpecimen~. 1.lle 1/2" and Iff standard results were in line with &1t'som'g
resu1ts (28) wi le the 2 ft data gave n. larger than prcd icted tempera tllrl'
shift •. The results for all of the precruckcd specimens show a smaller
shift than expected. 'nlia reault wa.s typical for all materials
.. 190-
tested. The dynamic precracked data. all fell to the right of the





bound for the standard CVN tests. With regard to the high temperature
shift for the standard 2tt CVN data there does not appear to he any
clear explanation for these results.
K and D.T. tests were run on the three thicknesses of the A440
c
material. These results arc shotrn in Figures E-7 through E-9 and
the data as tabulated in Table f...3.. For the three thic~negsest the
dynamic K , the D.Tt data and the standard CVN data all showed a
c
'temperature transition at about the B!lme 1;(lnJperature for -each thick-
neS9. nlere' appeared to be a te~perature shift between the statlt K
, - c
and the dynamic K curves. This shift for all three thicknesses was
c
appro>:imately what would be expected from Barsain' s ~work (28). TIlifJ
fact i.s intf:.tresting in vi C'\/ of the high shi ft tempf.~rature for the 2H
CVN data. TIle K
c
data does not: show su~h .£1 high shift but rather 4
value typic31 of expected levels. With regard to ~ predictions Ex-om
CvN data by using , ,
this tyP(! of correl.a.tion works if A is taken its Hbout 20 for th6 1/211
materia 1 and 7 for the lit and 2" data. 'The A va lue for the III and 2u
material is close to Bilrsorn's recorrmended level of 5~ Figure E-IO
re la tion for K and D.. T.. fo,: 0 less than 1. "J11 is re::\11 tis 5 imi lar
c PK
c
to those found for the other matf"rials tested.
P lot ted aga inat ~
c
'Ill is figure shotJ/s a fa ir eor-
-191-
'1:\._
R-curves t-1ere run faIr the 1/2" and 1" mate·rials. For two of the
, .
'1/2" specimens no crack growth was observed and the specimens failed
4ue to plastic buckling. For the remaining tests there "-'as not any
8t~ble c~~ck growth. All gro~h was unstable and led to complete
failure of" the specimens. For two of the plates, one l t1 and one 1/2",
ers·c.k velocities were great enough for crack branching. TIle K levels
predicted from the R-curve tests are plotted in Figure E-7 and E-8.
'nleae results point' to the usefulness of the R-curve specitnens in
extending the static K data to higher temperatures.
c
-192-
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120 ,. ----0 Slow" ,,02 1.n/mi.n








&!OO - -- 0 Slow - .02 in/min
- 0 Dynam:lc
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Flb. E- J A4t.O 1It Notched Cha rpy Da ta for T\-lo l.uad i ng Ra tes.
.. 196-
q,
0- --i\U -9 [J:...0
. -' - ... . . alii 1 1: '~m=vne_)',~~§n~!i\tiJf
-200 -I 0 100 200
TEM~ RATURE 0,
A Intermediate - 2 in/min ...-,
- 0 Dyn<1fUic
-- -- 0 Slow'" 002 i.n/min
o





l:..\ Intermed inte -" 2 tn/min











60 #'I 0 , , ~A3... /;:)
--
0 ~Lsp:z rr8!~!I1& .i~~
·500 .~ -100 0 200
120 - " .. -0 'Slow HI .02 in/min,
. 100 ~ 0 Dynamic.
.. 198-
:,.... '
A Intermediate - 2 in/min
----0 Dynamic









Fig. E-6 Aif40 211 Precracked Charpy Data for Three Loading Rates
-199-
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Fig. E-8 K Da-ta fo-r A440 In Material
c
--~-----."...
.---------,-.-~-,-"." ,'" --- ~__lIRIIliJIIlIl --.:...
• Barsom Est., Eq. (20)
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K Data for A440 21t ~klteri.alc -
..100
TEMPERAT-URE 0 F
-_ ..... ---- --'
Fig. E-9
.. 200~
240L-. -0 K -(Dynamic)c
--_ .. f) K
c
(Static) .
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--rr------See .Table AllOt for designtitions















---·-:_·<~~·"""""~~~~~~~:u.:'1""~~~~"To!a~~~~~--'-'''''''\=oA ........; .......r~_........... .......:_~.
. ,
f· ~'
TABLE E2 '- (:BA1lPY TF..sT~
A440 1/2" (Notched) Slow Bend
Deflection
. EU,er!a Absorbed
-Specimen Maximum at M3.x~ Lateral ~ \
No. Temp. Load Lo,ad Crack-Depth ActUAl Norm.a1 lz.ed S"hu~ Expansion
~ (lb.) , (in.) eln.) (f~~-lb.) 1.!t_.-lb.) ~1) (mils) £p !,' t'
128-SN - 200 2515 0.044 0.019 4.7 4.7 0 S- I J6,/:.
t"
lO8-Sti
- 150 " 3250 0.096 0.079 17... 6 11.6 0 20 1- ,t;~~,:;:"




50 2950 0.120 0.079 44.0 44~O 95 S4
•
82-SN + 74 2775 O~llO 9·079 42~2 42.2 95 51
---~-:"----""""'.~~-}<"-."""'-2'-.~~~_.-:"oJ:.IIIJ'~'V~_-,:_"..,.,.~w:...................-",--.-;,~.':':":;';'~ .• _ .....~~
- .... - .. ~f' . ~:+ ~ 1- +-••••• ~+ ••• ~t- ~.-~ to ·~-I ~ t .... - :~ ,.:. t 1 • ~ r~ "".",}
"'. '. ~; •.--..~~ - -. t ...:: ~ .: : :.'to· :. ~. _. ~ .r.;..:t 4.:~4~ .. (~~I'" t ~ ~.~ ++ ~
~".~':.."".•_""''''.'''--:'A..''''.''''':~'''''.~.-(~:~~~~iJ'::-~~.=~'.~''):;~~~:''~~~~~ •..!'..;:.~;!'":' ..~.~;~'=;M"~~-'-' _--_·-I.~j-AlIr~-~"""",
CHJ\..PJ'Y TEST DATA
A440 112ft (Notched) ~c
, 'iatsnl.
-/~et'u$l "NontlSli:ed Shear·' ZxPwlon.













- I· ". -..:~
.' ..:~.:




A4laO 112 ft (Pr'e-Cr,acked) Slo\l nend
DeflectiO'n Energy Ab!orbMSpec 1m-en l"Lix i.:mJ1J'4 .at M.a.x L'!nJm Lateral
No. temp. Load tolld Crack-t&epth, Ac--tua1 No~lized Shear Expansion
L!l (lb.} (in.) ~n.) ift.-lb_2 Jft.-Ib.) ~!) (mils) ..
I .-
203-SP - 30-0 1850 0 .. 026 0.126 1 .. .52 '1.78 ,0 4
:'!!! ..... "1-~ I
0.128 2.38 2.81 4204-SP - 200 2150 0.031 0
20S-SP
- 200 2275 0 ... 026 O~131 2.83 3.40 0 4
1
N 2-06-sp
- 150 2200 O~O]2 0.132· 9 .. 47 --11 10 40 < 5 12to-'
0,




5-0 2175 0,,064 0.116 30.50 35.00 100 32
209-SP + 75 1700 0.070 D~119' 25.00 31~55 100 JS
210-SP + 75 1675 0.068 0" 140- 25.00 31.80 100 32
~ ~L
~~'l·l:.:~~.~~~~~C_"''''_~~~~~''.~~~.'':II«;<''7~~.('II'''''''~''''''''""""""", __ """ •.~~ .......... _.• ':0- ... ~_ ~

















~._~ .•_ .. -:-:- ..~~-.___ iPQ: .CSt ClI.-,-
.. fOl;
o


















































































=tABU: £1. 1* - -A440 _q~~~y DATA St.lft~\RY
ld.terial -T15 TJO TSHTest rnlc}~nelis
(in_,,-J___~ ~ ~ ~,
DS 0.5
-
25 _. 10' ',50
DP 0.5 0 25 100
5S 0,,5 - 150 - 140 - 50
SF 0.5 -- 105 - 65 0
DS 1.0 0 25 0
DP 1 .. 0 50 -- 65 150




DS 2.0 70 ISO
DP 2.0 30 70 200
55 2.0 - 135 -- 95- 100
SP 2~O - 10-0 ... 60 50
'rut T AT uTa
en 0_ tJ .i:...fL
S 0.5 lU 121
P' 0 .. .5- 100-
S 1.0 13.5 137
p 1 __ 0 50
s· 2.0 ' 210 121
P 2.0 130






~,*""", ....._.....__~~.--...-;~~...."'!!!~~ ·_~.",~~r~~ ~..."._,......""".-~~._,,_._'_'_",_T _
.
~-'._--~.~~~~~-Q~.._------- ...._y ...I, ~_" ~.
L\BLE £2 - CIIA1U'Y TES,~ DATA
128-SN - 200 2575 0.-044 0 .. 079 4.7 4.1
lOB-SN - 150 3250 0.096 0.079 17.6 17 .. 6





50 2950 0.120 0,,079 - 44~O 44.0
•












































TA.BLE!2 - CIYuttPY TEST nATA































"+~~.-, 1·.... ,.0 ~I ~ ~:r.O'C"~:t:(~.~""~""'~":::~"'~~~~.....,~JK~ !~~>l"t'.~1:~'': ...J......-;~,.F4.....II(-....~..... :...,,-?-:''7_lo~,''r...;.,.j,p-IJL'fI!''.>_~0<';'''':'-O'' ... '';~ . ..J 1'-.~.~.~...--..""'--0 '.0
S!t~0~~~~""'~'t~~~~"'~~",:..N"~;:"~~._"""_""'_""" 0o...._.~~~ _~
....,..,~ ......~~..,.,'-.--..-:'"~.t_ ........... ~;.,o('\.L.,;....~~~~...~.".......~~»~~_. ._.... ~ _.... ~
TABLE £2 - CIL\RPY TEST DATA





















- 100 -0.140 2~OO 2~4a 0
- 100 09144 2 .. 00 2.51 0
-





50 0-.137 3.10 3.78 0r0-
t
0- 0 .. 151. 15.50 19.90 45
-0 0.-122 16.00 18.40 50
+, 35 OL128 30.30 35.40 75
+ 35 0.142 30.00 31.40 80
+ 75 O-.-~15 42.00- -47.10 100
+ 75 -0.•104 .4:6.00 49.50 10-0
+ 150 0-.095 46.50 47 .. 80 100
+ 212 --O-~31 37.50 44.50 100























A440 ltt (Notched) Slow Be_ud
Deflection Energy Absorbe-dSpecimen Maximum at Maximum La-teral
No. Temp • Load Load Crack-Qepth Actual Normalized Shea.r Exp~ns1on
.e-n (lb.) (in .) lin.) {ft,,-lb·l (ft.-lb.) -~ _fmtls}
130-SN -- 200 3125- 0 ..-068 0.079 11.54 11.54 0 11
lO7-SN
- 150 2900 0.057 0.079 6.32 6.32 0 5





50 2525 O~O70 0.079 22.40 22.40 85 2iN
I
158~SN 0 2425 0 .. 066 0.079 22.20 22.20
--
25
138·SN + 75- 3120 O~ 138 0 ...079-
..../ .. .-.. - :_-'.,
., .,,,~,,,,,,o,f,l;
.' •.+ ..... r .• ~ ", :." :...'\0.+ •• "
-"'"k.i.-:!·ii.f-~





A440 I tf (Notched) Dynamic
Deflection Energy AbsorbedSp~'cimen ~f.aximum- at Maxiltt'um Lateral
No. Temp: .,Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
'- £:.1l (lb.) (In.) (in.) (ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb.) (%) ~s)
100 0 •.079 5.0 5.0 0 6
50 0.079 7.0 7.0 0 8
50 0'.079 8.0 8.0 0 8
t
N
9.0 9.0 0 9~ a 0.079w
•
-0 0.079 14.0 14.0 < 5 20
+ 25 0.079 37 •. 0 37.0 10 36
+ 25 0.079 42.0 42.0 10 37
+ 50 0.079 61.0 61.0 60 53
+. 50 0.07> 4·3.0 43.0 40 . 40



































A440'l" (Pre-cracked) Fast Bend
De-flection Ener,ay AblorbedSpecimen Maximum at :Haxiaum Leteral
fNo. Temp. Loe4 Load Cra.ck~Depth Actual Normalized Shu:" Exp£n.mion
.e.n (lb.) {in~L !inG} !ft1- 12Jl {ft.-lb.) (h) .J:rcil~)· I
396:'FP 1460 0.026 0.105 2.45 2.62 0 4 I.. 170 ,--
I-
:'.....
359-FP . 97 1400 0.028 O~ 130 2.80 3.34 0 4 If
I 318-FP - 50 1350 0.030 0.130 4.32 5.05 0 13
N
~ 274-FP 0 850 0.016 0.185 4.40 6.60 0 12v,-I











TABLE E~ - CHARPY TEST DATA













































-------..... xw _~_ _:.oA_~.~ ..... _ ..~._~:_,_...._.,..,...,~_-._
~Bt! R. 0- qIARPY TEn: R!:y.
A440 2" (Notcn;tdl .SlO'tl Btfnd
Deflection &n!riI 6bfl'!I~Spe.ztmen &ximc= at H£xi.~ Lateral
No. T~. Load. -Lo~ Cr.cck·Dt0pth Actu-ml No~113~ ShMr ~nslOA
~ (lb.l- (iu~2 .._ , !io,) !Is tm~~b4 f)1 Jf~,_~J~~_)~ -1\} _____ __{ail.}
180-SN • 200 3200 0.079 10.75 10.75 0 11
173-S~i
- 150 3120 0.079 13.45 13.45 0 14





50 3175 0.130 0.079 45.90 45.90 8S 51
-.....J
•
126-SN 0 3050 0 .. 12-4 -0.079 49.29 49.29 100 59




..._.' .......... ~---....,.---..~ ...~7'
~ tot. • .". ~ ~+ _t ~ ~ •
+'#1-0






CHARPY TEST DA T..l\
A440 2" ,Notched) Fast Bend
Deflection Energ)r AbsorbedSpecimen Maximum at ~:.aximum Lateral
!'lOot Temp .. Load Load. Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear E~-pansion J




398-FN' ----165 2650 0.068 0.079. 14~66 0 17
I"
397-FH
- 165 2100 0.048 0.079 7.20 7.20 0 5 I-
f1 \




- 100 3220 0.098 0.079 21.53 21.53 5< 20
322-FN
-
50 3500 0.145 0.079 27.5& 27.58 < 5 29
323-FN
-
50 ~SOO 0.125 04079 34.61 34.61 < 10 27
(
42.'65 - t-266-FN 0 3310 0.136 0,,079 42.65
".
' 40 '.' 40'
~ ..3 '11III j ~,
243-FN + SO 3220 o~ 128~ 0.079 56.32 .~ f 56.32 100 #--1 51 · :
,.


































...... ~~~.- - _ ~ .. -.:'EIoI;,ol"~ ~I""_,~~~~~~·~C~I..t:~~~~~~~~__ ~ -.....-... _ _ ~




Specimen Maxitu'tm1 at ~1axiuum
No. Temp. Load Load -Cr&ck-D~pth
-e..n -{lb.) {in.J_... ---U-__.n.......-> _
0 O~O79 7.. 0 1.0 0
+ 50 0.079 12.0 12.0 0
+ . 50 0.079 11.0 11.0 0
1
N
~ + 75 0.079- :22.0 22.0 0\.0
•
+- 100 0.075). 30.0 30.0 0
+ 100 O~t179 21.0 21.0 < 10
+ 150 (' ,079- ~1.0 31.0 "'-.....
+ 150 0.079 30-.; 30.5 ~;O
+ 20C fr.079 44,0 l.-:~.C 8(l




A.440 211 (?re-cracked) Slow Bend
tT
Deflection Energy AbsorbedSpecimen Maximum at Maximum
-
Lateral
No .. Temp. Load Load Crack-D-spth Actua.l Normalized Shear Expansion
i::.n ~lb.) (in .. ) (in.) (ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb.) . ~4) -!!!Us)
179-SP - 200 18.50 0.030 0.125 1~:12 2.26 0 6
I72-SP
- 150 1995 0,,086 0.14Q· 3.3-8 4.20 0 4
• 79-SP





50 1850 0.092 0-.140 21.40 26:50 0 36
155-SP 0 1950 0 .. 078 1.193 31.75 37.87 95 42
134-SP + 75 2075 0-.082 0'.-09-0 33.1"5 37.80 100 36 .
: ~ ....
-"
.~- -: .," ~
~ ~;4 .~.-. ~ "(~'.;::-~~" ,AO
• - r ~ .... '1 ~ • _ ~ j.
+ ~ .~ ,
I
•f
" t . .• ~,. ~ .
I ••.:... ._~~ L~ '!o.. +. - ,,",j,.
-TABLE E2
-
CHARPY TEST DAtA' .
A440 2" (Pre-cracked) Fast Bend
Deflection
. Energy AbsorbedSpecimen Maximum at Maximum - . .. Lateral
No. .Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Exp-ension
f:.11 (lb. ) (in.) ( in~) {£tiO-lb·2 (ft.-lbiO) , (l) ~s)
399-FP - 161 3600 0.022 0 .. 150 3.91 5.05 0 2
360-FP
-
98 2520 O.Oi2 0 .. 110 12.22 13.54 < 5 14
1 321-FP
-





50 1630 0-.• ·040 0 .. 165 8 .. 53 11.73 < 10 15I
278-FP 0 2350 0 .. 060 0 .. 110 43.82 48.20 80 l.7
275-FP 0 2120 0.088 0.115 34.02 38.44 90 42
i -----"
242-FP + 50 1900 0.088 0.130 32.35 '38.65 95 40
241-FP + 50 2075 O~--O88 0.115 33.56 38.09 95 42
~
~ ...........--~.-..-..."""""-.~~~























50 0.180 2.• 5 3.62 0 4
I./j 0-.160 6.. 0 8.10 0 6





l + 75 0 .. 135 28.5 34.80 75 28
1+ 150 OR135 ~,2'45 51.80 100 40 i
1
i .., ._ ........-...........--..- .....





- A440 K DATAc
fl..44Q 112 ft
Nominal Yield Strength YS • 62.5 ksi
,Spec imen A P K PK PnTNo. B Temp 0 F.. A. max. Time c: G rTE O'i1>c
ilit..:l .L.!1 ? (lb!1n)Jl.!l:l .(in·<loo2 (k ips) _ (sec) . {ksi[in.J ,(lb/in)
-- -- ..Q5ill
1 .. 013 0 .. 5
- 100 0 .. 700 1.150 11.7 8 .. 0E-04 59.80 120.8 0.0 0.671 0.000 103.2
1 .. 009 0 .. 5 - 100 0.880 1 .. 060 10 .. 0 8.5£-04 59.66 120.2 0 .. 0 0 ... 671 0.000 103 .. 0
1.015 0,,5
- 100 0.660 1.170 15.0 1.1E-03 76.54 197 .. 9 0.0 1.127 0.000 102.0
1.005 O~5
- 100 0.615 1 .. 192 12.6 9.0E-04 59.85 121 .. 0 347.2 O.. 6i9 1 .. 946 102,,8
• 1.001 0.5
-








60 0.690 1 .. 172 12 .. 0 9 .. 0E-04 59.14 118,,2 0,,0 0 .. 724 0.000 98 .. 3
1 .. 004 0 .. 5
-
60 0.690 1.155 24.0 1.7E-03 0 .. 00 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 93~7
1.006 0.5
-
50 0.600 1.200 IJ.O 8 .. 5£-04 61.62 128.3 505.0 0.848 3.339 94.6








25 1.090 0.955 7.2 fl>.5E-04 51 .. 29 88.9 917.3 0 .. 603 6.226 93.4 t
H
1 .. 016 0.5
-
20 -0.630 1.185 18.5 8 .. 0£-04 101 .. 19 345.9 0.0 2.488 0.000 90e7 1f
I'Slow Bend Tests
0.5 - 214 0.560 1.220 10.7 5 .. 2E-Ol 47.27 15.5 0 .. 0 0.388 0.0001.008 107.3 ,f
1.007 0.5 - 151 0.730 . 1. 135' 10.7 4.0E-01 52.33 92,,5 0.0 0 .. 633 0.000 93.0 I




... ~ ,.... ~,~ '"~-.,. --..,.,j .~ ." ~
_. ~-' ,~-,...~-- - .-........ w~... ~
~ ~+ •• ~: ;~.,.
.. ~ ,I ;.. • ~_- ~..... - ..._.........~.. - +. -:. .+ •• + - ~.~ _. ~"<t .... ,_ .. i
~":




Nominal Yield Strength YS Jl:I 51.8 kai
~ ,. ~
;
Specimen A F.. A. P Tim,e K G· DTE i\ Sot a~lD0 max .. "c c
No" B Temp.
~ ~ 1.l!l:l . 2' {kipsl . ( sec) (kshfin.2 (lb/in)·· .(lb/in) ..._" ~ !kfri}-"{in. J
-
1.101 1.0 - 54. 0.950 2.-0:"0 - 16~2 1.2£-0:1 51~72 90,,4 190.2 0.386 0.814 83.2
/
1.105 1.0 - 50 0 .. 875 2.125 22.0. 9 .. 5E-D4 68.63 15,;,,1 242.8 0.671 1.033 83.4
1,118 1,,0 .. 40 0.900 -__2.100 21.6 9.0E-04 69~lO 161.3 O~O 0.707 0.000 82.2
•
1 .. 102 l~-O'- ~ 0.900 2 .. 100 19.5 9 .. OE-OO------ 66.54 149.6 0.0 1.165 0.000 611>7
N
N 1.115 1.0
- 12 0.950 2.050 15.8 "6.0E-04 50.50 86.2 439.0 04'400 2.036 79 .. '5).,c...
f
1.. 107 1.0
- 12 0.875 2.125 18.0 8&0£-0/4 54.61 100 .. 7 564 .. 7 O.l! 19 2.684 78.9
1.116 1.0
-
5 0 .. 950 2~O50 17,,6 5 .. 0£-04 57.23 110.7 251.7 Oc516 1.175 19.6
1.10~ 1.0 0 0.920 2.080 18.0 9 .. 0£-04 5 7./~O 111~3 O~O 0.554 O.. G'OO 77.1
1.111 1.0 0 0.920 2.080 14.8 6.. 0E-D4 45.68 70.5 0.0 0.339 0.000 78.4
1.110 1.0 0 0.870 2.130 21 .. 2" 8.0£...04 66a35 148'.7 0.0 0.133 0.0-00 77.5
1.117 1,,0 0 0.880 2.120 16 .. 9 5 .. OE~04- 51~Ol 87.9 413 .. 2 0,,411 1.958 79.0
1.104 1 .. 0 8 0.920 2~O80 37.5 1~3E-03 0.00 0.0 680,,8 0.000 3.574 75.1
1.105 1.0 8 0.970 2 .. 030 26.5 8.0E~u4 110 .. 00 408.8 597.0 2.064 3.015 76.6
1.114 1.0 20 0.890 2.110 23 .. 9 9 .. 5E-04 80.98 221,,5 284.4 1.17/0+ 1,,501 74.7
0 .. 880 2 .. 120- 21.2 7.. 0E-04 6S,,08 156_.. 6 0.0 0.656 0.,000
...
1.113 1.0 40 73.6
••Slow Bend Tests
1 .. 108 1.0 -175 0.870 2 .. 130 13.0 3 .. 0E-Ol 37~6! 47.8 0.0 0.183 0.000 88.0
1.103 1.0 -118 0.920 2.080 13-.5 6.0E-01 41.53 58.3 0.0 0.302 0.000 75.0
-
··k
See T.3 hIe l'l.3 [or dE-s i gna t ions.
...,.. ~",
, .,






Nominal Yield Strength Y3 • 62.5 ksi
Specimen . i\ F.A. P Time K G DTE ~i< ~T 0YD0 max. c c1\0. B Temp.
(in ~ ) Ln (in. ) 2 (kips) (sec) (kshlin-) (1 bl in) (lb/iu) ..----... __. ili.!l
-'-----"-
(in.. )
1.201 2 .. 0
- 10 0 .. 965 4.070 29.0 1.0E-03 1.6c.03 71.6 153.3 0.135 0.289 88.7 L
1.203 2.0
- 1.0 1.210 3 .. 580 28.4 1 .. 0£-03 57 .. 61 112.1 140.8 0.211 0.265 88.7 l.I
1.207 2.0 20 . 0.920 4.160 27.4 5"OE-04 41 .. 58 5·8.4 377.9 0.113 0.732 87.4
t
N 1.205 2.0 50 0.818 4 ~. 47 ... 0 7.5E-Ot+ 70 .. 16 166.3 291.5 0.356 0.624 83.1to..) .. J
Vl
• 1.206 :2 .. 0 ·72 0.900 4.20-0 46.2 7.5E-04 75~61 193.1 7941f3 0.434 1.,787 81.1
1.208 2.0 72 . O~840 L... 320 42 ...5 8.0£-04 63.83 137.6 652.8 0.311 1.475 80.9
Slm.r Bend Tests
1.211 2,,0 -124 1 .. 180 3.640 26.2 4.5E-Ol 50.. 92 87.6 000.0 0.168 0.000 87.9
1.210 2 .. 0
- 53 0.825 4~350 51.5 6.0£-01 81.46 224.2 000.0 0.545 0.000 78.0






.~~._.: :--~. ~ :(~',~. -~.'~~ ~"":~~,·::~r~~~ ~:~r·~ _":. :: ...-::- ..:+:~.~.,..: .... ":~~ :·~~·T ~' ~r:~:~~·.lf'~l~ .;;$~~~:"'A".40.llrl;;"""'IE=-_"-~ -:II!~---..s ----.......- ~r
TABLE E4 -
~ .............~--"~-.{~~~~----



















K at ApparentFatigue c Crack Length
Cra.ck Length Instability at Instability












*Crack branching OCCUITf,d at a of 7.6511
"1dr
Crack branching occurred at a of 6 .. 8Su
~;..~~:
Pla,l.jtic buckli.ng of specimen) no crack prtjpugation
)';7ri:;*
Plustic buckling of specimen, no crac~ propagation
, • ~ I
""'~''>'.",''';






APPENDIX F - A441 DATA
This appendix contains the data collected for the 1/2", 1" and
2tt thicknesses of the A441 material. This steel was supplied to the
program by the Bethlehem Steel Corporation.,. fTh.~e' chemical analysis,
physical properties and heat designations avpear in Tables 1 and 2.
The data in this appendix is presented in the form of a Charpy
summary, a detailed Charpy tabulation, a K tabulation, an R-curve
c
summa,ry and appropr~ate figures which best illustrate the data
trends. Details of the test procedures and terminology can be found
in appendices J, ~, L and Chapter 2.
The A441 material was part of the Phase 1 prog;ra~ ancj a~ such
there was not a largri amount of material available for Phase 2 te~ttng.
Standard Charpy specimens were. tested at two rates of loading while
the precracke4 specimens were te$ted at thre~ loading rates~ The d~ta
are sho'Nn in Figures F-l through F-6. A data summary is giv~n t~
Table F-l while Table F-2 presents the individual data. The standard
specimens all showed a definite temperature shift between the stow and
dynamic data. Th~ shift was as expected for the 1/2 lf data. The 1" ~nd
2" data exhibited a sh'ift of about one-half that anticipated (28),
The slow and fast precrack2d data showed zero shift for the three
thicknesses·. This was typical of ,results fot' _all materials in the
program. The slow and dynamtc precracked data all showed definite




~ ..........._&... .!................... .:.......~- ....:...._.... ..!---~~ . ...--..,. "'_.~._-~__ --.JIIo-.....+-:,.-'-'-";;'
The precracked data was also to the right of this standard Charpy
data, (i.e •• a hi~her transition temperature). It did not appear that
the precracked data formed a lower bound for the standard Charpy data.
Being part of ~~ha8e 1, only K measurements were made on the A441
c
material. These K teats for the three thicknesses are sho~m in Figure
c
F-7 through F-IO. Table F-3 gives the individual data. It 1a partic-
ularly interest~ng to note that for the A441 material the static and
dynamic K results do show temperature shifts, which are not cooaietent.
c
with Barsomts prediction (28). This is interesting because the other
material tended to show shifts between the static and dynamic K data
c
which were consistent with Baraom even when CVN data did not show a
shi~~ at the anticipated level. ThuB for the A441" material both the
CVN and K data exhibit temperature shifts not in agreem~nt withc .
Barsem. Also the CVN and K shifts for the A441 du not agr~e with
c
each other for a given thickness. Another interesting observation
relative to th~ A441 K data is the nice unifol~ tre3d shown in the
c
CVN and static K data which 9ho~" ~S the material gets' thinn.er (goes
c
from 211 to 1/2") at a given temperature -and the toughness 01;" fracture
energy increases. This is as expected for a material such as the Al.41
where all three thicknesses were from ,the same heat .. " Howeve~, when
examining the III and 2" dynamic K data it appears that there t9 no
c
differences. The 1" data should b~ tougher than the 2" data but it is
not. Although there is no obvious re~son for this lack of consistency
between the thicknesses for the dynamic K
c
tests as found for the CVN
and static K tests, the results do point to the fact that in fracture
c
testing of bridge steel, certain results can be anticipated Lut
-228-
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surprises should not be uneA~ected. This' was found time and time
again during the course of this investigation.
estimates from CVN the,~qt.lation
With regard to K
. c
can be used sat:isfactorily with an A value of 5 as recormnended by
Barsom (28).
Material for R-curve testing tlait'~,~ly'available for the 1/2"
~hickness. The results of the tests are given in Table F-4. These
results although not sho~m on Figure F-10 do generally agree with the
static K levels shown in Figure F-IO. This is consistent with
. C
previous results m1ich point to the usefulness of the R-curve K
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Fig. F-l 1\441 1/2 11 Notched tharpy Data. for Two Loading Rates
/
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Slow - ~02 tn/min













Fig. F-2 A441 1/2" Precracked Charpy Data for Three. Loading Hates
--0 Dynamic























Fig .. F-J A(t / -4 J 1" Notched Charpy. Data for Two Loading r~<ltes
~ '. .
A Intermediate - 2 in/Qin
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4» ~4GdiBOn Ref. 18
It. Piotrzak Ref. 11
A441 1/2 tS
'.. 120
- ~ -- -r-'._~ ------- I ~
-80 .. 40
TEft4PER4~TURE OF
Fig .. F-7 Filled Poin-ts show Dynamic Kc versus Temperature for A441 - 112
ft Plate.
eire les sho\.-J Es t im.a.tes () f Dynumic K" frorn 1'11 ickness Reduction.
Squares 5110\'; Estirnates of Dyn.amic K~ from £qs. (20) and (7)
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.. Pietritolt Ref. 11
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TEM--PEP~-rURE OF
Fi lIed Pain ts shol.--.' Dyn..:unic i< _ Vf;: rsus Tempe: ra turc for A441 - 1H PI;! Ct:.
Circles sho¥.~ Estiplates cf Dy~amic KZ-s, fro:-n Thickness Reduction.











































. Fig. F-9 Filled Points show Dyn<1.mfc K versus Temperature for A441 .. 2" Plate .
Circles sho\oJEs.timatcs of oyg.::un,ic K~{ from Thickness' Reduction.
Squares show Estimates of Dynamic K·
c
' from Eqs. (20) and (7)





























































T ENPERATURE 0 F
.. 4-0
Trend Linc'd are shown (dashed) [or Static K Vnlues pertaining to 1/2", 111
and 2 tl ,.,i th- Thickr.esscs of -A4l}lPl-ate. ForcComparison, the Trend Lines
Reprc's'.::.nt ing Dy11amic K Values ar.e sholrin ,sol id lines) copies from
Figs. F- 7, F-8 tlud F-9 ~ -
Fig. F-IO
o I • ' • n ,
-80
• -: +' Tr' ~~~. ~ . _ ...... ~ .~ . -:. ",_.....:~.J , ...~~.; .~_ I
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TABLE Fl.l*
-
A441 CHARPY DATA SUMMARY
Material T15 T30 TSH CVNSH.Test Thickness
(in.) ~. {o F) ~ (ft.-lb·~)
'DS 0.5
-
15 0 175 100
DP 0.5 60 120 200 65
SS ,0.5 .- 135
--
- 100 23
SP 0.5 15 70 > 75 > 40
D-S 1.0
-
10 45 > 200 > 100









DS 2.-0' 40 80 > 20 > 80
DP 2.0 ,80 115 > 200 > 60
SS 2'.0
-








S 0.5- 1-15 130
p 0.5 ,45
S' 1.0 60 130
.E 1.0 40
s 2-0 65 130
p 2.0- 40
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AiL4 ". 1/2l-1 (Notched) Slow Bend
Deflection Energy AbsorbedSpecimen Maximum at Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
~ (lb. ) (in.) (in.) (ft .. -~.b.) (ft.-lb.) (%) (mils)
..:,.,~,.
lOO-SN - 155 2800 0.054 0.079 7 .. 85 7.85 0 10
202-SN - 260 2450 0.036 0.079' 3~OO 3.00 0 5 i
.!
96-SN
- 125 3300 0.112 0.079 22.30 22.30 15 26 ~~
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TABLE F2 - CHARPY TEST .DATA.
,0 0.0-79 49.0 49.0
+ 75 0.079 81.0 81.0
\ " , I
\ N + 150 0.079 98.0 98.0\ ' ~
\ W\ ,
















































- £,441 ' ,1/211 (Precrack(\d) Slow Bend
peflection Energy AbsorbedSpecimc'n Maximum a,-t Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Sheal':' Expansion
~)~ (lb.) (in. ) (in.) (ft .-lb.) (ft.-lb.) ~- (mils)
99-81' ., 2f:/. 1050 0.020 0.190 0.95 1.54 0 4
114-SP - 225 1225 0.032- 0.160 1 .. 00 1.35 0 5'
IOI-SP - 155 . 1475 0.032 0.135 1.87 2.28 0 6
1
N
+' 95-SP - 125 1225 0,,022 0.170 2.58 3.02 0 6+',





50 175.0 C.040' 0.140 5.30 6.61 < 5 10







































1.\441 1/2 11 (Precracked) Dynamic Tests
Deflection' Energy "AbsorbedSpecimen Maximum at f/18ximum Latera.l
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
i::Jl (lb~ ) (in. ) (in.) (ft.-lb.~ (ft.-lb.) __ (%) (mils)
- 100 0-.135 2.2 2.68 0 '4
-
20 ' 0.135 4.0 4.90 0 4
0 0.125 5.0 5.85 0 7
I
N
.po. + 20 0.120 7.0 8.00 0 10T
+ 75 0.190 11.5 17.80 20 15
+ 150 0.130 52.5 60,,50 100 51
+ 212 0.130. 56.0 64.5 100 5~
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TABLE F2. - CHARPY· TEST .'DATA , . ..
A441 I" (Precracked) Slot..r Bend
Deflection
, Energy AbsorbedSpeciffien Maximum ;at ~ximum . Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth
"
Actual Norrntilized Shear ' EA"Pansion
£:21 (lb. ) ( in.) (in.) (ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb.) (%) ~s)
lIS-SF - 225 1675 0.032 0.135 1.:67 2.07 0 4
lO2-SP - 150 1250 -0 .. 026 O~ 140 3.17 3 .. 93 0 5
170-SP -Wo 1700 0.032 O~125 2.27 2.66 0 7
•N 13-SP
-
50 1500 0.140 5.00 6.20 5 12+'
\0 I
I \
159-SP 0 2000 0.062 0.130 11~83 12.60 20 19 t '
f





~~~~l ,tf (~recracked)'Fast Bendi
Deflectiv-n Energy .AbsorbedSpec i.:nen ~ta:<imum at: Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth .Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
J~L~ _\lb_~.L ( in.) (in .. ) -<ft.-lb~) (ft.-lb. ) (%) (mils)
412 -. 170 1050 0,,028 0-.140 2 .. 12 2.65 0 3
376 - 100 1300 0-.020 0.125 2.66 3.20 0 4
I




a 338 50 1400 0.029 0.130 4.60 5.49 0 9• -
293 0 1500 0.036 0.140 9 .. 28 11.51 0 18
292 0 1700 0-.061 -0.160 11.60 15.61 10 20
259 + 50 2370 0.080 0 .. 120 19.49 19 .. 49 15 27






TABLE F2 - CKA.RPY TEST DATA






























80 0.180 2.0 ,.90
20 0.135 3.5 4.27
0 0.135 4.0 4.82
•N
...." + 40 O.ISO 10.5 13.601-'
I
+ 75 0.156 13 •.3 17.50
+ 150 -0.140 35.5 44.00
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TABLE F2 - Cll.A.RPY TEST Df\TA
A441 2" {Notched) Dynamic'
Deflection Energv AbsorbedSpecimen MaxinlUID at P..aximum Lateral
No.• Temp. . Load Load. Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear E>:p.ansion
.e-n {lb. ) (in .. ) (in?) (it .. -lJ)_•. )_ ~~JJ?~L --(~}--- ~lt!1J_lJ~J_
- 100 0.079 2.0 2.0 0 6
a 0.079 8.5 8.5 0 12
+ 75 0.079 25.0 25.0 25 2S
l
T-.)
+ 150 0.079 64.0 64.0 7v 54V1
w
I
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AND K11 VALUES FOR 1/2 INCH A441 PlJ\TE
.A441 J B =:: 1/2 in., Dynamic Loading
..
: Max.Specimen
Number Loe.d B Temp. O"YS
(kips) ~ -rn fu!l
A023 26.25 0.492 83.0 74.9
A024 27.50 0,492 83.0 73.2
A025 12.00 0.493 8.0 84.6
A026 14.50 0.486
- 8.0 84.0
A029 18.00· 0.L,83 32,0 78.7
A030 22.00 O.47f., 32.0 78.7
A031 18.50 0.482 14.0 81.0
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AND KM VALUES FOR 2 INCH A441 PLATE
A441, B = 2 in., Dynamic Loading
Specimen Max..
Number Load B Temp. GyS K KMc
(kips) (in. ) ~ Q&L (ksi lin) • .{ksi lin}
A223 36.50 1.956 83.0 73.2 102.7
A224 36.50 1.956 83.0 73.2 102.8
A225 21.00 1.955 5.8 83.2 48,,1-
A226 21.00 1.955
- 5.8 83.2 48.3
A229 55.00 1~958 188.0 67.5 > 125 267.3
:
A230 52.50 1.942 160.0 69.9 > 125 237.0
A231 36.90 1.946 77.0 73.8 > 125 110.6
A232 36.25 1.939 77.0 73.8 > l25 83.9
-259-
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APPENDIX G - A588 DATA
This appendix contains the data collected for the 1/2") 1" and
2" thi.cknesses of the A588 material. This steel was supplied to the
program by the Bethlehem Steel Corporation. The chemical analysis,
physical properties and heat designations appear in Tables 1 and 2.
The data in this appendix is presented in the form of a Charpy
summary, a detailea Charpy tabulation, a K tabulation, an R-curve
c
su.mmary and appropriate figures which best illustrate the d~ta trends JI
Details of the test procedures and terminology can be fou~d in
appendices J, K and L and Chapter 2.
Standard Charpy specimens we~e tested at two loading rates. Pr~~
cracked Charpy specimens were als'o t:e~t:ed put at three loaditlg rates
rather than two. The Charpy data is presented in Figure~ G~i through
G-6. Data tabulqtions are given in Tables" Goo 1 and G-4_ The J;'esults
from the precracked slow and fast Char~y tests indicated that there was
no temperature shift for these tY70 speeds. I~or both the standard and
precl;acked Charpy specimens· there was a d~finite temperature shift.
The observed shift for the standard specimens was not consistent with
predictions ·of Bars'om (28). For the 1/2(1 material the results gave a
higher shift while for the 2" "material the result!: were lo,.;er than
expected. Due to strange results from the slow test of the standard
'1" Charpy speci.mens, it was impossibl€ to discern a shift for the 1"
material. It was also noted that the shift for the precracked
-261-
specimens tended to be less than predicted values. This behavior is
in agreement with tests of the other material in this program. The
precracked results showed much higher transition tempera.ture than the
standard specimens and the precracked tests results do not appear to
form a lower bound for the standard data.
The K an~ D.T. tests for the three thicknesses of A588 are shown
c
in Figures G-7 through G-9. Table G-3 tabulates these data. As with
most of-the-other materials tested in this program the transition in















t~B~ results is noted for a given thickness. These shifts
f.or the 1/2" and 1tt materials are in general -agreement \4ith Barsom '(28).
The data for the 2" material does not allow a meaningful evaluation of
~ ,
the temperature shift. These A588 K data as wi~h other data from the
c
program point to the presence of a temperature shift as proposed by
Barsom (28) even when the CVN results do not clefr1y s~ow such a
sh~~t. The equation
for correlating K and CVN data j.s quite effective for the 1" and 2t1
c
tl'k'lterials if A is taken as 5. However, for the l/2t! ma'terial an A
value of 15 will provide good results. Figure G~lO shows BDT VS,
,
~K • For ~K less than 1 it apv ears that a fair correlation be-
e C




R-curve t-ests weY-a. run on the 1/2" and 1" materials. The results
of these tests B~e tabulated in Table G-4. In all of the R-curve
testa of ~he A588 materials there was not any 8t~ble crack growth
.'det~~ted. All crack groYl~h was uugtable and caused. the bpeeimens to
..·~plit. ~~ ~1~1~.~~. In four 'If the teats crack velocities were great
.: ~.~., .....). n ••.. - ....:. ~_".... ·c· .• ~ ..... ".:o,X'''l .~ _ •• ~ '_ ....
en.ough to cause crack b~anching_ Figures G-7 and G-8 show the K
, c
. estimates from the R-curve tests. As with the other materials, the K.
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Fig. G-5 , A588 2" Notched Charpy Data. for Two Locding Rates
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TABLE Gl.l*
-
A588 CHA.RPY DAT...A. S~1ARY
Test Material TIS T30 TSH CVNSHThickness
--
-<iP-L ~ Dl ~ (ft.-lb·,L
DS 0.5
-
10 25 150 80
Dl' 0.5 50 70 175 65
SS 0.5
- 175 ... 110 0 50 ! :~'







75 .. 15 125 95 I-
i ~ :
DP 1.0 100, 160
--
> 60 . 1
ss 1.0-
t,




15 35 150 90
"-I
co, DP 2.0 110 1.80
-- > 60









; Tes·t t /.).T 6TB ~
~ ~
I.'
S 0 .. 5 160 112 j;I
P 0 .. 5 70 - ,.... ".: ~,-: r
co 1..0' " ...- .. ,- 111 ilJ
P 1.0 75 ..
S 2.0 85 1..... .,Ll
P 2 .. 0 135
i.t;;







A588B 1/2" .(No_tched) Slow Bend
Defle~tion Energy AbsorbedSpecimen :Maximum at ~1axiinum Lateral
No. Temp. I.l0ad :Load Crack-Depth Actual NOr:l131ized Shear Expansion
~ (lb.) ( in. ). (in.) (ft<-lb·l (ft.-lb.• ) (%) . .J.!!!!!s)
133-SN - 200 3470 0.067 0.079 10.75" 10.75 0 12
112-SN _. ISO 3725 0.120 0.079 25.00 25.00 0 24
97-SN - 125 3675 0.146 0.079 33.00 33.00 0 23'
tv
-.f
'-0 8-8-SN - 135 3570 0.124 0.,079 23.35 23.35 0 30I
--....
63-SN - 85 3650 .0.. 117 0.079 22.11 22.11 < 5 25
52-SN - 30 3425 0·.120 0.079 46.07 46.07 85 55
35-BN + 40 3350- 0.116 0.079 35.50 35.50 100 52
144-SN + 75 3400 0.130 0.079 50... 40 50.40 100 56
222-SN 0 4130 0.120 0.079 34.00 34.00 < 10 32'
-2.29-SN - 100 4225 0 •. 146 0.079 32 .• 80 32',,80 < 5 ::Jl
"
I
_ t .- '.., + ~ ~.
.. ~ J ~ ,+ - + ~... ....: • • .{.' ••" ,l> .: .\t
.. .'. •~ '. L
TABLE G2 CHARPY 'rEST DATA
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A588B 1/211 (Pre-Cracked) S~ow Bend "
Deflection
. Energy' ~bsorb(':!.._Specim~n ,11.'1:-: imum at l-1ax imurn Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack~Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
~ (lb. ) ,,(in.) (in~) {ft.-.lb.) (ft.-lb.) (i~) (roi Is)
486-SP - 150 2800 .04'0 .• 105 3.77 '4.11 0 4
'.
,'.
485-SP - 160 lQ60 _ .030 .ll~,5 2.12 ' 2.68 0 6 "-
• 232-SP: - 100 2150 .067 .150 4 .. 65 ' 6.11 < 5 11 ~. ~,/N
co ... -.~"""'k,.
....... 36.20 40I 221·-,j~ 0 2700 .070 .133- 39.00 80
2IS-SP' a 3500 .~uo .. 080 43.80 44.00 85 51
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A588B 1/2" (Pre-Cracked) Fast Bend
Deflection Energy AbsQrbedSp~cimen Maximum at .Haximum Lateral
No'~ Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual ; Nonnalized Shear Expansion
,~ (lb. ) (in .) (in.) (ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb.) · (%) .J.!.!.!s)
444-FP _. 155 1120 .034 ~150 2.50 3.23' 0 4
392-FP - 100 1600 .036 .175 4.30 6.20 A· 8
357-FP - 50 1960 .052 .145 9.61 12.20 10 17
I
N
co 311-FP 0 1620 .072 .190 18.80 28 .. 30 80 29N
I
314-FP + 50 2370 .072 .120 25.40 29.30 100 41
~fr":-~..~ ...· ...""~ ..I~,t:..... "'"""':~..... ~~·r-I -...-~
'.'\ .




A588B l/Z" (Pre-Cracked) Dynamic
Deflection Energy AbsorbedSpecimen Maximum at Maximum- Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
~ (lb.) (in.) (i.n.) (ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb_.) --(%) ~- (miJs)
- 100- 0-..-120- 2.00 2.30 0 -5
0 0.155 4.00 5.30 < 10 8




.+ 75 -D _-135 20.00 24.40 60 25w
I
+ 11-6 0.090 53.00 56.00 100 54
+ 212 0.140 49.00 60.50 100 44
-.~ . -.. - ..r "'~~--- ......r.-,oI.".•••-J.K~~~~.. ~"I'.,........,l'.. :'l-o-+,""_~+ ..... ~.#:10.,. ....i~'.-:'J"t'n..~,."'~~}-•.~ .... •__
k~';"·'4~,.C"""~J;i~''';~C""",,,~-,,"",'':,"';'''~>~~~,;;;'"",J;,,.-,-_~~''';~''''''~'';;;';'''''2'''~';'~.ii~';'''~:~(ili~~;oM~'''''''~-);(''''''''Q~
~--~,- ~~._~~--~.-.-_----'_.'111'::~~~--""""""'-"""'-"""~~~-~
--" ." - "" -~ ~.~ ~__ -Ir ...... '--_ ~"""-'"~ _~ r • ,}
TABLE G2 - ~HARPY TEST DATA
A588B 1" (Notched) Slow Bend
Deflection Energy AbsorbedSpecimen Maximum at Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expantlion
~ (lb'~ )_ (in.) __ _ (in.) ___ .Cft.-lb_.l (ft_.-lb._~) (%) (mils)
184-SN
- 200 2740 0.068 0.079 6.20 6.20 0 9
113-SN - 160 3400 0.166 0.079 35.20 35.20 < 5 38
•





30 3100 0.160 0.079 49.48 49.48 45 57I
36-SN + 40 3300 0.126 0 •.079 25 •.60 25.60 30 28
145-SN + 75 3200 0-.116 0.-07-9- 47.80 47.80 100 47
2'31-SN
- 100 3750 0.080 0-.• 079 15.27 15.27 < 5 18
238-SN
-
50 3050 0.079· 0-.-0-7-0- -ll.61 1~.61 0 12
«J
~_~r~~;~:..,;r."'~':';'.f~~~~-;'~..;£;~·~~"'l&.;';;:;I':;~~~li¥~~~.l',~"'I:!~~,,:"'".. 4-,(,i~~~~,,;:.',c~,~~::'j'~"'~~'~~"-~~"""':~~~~-AC,~&~~'.:.;'..s.:ui..r~~i.t;.l,~1C~';;"::':'*~'-iIQ;.;;;'~i1:'t4'i'~~~~~~,'
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CHARPY TEST DATATABLE G2
'. ,1
A588B 1" {Pre-Crackedl--~mic
Deflection Energy Absorbed'Specimen Maximum at Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Cra.ck-Depth. Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
..e..u __( Ib_.)_ _ . _(in_~)_ _____( ip._~ ) ____ tft.~~l[;~ -<f.t .~l.b_.) (%) (mils)
t."'
- 100 O.1;~5 2.00 2.34 0 4
'0 0.145 -.~. 3,,00 3.78 '0 4
+ 50 0.115 6.00 7.02 < 5 8
I
N
co + 50 0...170 6.50 8.95 < 10 10t))
•
+ 75 0.120 8.00 9.20 15 11
+ 116 0.140 18.50 22.80 50 22
+ 212 0.145 43.00 54:00 100 54
.t












Specimen Maximum at Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Lqad Load Crack-Depth Actual. Normalized Shear r.:,ans ion
.t'2l (lb. ) (in •.) (i~;~ JJ~_~-lb~2 JJ~~~lb~l (%) (mils)
186-SN - 200 3470 0.046 ,O·~:97~ .1._0.-70 10:.7p 0 7
,.




50 3125 0.194 .0.079- .~7 ._~O 47.50 35 57
•
" N
'00 37-SN + 40 2975- 0.158 .0·.079 58..00 58.00 100 65\0I
."
34-SN + ·63 2975 0.110 {)~. Q7~ 58-•.17 58.• 17 100 65
146-SN + 75 2900- 0.160 , O~O7.9 58.20 58.20 100 64
230-SN . - 100- 3620 0.074 O.07:g- 13_.64 ~3.64 0 14
227-SN
-




50 3665 .0.160- 0.079 60-AJ--30 60.30 40 62
, .
~ ~ , ..
223-SN 0 3750 0.176 0.079 58.00 5'8.00 25 56
I. :
+ L L.. ..




A588B 211 (Notc-hed) Dynamic
Deflection -, :'
Specimen . '. Maximum at Maximum Energy Absorbed Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansionf:.n - (lb. ) (in.). " (in.) (ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb. ) (%) (mils)
100 . 0.079 3~5 3.? 0 4
50 0.079 8.0 8.0 0 7




-0 0.079 34.0 -34.0 0 22I
+ 50 0.079 26.0 26.0 < 5 26
,-...
...+- 50. 0.07-9- 46.0 46.0 15 40
+ 100 0-.-0-79 54.0 54.0 30 49
+ 150 ' -0.079 83.0 83.0 85 66,1
, .. !:
;:. 15G O~O79 88.5 .- 88~5 -, 100 76
.-.
+212 0.079 91.5 91.5 ~oo 69
~iiiFs#i/in;t~'ilut;~iit4if.;am.iit;;"\ji~*~~:Jt,tAA*;i.~;;liWi.k·,Wii'~-fi~fij~h;.%~:ir~~~~~,#';';~~;t.~~




A588B 2" (Pre-Cracked) Slow 'Bend
Deflection Energy Absorbed . ..Specimen Maximum at Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
.r:..n (lb.) - (in e) (in.) (ft.,-lb.) (ft.-lb.) (%) (mils)
490-SP - ,150 1775 0.038 0.150 5.0.3- 6.50 < 5 12
487-SP -
- 150-- 1600 0.039 0.165 -_. .-3.41 4.70 0 6
I 234-SP . - 100 2400 0.054 0.140 4.95 6.14 0 9
N
\0
,...... 220-SP 0 2850 0.096 0.140 44.10' 54.70 90 50I
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TABL"E G2 -: CHARPY TEST DATA
211 (Pre-Cracked) Fast Bend ., 'A588B ,/
De.flection ' Energy AbsorbedSpecimen: Maximum at Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized' Shear Expansion
~, (lb.) (in.) (in.).. (ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb.) ~%) . (mils)
446-FP - 150 1220 0.032 0.170 3.60 5.06 0 4
394-FP , - 100 1900 0.052 0.-135. 8.02 9.76 0 11
• 358-FP - 50 2300· 0·.,054 -Q.. 125-
8 __ 37 9.84 < 5 12
N
\,C)
N 313-FP ~O 2120- 0.070 :0.120 25.40 ' 29'.29 20 26. t
316-Fl' + 50· 3000 0.080 ·-0.110 19.11 21.10 SO 44
~41"-~~l:f.l.~r.~_· _~:-c-~ ........__....._ ...__ :~,........;.... .....~_ ............
l¥fifFi~¥@bt~i;yqAAMwM
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Nominal Yiel~ Strength YS = '68.5 ksi . -,
Specimen A F.A. P Time K G DTE ~ '~DT. . 0YD0 max. c cNo. B Temp.
(in.) Ln ~ (in. 2) (kip-s) ~sec) (ksi[in .. 2 (!.b/in) (lb!in) (k'si)
-- -----
4.001 0.5
- 130 0 .. 800 1.100· '10.0 8 •. 5E':'04 54.76 101.3 137.5 ' .0.452 0.614' . 115.1
4.002 0.5 _. 130 '0.800 1.100' 9.3 8.0E-04 50.61 86.5 181.1 0.385 0.805 115.4
4.003 O.-s
-
80 0.930 1.035 10.5 7.5E-04 65 •. 90 146.7 000.0 0.777 0.000 105.8
1 4.017 0.5
-








39.95 287.4 1.0174.018 0.8 - 60 1.712 11.2 8.0E-04 53.9 0.191 102.2
4.015 0.5
-
50 0.700 1.150 12.5 6.0E-04 64.50 140.5 167.0 0.803 0.954 101.8
4.009 0.5
-
40 0.880 1.060 10.0 I.DE-03 60.04. 121.8 COO.O 0.743 0.000 98·.5
4.008 0.5
-
40 . 0.885 1.057 7.6 7.0E-04 44.60 67.2 000.0 . 0.400 0.000 99.8
4.C16 0.5
-
40 0.950 1.025 9.5 1.GE-03 60.65 124.3 297.4 0.758 1.813 98.5








23 0.830 1.085 11.9 ,7.SE-04 69.87 164'.9 453.5 1.033 2.840 97.2
P.
4.011 0 .. 5
-
15 1.090 0.955 11.5 8.0E-04 89.19 268.8 684.8 1.727 4.400 96.0
4.014 0.5 0 1.100 0.950 18.3 8.0E-04 '00.00 000.0 618.9 0.000 4.131 94.2
4.010 0.5 5 1.100 0.950 13.2 8.5E-04 113.49 435.1 694.7 2.952 4.713 93.4
4.012 0.5 25 0 .. 8.50 1.075 20.8 1.3E-04 00.00 000.0 000.0 0.000 0.000 97.6
Slo\" Bend T~s ts
4.005 0.5 - 238 0.940 1.030 -4 ..0 J ... OE-Ol' 23.30 18.3 000.0- 0.072 0.000 123.1
4.007 0.5
- 130 0.900 1 "O5{} 7.5 4.0E-04 44.02 65.5 000.0 0.275 0.000 118. 7
;'(
See Table A3 for 'design.ations ' .
.t'







Nominal Yield Strength YS = 68.1 ksi
-_Specimen A F.A. P Time K r:: DIE
f3K ~T O'm
No. B Temp. 0 max. c '.;J c
fu:l Dl~ (in. 2) (kips) (sec) (ksilin.) (~b/in) (lb/in) _____ (ksi)
4.101 1.0 - 130 0.940 2.060 14.5 9.5E-04 44.19 66.0 99.0 0.147 0.221· 115.3
4.102 1.0 - 130 0.910 2.090 16.0 9.5E~~:' 47.73 77.0 86.1 0.172 0.192 115.3
4.104 t.o
-
65 1.350 1.650 15.7 I.GE-03 74.42 187.1 349.1 0.524 0.973 102.8
4.105 1.-0
-




60 0.920 2.080 16.0 7.5E-04 48.62 79.9 242.3 0.222 0.675 103.1N
\0
0.970 ·:z':n30.-._\.If 4.117 1.0 0 16.6 8.0E-04 .53.34 96.1 1081.8 0.317 3.564 94.81
4 •. 118 1.0 0 0.975 2.025 17.2 6.0E-04 . 55.76 105.0 989.6 0.-339 3.197 95.7
4.110 1.0 35 0.975 2.025- 22.0 l.!JE-04 74.76 188.8 201.5 0.669 0.714 91.4
4.111 1.0
-
43 0.980 2.020 22 .. 5 7.5E-04 75.74 193.8 213.9 0.567 0.626 100.6
4.113 1.0
-
40 0.900 2.100 12.6 6.5E-04 37.07 46.4 000.0 0.136 0.000 100.6
4.114 1.0
-
60 0.910 2.090 16.0 8~OE-04 48.09 78.1 000.0 0.219 0.000 102.8
4.106 1.0 0 0.890 2 .. 110- 30.0 1.2E-03 101.75 349.7 000.0 1.184 0.000 93.5
4.112 1.0
-
20 0.950 2.050 22.8 9.0E-04 75.09 190.5 000.0 0.601 0.000 96.8
4.115 1.0
-
60- 1.020 1.980 21.6 9.0E-04 74.93 189.7 000.0 0.535 0.000 102.4
4.116 1.0
-
60 1.110 1.890 20.0 9-.0E-04 75.33 191.7 000.0 0.541 0.000 102.4
Slow Bend Testf!
4.106 1.0 -- ,238 0.835 2.165 7.3 2.5E--Ol 18 .. 71 11.8 000.0 0.023 0.000 124.4
4.108- 1.0 - 131 0.920 2.080 21.0 7.0E-Ol 66.37 148.8 000.0 0.492 0.000 94.6
*See Table A3 for designation-s-.
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Nominal Yield Strength YS = 52.5 ksi
Specimen A P Time K G DTE
.: ~- ~T·'· en>0 F.A. max~ c cNo. B Temp.
.li-Il:l ~ (in~ ) ~ (kips) ~£L . (ksi.!in.) (lb/in) (lb/in) ____ (ksi)_l.n.
4.205 2.0
- 130 0.890 4.220 22.5 8.0E-04 32.22 35.1 79.6 0.043 0'.098 109.4
4.206 2.0






-60- 0 .. 865 4.--270 27.5 8.5E-04 39.33 52.3 74.5 0.084 0.120 96.0-
I 4.207 2.0
-
23 0.940 4.120 32.5 9.8E-04 50.99 87.8 209.7 0.159 0.380 90.3N
\0 4.201 2.0 5 1.320 3.360 21~O 5.0E-04, - 46.07 71.7 187.5 0.130 0.340 90.30'\ -I
4 r 202 2.0
-
5 1.165 3.670 22~5 5.5E-04 42.27 60.4 176.6 0.110 0.323 90.0
4.211 2.0
-
30' 1.100 3.800 15.0 7.0E-04 25.92 22.7 262.1 0.046 0.533 85.3
Slow Bend Tests
2.208 2.0
- 245 0.• 750 4.500 16.5 . 3.0E-Ol 20.15 13.7 000.0 0.014 0.000 119.8
4.203 -2.0
- 137· 1.250 3.500 16.8 4.2E-Ol 33~70 38.4 000.0 0.070 0.000 90.2






A588 !~..-CURVE INSTABILITY SUMMARY
Fatigue K at "Apparent
-Thickness Test Temperature Crack Length c "Crack Length
(in.) (0 F) (in.)
Instability at Instability(psi) · (in.)
0.5
- 95 6.30 63,844 6.42
**0.5 - 40-- 6.25 135,474 7.43
***0.5
- 10 6.-25 347,118 7.91
****1.0
- 50 6.-20 217,147 7.24
***** *1.,0
- 40 :6.23 150,000 6.42
" ..
~ ~~- ~ -.........~- ......""t'!"...r""':'"'"Iow;I""..,..~J"'!""!7,..... .....~~M\"".j;~, L.t ~~...,,J,;.....j.u.~:~ '" «~~~.,.:.i..,-;~WI'-'·~;a.}!.~..4~.r.("--r~'-"I-""_1.....+.hlf':'" ....~~__ -,jo,· .......... - .... ~ .... - ~.
*Average- crack length, fatigue crack front slanted through thickness
*1r .
Crack reranc.hing occurred at crack length of 7.05t-f
***Crack branching occurred at crack- length of 7._15" -
**** .Crack branching occurred at crack length- of 6.•. 65u
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~' .. -APPENDIX H - AS14 DATA
.,.::t;'t""'",!"ii::.-
This appendix contains the data collected for the 1/2", 1" and
2" thicknesses of the AS14 material. This steel was supplied to the
program by the Bethlehem Steel Corporation. The chemical analysis,
yhysical properties and heat designations appear in Tables 1 and 2.
The data in this appendix is presented in the form of a Charpy
8ummary~ a detailed Charpy tabulation, a K tabulation. and appropriate
c
figures which best illustrate the data trends. Details of the test
procedures and terminology can be found in appendices J, K and Land
Chapter 2.
'Standard and precracked Charpy tests were made on all three
thicknesses of the A514 material. The tests were carried out at three
speeds except for the 1" stande:-d specimens which, were only tested at
tvo speeds. Figureo H-I through H-6 show the data while Table H-l and
'H-2 provide data in tabular form. The slow and fast loading rate
data for both standard and precracked specimens did not shoW any
temperature shift. The slow and dynamic data did show a definite-
temperature shift. For all three thicknesses the' standard test resu~ts
showed a much greater shift than predicted by Barsom (28). The pre-
cracked results for the 1/2" and 1" material were in fair agreement 'Vlith
Barsom,. 'The 21t precracked shift was much grea ter than a.nticipated ..



















































































than the standard data. Also it does not appear that the precracked
. data forms a lower bound for the standard 'Charpy data.
The,K tests for the A514 material were carried out during Phase
c
.1 of the project. D.T. measurements were not obtained. Figures H-7
..~hrough H-9 ~~ow the K
c
results. Individual results are given in
Table H-3. FC?r the par'ticular range of temperatures tested it is not
'possible to ~ke a very meaningful assessment of the formula
for corr~latingK
c
and CVN rlut~. The Charpy. curves are well into-their
~upper shelf regions at the point wh~ra the K tests were'made.
c
R-curves were tittem"pted for the A514 112ft and lit material. How"
ever no useful data wa.s obtained from these teats. The plates were
































































~ ,Intermediate - 2 in/min
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~ 'Intermedfate - 2 in/min
o Slow - .02 in/min
-300
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- - --0 Slow - .02' in/min
.-0 Dynamic
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~ Intermediate - 2 in/min
-0 Dynamic
_ _ .. -0 Slow • .02 in/min





200~-300 ..200 -.100 0 100\
TEMPERATURE 0"
. "\
120 ---- 0 Slow - .02 in/min
A Intermediate - 2 in/min
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" 0
- 0 Dynamie
l) Intermediate • 2 in/min
- - - - 0 Slow - .02 in/min
~300 -200 -'00 0 100 200
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Triangles show Estimates of Dynamic ~ for 1/2tt A514 Plate.
X symbol show ~stimates of Dynamic K
c
from Eqs. (17) 18, 7)
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. Circles show Dynamic K Measurements for 1" A514 Plate.
Triangles sh;ow Estimat~s of Dynamic 1)1 from the Crack-
Arrest Bend~Angle Method.
Squares and X symbols show Estimates of Dynamic Kcfrom Eqs. (20) and (7) and from Eqs. (17, 18, 7)


























Fig. H'-9 Circles show Estimates of Dynamic K
c
for 21f A514 Plate.
Triangles show Estimates of Dynamic KM from the Crack-Arrest Bend-Angle Method.
Squares and X symbols show Estimates of Dynamic K from
•. cEqs. (20) and (7) and from Eqs. (17, 18, 7) respectively
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TABLE Hl .. 1* ..- A514 CHARPY DATA SUMMARY
0-
Material T15 T30 TSH CVNSH
:e"st Thickness
(in.) ~ ~ ~ <ft*~ll:>._)
DS 0.5 - 150 -:" 110 - 50 35
DP 0.5 ...- ._- 75 15






DS 1.0 - 100 20 75 33
DP 1-.0 -- - 145 -- SO 28
55 1.0 - 320- -- - 100 27
SF 1.0 - 150 -- 0 20
DS 2.0 - 125
-
75 50 58
DP 2.0 .. 50 20 . ·100 .. .43
I
.....
W SS 2.0 -. 240 - 150 "... 0 5...~. _.: ... :' '':_ ... . ...
......




Test t AT 6TB
~ Ul
'S 0.5 110 24
P 0.5 0
S 1.0 200 52
p 1.0 0
S 2.0 95 55
p 2.0 105
*See Table Al~ 1 -for d,esignations
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A514 1/2", (Pre-Cracked) Slow Bend
Specimen
No.
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CHARPY TEST "PATA !
A514 1/2" (Pre-Craclt€!91___ ¥ast Bend Ir
-. , • .'t
Deflection EnerRY AbqorbedSpecimen Maximum ..t Maximum Lateral
No. 'Xemo .. -
/
Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
.e.n (lb.r (in.) (in.) ift.-l~ lft.-lb.) -1~ ~ (11115)
4-6-9- - 250 2200 0.025 0.130 3.78 4.48
--
2
463 - 200- 2975 0.028 0.145 4.41 5.60 - 3
I 417 - 150 1710 0.040 0.150 5.07 6.45 - 2(..tJ
r..&
0'\ 378 - 100- 3050 0.037 0.145 7.70 10.00 - 2I
343
-
50 2750 0.036 0.145 8.00 10.08 - 5
342
-
50 2750 0.038 0.120 9.20 10.58 - 5
300 0- 3120 0.040 0.124 9.18 10-.33 - 5
297 0 2730 0.036 0.145 6.98 8.76
-
3
262 + 50 2810 0.038 0.130 7.65 9.13 - 6
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CHAPJ?Y TEST DATA
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A514 1" (Notched) Slow-Bend
Deflection Energy Ab,orbed
-.-__Specimen Maximum at Maxi.mum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
~ (lb.) (in .. ) (in.) (ft ..-lb.) (ft.-lb.) C%) (mila)
.'
~
191-SN - 300 5010 0.060 0.079 17.15 17.15 < 20 lS
119-SN - 200 4300 0.090 0.079 26.29 26.29 40 20
,72-SN
- 100 4500 0.065 0-.·079 26.93 26.93 100 18
.-w 18-SN
-




10 3600 0.071 0.079 25.60 lOa 21
4-SN 0 .4375 -O~--O60- ' 0.079 27.80 27.80 100 2.2
.
148-SN + 75· 4150 0.058 O-~O79 .. 23.40 23.40 100 20
~





I/~'. i.].,~..~~':d---:::RIIil!D~~ • .>.~- xu. rJl
,.-iiI·
~~~;~
TABLE H2 - CHARPY TEST DATA
A514 1ft (Notched) Dynamic
- 150 0.079
- 125- 0.079
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TABLE H2 - CHARPY TEST DATA
AS14 I U . (Pre-Cracked) Slow Bend
Deflection Energy AbsorbedSpecimen Maximum at Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Lo'ad .Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
..t:n (lb'.) (in.) (in.) -(ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb. ) . (%) (mils)
190-SP - 30-0, 28-70 0.045· a-.130 3.60 - 4.30 0 3
~ ' r
120-SP .... 200 3000 0.060- 0.152 9.79 12.75 20 7
71-SP · - 100, 2iOO 0.043 0.'140 14.25 '17.PO 80 14
•w 17-sP
-




10. 2900 0.052 0.135 17.65 21.46 100 18
~
3-SP a 2950 0.042 0.140 18.85 23.40 100 17
147-sp + 75 2750 0.043 0.130 17.10 20.20 100 18
t
_ ....~...'1~...~'!'~4t.'C1J"~~-'..-_,---~' ...--.,.'~--::'~".~ ' .. _,
~-'
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~








TABLE HZ - CHAPJJY TEST DATA j.:~:~:~
t .?;
I··''';
A514 1" (Pre-Cracked) Fast Bend r':~::
t'~<
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A514 1" (Pre-Cracked) DYnamic
Deflection Energy; AbsorbedSpecimen. Maximum at .1-.1aximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear.: -Expansion
~ (lb.) (in.) (in.) (ft.-lb._) -<ft.-lb.) (%) (mils)
- 250 0.130 . 2.50 2.70 0 5
- 200,. 0.130 4.00 4.35 0 4




- 110 0.135 20.00 24.20 40 11I
50 0.135 22.30 27.20 75 19
0 0.156 20.00 27.40 80 16
0 0.134 18.00 23.40 100. 17
+ SO 0.125 22.50 26.30 100 16
+ 75 0.145 24.10 30.50 100 24
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TABLE H2 - CHARPY TEST DATA
A514 2" (Notch~d) Slow Bend
Deflection
_ F.:::·~..rJ~...Y AbsorbedSpecimen Maximum at Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Normalized Shear Expansion
~ (lb.) (in.) (in.) ( - :~. -.,: ..~.,~~",-...~ (ft.-lb. ) (%) (mils)
193-SN - 300 45~O 0.068 0.079 ,) ... 03 10.03 0 4
122-SN - 200 5700 0.088 0.079 19.97 19.97 < 5 14
t 74-SN - 100 4325 O~.O54 0.079 43.76 43.76 85 34
w
N
w 6-SN 0 425.0 0 .• 08· 0.079 45-.0a 45.00 100 31t
42-SN + 10 -4150 .0.096 - 0-.079 50.00 50.00 ,100 42
..
84-SN + .74 4050 0.094 0.079 53.00 53.00 . 100 43
- ... ~1- ~.'. ~t>~ ::~. . .... . '~ .. ~ ... ~, _.~ :._ ._.,+ ....... ~:-._ :_ .........~~-_._~.~~.~ ~ .•~~~.:_~.... _ : .•+r. t~ ~":.:.t .".'r.l ~~·.I
."'tF""i~.tol1i:.~'::t.";~"':""":'~":.~~'t~~~r·~·.'~:_~~-:'~\::Ii"'U::~~:~~~r"\:..~...,..""",",,_~,,,~ ....... ..........."""'"" ~~ .. _
TABLE H2 - CHARPY TEST DATA





No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
~ ,~ (lb.) (in.) (in.) (ft.-_lb.J· (ft.-lb.) (%) (mils)
468 - 200 2680 -0.04-S 0.079- 4.90 4.90 0 . 4
-
471 - 200 5050 0.0£0 ~-o. 079 21.71 21.71 0 8
t 438 . - 150 4920 0.080 0.079 24.00 24 .. 00 < 5 14
l"...)
N
~ 437 . - 150 4600 0.087 0.079 27.50 27.50 ..< ~Q 13I
383 - 100 47'C)O. 0.090 0.079 33 .. 00 33 .. 00 15 22
382 - 100 4700 0.078 0.079 35.90 35.90 15 22
347 ;..,.. 50 4400 0.060 0.079 46.50 46.50 75 38
303 -0 4.250 0-..080 0-.079 46-.11 46.11 95 39
, ,
304 0 .4250 0 .. Oao.- 0.079 45.34 45.34 95 34
- ,-
TABLE"2 - CHARPY TEST DATA
A514 - 2ft -.(Notched) Dynamic
...& ... =--.t·~~"":·lo--"""-..l~··~~"""":;"A~}~"~~l-:';(.:~:;:7J·!:~"'.¢..":-~~",:,:",;':;"~,:"';~~·,"i':.:!~;:..~';I.,..,...!';':~;~·l::/~i'~.'-'J)·-,,:~-"""';;'1i~~Vii~~.. ,'i,.:,j~$~~~~':'~t.~~~~~#~---, _-.,..----,.-...... -.-., .......,.~:-~ • .:.,..-..- ...... ~-'
- - 2,50 0.079 3.0 3.0
-.200 0.079 8.0 8.0




- 200 0.079 6 • .1 6.0\.It
•
-,150 -0-.079 12.0 12.0
- 150 0.079 15.0 15.0
- 150 0.0-79 13.0 13.0'
- 100 0.079 28.0 28.0
"- ,100- 0.-079 23.0 23.0








































A514 2" (Notched) Dynamic (Continued)
,.
Deflecti0n Energy AbsorbedSpec.imen Maximum at Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack';'Depth Actual NortIJalized Shear Expansion
~ (lb.) (in. ) !in.) (ft.-lb.) (ft.-lb. ) (%) (mils)
-
50 0.079 39.0 39.0 100 24
-
50 0.079 35.0 35.0 100 2S
I 0 0.079 53.0 53.0 100 21
w
N
0'\ 0 0.079 53.5 53.5 100 29I
+ 50 0.079 63.0 63.0 100 26
+ 50 0.079 . 60.0 60.0 100 26
+ 50 0.079 61.0 61.0 100 25
+ 100 0.079 55.5 55.5 100 28
+ 100 -0.079 57.0 57.0 100 25.
• -~ 4t1~~ ~:~r . ~. I 1 •• + ~4 _~ ~~
+ .:; 4 .. ~~. _:~. ,_..... ;. :"" t .....





A514 2" (Pre~Cracked) Slow Bend
'.
Deflection Energy Absorb~dSpecimen Maximum at Maximum Lateral
No. Temp. Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
~ (lb. ) (in-.) (in.) (ft.-lb.> (ft.-lb.) ('J:,) (mils)
---~.- ~._-'"~- 192--SP
- 300 2750 0.038 -~0.135 3.90 4.60 0 4
I2l-SP - 200 2875 0.042 0.135 5.70 6.90 < 5 "5
t 73-SP - 100 2750 0.034 0.150 . 22.60 29.17 85 23
t,...)
N
...;., 5-SP -0 . 1625 0.048 0.171 22.80 32.30 100 21
•
41-SP + 10 2700 0.050- 0.140 25.40 31.40 100 2j'




A514 2tl ,(Pre-Cracked) Fast Bend
Deflection Energy AbsorbedSpecimen Maximum at M.aximum' LateralNo. T~mp • Load Load Crack-Depth Actual Normalized Shear Expansion
.t?.n. (lb.) (in.) (in.) (ft .-lb.) (ft.-lb.) (~) _ (mil.)
470· - 250 2220 0.026 0.125 4.25 4.90 0 2
467 - 200 2860 0.054 0.120 6.06 7.00 < 5 4
436
- 155 .2500 0.033 0.125 5.30 6.30 < 5 4
•W
tv 3igl'
- 10-0 3000 0.050 0.140 26.20 32.90 60 24~
.'
3'80 ~ 100 2900 0.040 0.130 19.00 22.01 40 15
~O2 0 2730 '0.056 0.135 27.00 33.02 100 26
345
-
50 2920 0.060 0.125 26.00 36.60 .. 100 26
346
-
50 2650 0.053 0.150 22.70 30.50 24
- 200 0.156' 2.2 '2.9 0 4
- 125 0.140 7.2 8.9 10 4
I 50 0.150 12.5 16.1 15 9
w
N
75 0.145 33.0 41.6 100 2S\0 +I
+ 212 0-.156 32.0 42.2 100 28



















TABLE H2 - CHARPY TEST-DATA
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Initial Test Dynamic Net Bend Max.
Specimen Crack Length Temperature Yield Stress Ligament Angle Load K ~ ..Number T O"Yd (~) A ca-
(inches) _ (OF) ____ J1<s i)~ ________ _(inches) (Tad. ian_s) -<kips) (ksVin) (ksi/in)
03 0.825 .. 55 156





- 50 156 1.95 0.026 339w -- --0
• 07 0.8
-- 15 152 1.95 0.028 334 .,.-
-- --
012 0.8
- 15 152 1.90 . 0.035
-- --
382




010 0.8 + 76 14j -~. __ 1.86 0 .. 049 .
-- --
425
011 0.8 + 76 1[+3 . .. 0.96 0.118 ..... -. 480
~·~:~~.·r~~,.~~~~.~'i.,y ~.'~-"":/.~~-'..::lH ~ ~ .. ~'1';3'y"r."'~;""":r"'....,·.:·~~..:::",.t~;""i'~lS.."!~·1~~:=-~.~ "~~l~""'!:""'_?i"'":"'.~__.""'"""""_';"'__ ". _y
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A~ ~ VALUES FOR'1/2 INCH A514 PLATE
, / - ~ I.;:
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AIm .~ VALUES FOR 1 INCH A514 PLATE,
.
' ~
Initiai Test Dynamic Net Bend Max.
Specimen Crack 'Length Temperature Yield Stress Ligament Angle Load
Number a T CTYd (~) A K ~c
(inches) (of) (ksi) !inches) (radians) (kips) (ksi/in) (ksiJin)
CVN
--




















15 0.766 .. 53
•w
. 16 0.778 -SO(",,)
.....
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A,h1l ~ VALUES FOR 2 INCH A514 PIATE
Initial Test Dynamic Net Bend Max.
Crack Length Temperature Yield Stress Ligament Angle Load K ~T. (~) 'A ca O'Yd
(inc'hes) (oF) (ksi) (inches)- . (radians) (kips) . (ksifin) (ksi£in)
... 60 .. 141
-- -- --
58
0.83· - 56 140 -- -- 42.5 63.6
0.79 - 54 139 -- -- 53.0 78.3







.+ 30~~' t30 1.48 0.045
-- --
492
+ -74 125 1.88 0.026 ...-
--
490
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APPENDIX I THE_,LEAK'·BEFORE-BURST TOUGHNESS CRITERION,
-333-
;The leak-before-burst (LaB) toughness-criterion has been some-
thi~kJ,ess. In addition the fracture toughness required to prevent
gation 8houl~ increase' with the crack size and thus with the.plate
stresA fie14 adjacent to a line of welding te~d8 to have lateral
The LBB criterion is responsive both to plate thickneos and to stress
level. This can be writtln as
crack propagation obviously increa'3es with increase of stress leve'1.
application might be justified. For example, the tensile residual
If one assumes that a crack might form across such a reaion of high
stress. then. the toughness n~cessary to prevent rapid crack propa-
dimensions comparable to the thicknesfJes of ~he welded components.
fracturi~g, ,leakage would provide warning of the presence of the
plate thickness, might have a total length of about 2B. If the
fracture toughness was then large enough to prevent· onset of rapi~,
.·:~.ime9 termed· a twice-plate-thickness critical crack size .criterion.
It was originally developed for application to pressure vessels based
-·on the idea that ,a part-through crack, after spreading through the
crack prior to oudden bursting of the vessel. Al.though structural
~omponents such as those used in steel bridges were not considered
: in first applications of LBB criterion, one can see that such an
" as
(I-I)
of the ,text provides the empi~ical
Q Q (1 + 1.4 Q" Z)~c = Ptc ~Ic
K 2 21 (-£....) = ~c CI _'TT~y _
BayS 1- 2
1 - - Y
,2
From equation (5) of the text, equation (I-i) can be re-written
Assuming the approximation provided by eqU4tion (7) is acceptable,
where y = aLlays. Equation (7)
relationship
• 1
equation (1 .. 1) can be adjusted with regard to degree of conservatism'
~ere 0L is the applied stress, B 1s the plate thickness ana ayS is the
, material t s yield strength.. '!be toughness estimates provided by
. by e~evat~ng at above the nominal tensile stress expected to occur
during 'service.
1 2
1 ~ '2 y
·2




i3Ic == B \(TyS
Equation (1-2) pe~its a determination o~ K1c from given 'values of 0L'



















(1-3)y = 2~4S = 0.34Then
(4) Several approximation guesses or use 0'£ a graph
Evaluating the left side of equatio~ (1-2) we now have
~Ic (1 + 1.4 ~ICZ) ~ 0.382
Evidently th! .values of K1c for 112
ft
, lit) and 21t
plates can be calculated using the equation
1/2
KId = O'Yd <?332B)
-335-
J4 a 500 - 14,500 - 27 ksi
T 1 - 529-
o t 0Since T = 459 R, T = 267 F.
the absolute temperature of interest (T).
(2) Aasume the elevation' o.f O'YS at T' ovet' d"yS at
5290 F (70° F) is· given in uni.ts of ksi by the
results in ~Ic = 0.332.
(5) No use has yet been n~de of the plate thickness.
(3) Asgume at = 1/2 (57 kai) = 28.5 ksi
(1) Assume "'Yd is the same as the static O'YS at an
absolute temperature (T') which is 7/12 times
As an illustration, assume a. 1" plate of A441 'steel with
lined in Ref. (14).
OYS'D 57 kat at room temperature. ASSUfiteWe want the LBB value of
~d at 00 F. It is first necessary to' estimate CTYd • The procedure
for doing this shown below as Steps 1 and 2 follows the method out-
fracture toughness. Thus 0Yd will be used in place of 0YS and KId
in place of K1c•
/ "
-336-
For the 1" plate one obtains
K1d '= 48.4 ks~in
If one now desires to \lse. KId above to specify material procure-
·~ent -standards, then one of" the correlations between KId and CVN can
be used to d~~ermine the appropriate CVN level.
~~;':~<=':"':;/~'t·~::$n.~~'':""~:, s;:"''\-/;T"'}~'~~; :~'" r; T"..7'~ "'~ "::o::'":~"'~.;---, '~'''.,':;':'~::;;'~'''':;''~=~,'~ '~~"'{'-:~"'7'r,?:I::;:';;:";'~""""'·''''t~>-;'-7'- ,'--''', c'''--',.:' ;";'0-: ~,,,,,<,,:'i-:' ,,,----,-.,,,, ,""
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APPENDIX J K MEASlJREMENTS
c
J.1, K Specimen Preparation
c
The test specimen configuration for all K tests in this program
c
is shown in Figure J-l. All of the specimens were saw-cut from the
original plate with their long dimension in the rolling direction.
."
~ .'
This resulted in a crack toughness characterization pertaining to
crack motion perpendicular to the rolling direction of the steel.
This direction was studied because the resistance of the steel to.
creck'propagation in this direction is higher and more uniform than
for crack motion parallel to the'rolling ditection. Besides, in
structural applicatio:ns the rolling ~irectioll: is usually ~de to
correspond to the direction of largest tension.
After the individual test spe~imens were saw-cut from the plates
the top and bottom surfaces of the specimens were shaped to assure
parallel sU1;faces. This was done to assure s'pecimen stability ~U":~hg
the fatigue cracking process. The sides of thc.spe~imen$ to be used
in the thickness reduction technique were surface ground to assure
a uniform thickness throughout an individual specimen. Foz- the
thickness red~ction specimens the tolerance in the thickness direction
was ;to.OOl in. The surfaces of the remaining- specimens were left itt
t1 as received" condition. A 90° Chevron notch was machined in. the















portion. During the fast growth stage, the crack was driven d~TNn
ini:,·tiate crack ,~rowth in the f';ltigue p;rocess.
we~e placed into the machine in a 3-point bend arr2'gement, and the
fatigue cracking: was done in nlO stages, a fast cs.rld a slow growth
The fatigue' crack growth was done on a ,10-toD,Amsler Vibrophore~
Wh~ch'is a high frequency fatigue testing machine. ~e test specimens
into the specimen to the depth, are nle main purpose of this fast
,g~?wth portion was to get the crack well into the specimen in a short
period '0'£ time.," Accordingly, no fatigue cracking criteria was f01-
·0£ taper; a, for the notch are 45°,45° and 29° respectively for the
. 1/2~.'<» 1" and 2". thicknesses e 1118 Chevron notch was used to help
l~ed during't~is particular portion of crack growth. As mentioned
above, the only requirement adhered to was to get the fatigue c·racking
done quickly. Approximately 20 nlinutes was considered ac~eptable.
The criteria followed in the slow growth portion of the fatigue
i
cracking process was that the average crack growth rate over the slow
growth distanc~, CiS) be equal to or less than 1 ,miaroinch/cycle when
practical.
In many instances during the fatigue cracking process the cra~k
,in the test spe"cimen tended to gro"w faster on one side than ort the
other" In o.rder to straighten out the crack leading edge a steel
wedge was forced into the machine notch pn the side of the specitnen
where the crack was longer. This prevented the longer side of the .;
crack from cycling through tie complete stress range, thereby slowing
its growth rate,' while allowing the other and shorter crack to continue
to grow_ When the edges of the crack reached equal length on both
-338-
; .
sides of tbe sp~~imen the wedge was removed and the regular fatl~e
cracking process was continued.
J.2 'K Test Apparatus
, c
. This section'describes the various apparatuses used in deter-




The dynamic fracttlre tests were done in a drop-weight tear teat
machine, shown in Figures J-2 and 3-3. This machine was adapted from
drawings supplied by the Naval Research Laboratory. lbe main uprights
of the machine are·lvo W12x85 columns to ~ich are bolted fabric~ted
tee-sections along which the drop-weight tides. The bolts allow for
realignment of the rt.l..l system. 'the drop-weight machine has a drbp~
height capacity of approxima.tely 20 feet. There are side groove~ i~
the drop-weight which cause it to ride along the web of the t~e-
section. A clos~ t;olerance of 1/16 in. e'kists i:?etween .the- £alli118
weight and the rail system so that upon release there is negligibl~
"wobbling" or locking of the weigh~ along th~ rails.
The weight of the falling ~ss is 400 pounds. In a previous study'
.the oJ;'iginal weight» 200 pounds) v1as doubled in size in order that
lower drop-heights could be used in ~he rlynamic tests to impa~t, the
same amount of 'energy to the test specimens as would a smaller weight
falling from a greater hei~lt. This was done to help lessen the
. -
influence.of the test specimen's inertia on the load record. The











machlne. The original weight used by· Madison and Luft (19) was
. J' ,
increased by bolting onto it two plates weighing approximately 100
pounds each. These plates were set on opposite sides of the original
weight.
The drop-weight 1s raised and lowered to the required drop-heights
by means of a 2.. ton overhead crane. Once the weight has been positionedd
positioned at the require~ elevation above the test specimen it is
~elea8ed by an electromagnetic release mechanism. After the weight
fractures the specimen, the falling weight is stopped by two shock
absorbing supports.
"At "the'bottom of the drop-weight is the tup which serves also as
the load. dynamometer. 'l11e tup is positioned snugly in a recess at
the bottom of the weight and is fasteneed into place by a long bolt
passing vertically through the weight to ita top. The tup is the
load measuring part Qf the test apparatus, and it is shown in F~gure
J-4. The load dynamometer was machined from 4340 steel and it was
heat treated to Rc 50. Two four-arm bridges ~1."e instrunlented onto the.
tUp with a 500 ohm strain gage passing across each arm of the bridge.
The resistance of the gages was 'increased from 240 ohm~ in order to
sive. the load signal greater sensitivity. Two bridges were placed on
thet~p as a precautionary measure in case one bridge failed in'
opera.tion by shearing o-£f due to the repeated shock loadings. A four-
a~ ~ridge 1s used to m~sure the axial load in the dynamometer, and
by ~ts very use. any bending that might occur in the tup upon impact




tion occurs in the pad with a corresponding large aMOunt of energy
makes ',contact ,with the half-t"ound, a considerat\le amount of deforma-
specimen and, as a result, stretches out the loading time. The half-
·absorption. 'This cushions the application of the load onto the test
As' an al~ in decreasing th~ influence of the specimen's inartia
, ,
on'the load record,. 3/4 in. long, 1/2 in. diameter half-round!, were
:used during e~chdrop-weight fracture test. The position of the pad
'. relative to the test specimen 1s shown in Figure J-5. When the tup
, r··· ~
__..~-~;~.~ ._~:.;..••.N- • .:~.', ...,_.~.'~
~ound cushions were maChined from unhardened drill rod.
,The, loadi.ng dynamometer haa a 147° included angle ground into
its tip ... ~e original tip shape of the tup was semi-circular. The
...
,'mild-angled tip is used to reduce the resistance of the half-round
':cushions to Initial d,eformation ..
The load ,signal is recorded on a Tektronix Type 549 stora.ge
. ,
o~cil1oBcope with a "Type-Q I Transducer an4 ~Strain Gage Preamp Plus-In.
Unit" used to, monitor the signal.. This partic~lar oscilloscope is
equipped with a delay mechanism whereby the s~art of the trace can be
.delayed for a specific time lnterva~ and then started and. stored on
the oscilloscQpe screen.
°A photoc~ll is attacped to the drop-weight machine, as shOwn in
'Figure J-3, and when the weight is released and starts its free fall,
a shutter attached to the qrap-weight breaks the light: beam of the
photo-cell and sende a trigiertng signal to the oscilloscope to .
initiate the sweep of the trace.. Depending on the drqp-height of the
particular test, a correspot~ingparticular delay time is set on the~




"monitored by the oscilloscope the delay mechan"ism is activated, and
\
, when the set 'delay time passel. the load signal from the four-arm
bridge of the tup is recorded and stored on the oscilloscope. The
, intention of the delay mechanism ia to set. as the delay tIme, the'
time required' for the drop-weis:-;':' to pass the photo-cell and make'
.
contact with' the test specimen. In this W'"'.QY the trace recorded on
, " the o8cill.oscope will show a record of the load in ~he tup beginnitlg
with first c~ntact against the test specimen. the~e delay times
vary depending on the initial beight of the drop--weigl\t before
,release. nle~e times were initially measured by a method of trial
whereby the weight was dropped onto a solid bar from a definite
, '
prescribed height and the delay times were varied until the load
signal was properly recorded on the osc~11oscope. A polaroid camera
is used to take a picture of the load signal stoted on the oscilloscope
screen in order to have a permanent record of ~ach fracture test.
On the surface,?£ the test specimens opposi~e the Chevron notch
a 1/16 in. diameter hole waa drilled 3/4 in, dee~ into the specimen
at the center-thickness t offset 1 inch on either side of the plane of
the notc.h. Into th!..s ttole was placed a chromel-aiumel thermocoup1cr
which prov~ded for the r~cording of the specimen temperature be£or~
each test. . The specimens' were h,eated in an oven or cooled in a
hou8~hold"refrigerator. in ~ deep freeze, ~r by means of dry ice
depending on the required test temperature.
J.2.2 Static K"
c
Static K tests are conducted on a standard 120 kip Tinius-Oise~
c





J.2. 3 11tickn~98 Reduction )!~~~~!r~r::t~llt
in the head of the testing machine Pt".,J the load record lr tp'<.e~ from
order ·0£ one Rccond.
of 2 il1cheR ~nd can rfl~d directly (io",,'T\ to Q.OOOJ. in. Sine'! ;:hi.c.1<ress
nortI\f"ll sepRrAtionR from the hrittle O~ £lpt portion of th~ f';':l~t1l1:~
or in other words, movement pcrp,:-ondi.cttl$\); to thAt furnif'hpd ry tb~
microscope travel waR require<t. To fu;:nifth this thA Rhir'r}lin~
to the thickne~s dir~etion.
cut from the fracturpd specifT'lpu. Th~flfl $lic~s furni.phpd t;e,ft; fHJt {c?r:~s
whose edgeR corresponded to the thic~n~e~ O~ thic~neA8 r~~octj~~
'profil~ at specifiC": locAtions ;tt.rAy from the ~l1d ot the f~tlp~'~ (,,~J\c1<..
shown in Figure .J~6, for thi..cknf!R~ rnpi1sure,.,~nts•
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J.3" K, Test 'Proceciure
c
This section aescribes th~ various methods and test procedures
J. 3. 1 DYnamic, 1<9" Proe~dure
~ the day p~vious to testing, the specimens to b~ tested were
placed in the required test,-temperature atmosphere and were allowed to
stay',ln this temperature for 12 hours or more. This assured uniform
employed in determining K •
. " c
te~~rature distribution in ea~h spucimen.
Knowing the testing conditions - temperatJre) sp~cuuen size and
yiel~ strength ~ the general results of the particular test were
estimated based ?n the experience acquired from previous tear~te8ts.
Having some idea.of the genetal outcome'of the test a sufficient
dr!Jp-height was ~elected. The height was kept near the miriinltJill
I
nece~8ary to induce fr~cture upon impact of the drop-weight onto the
test specimen. This practice also tended to reduce th~ test speci~n'$
inertial effect on the load record. After the drop-height: was
selected a corresponding delay tinle was set on the oscilloscope.
Also. having some' general idea of the expected fracture load, the
mag~itude of the .int~rvalq o~ the ordinate axis of the oscilloscope
screen was set ...
. After all systems were checked ~nd found to be functioning
properly, a final temperature teading was taken of the test specimen.
The temperature was recorded, and the specimen was immediately placed
onto the test fixtur,e of the drop-weight machine. The specimen was
-344-
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aligned 80 that the load dynamometer would hit the specimen directly
over the fatigue crack. lben the required nUmber of half-round
cushions were placed on the specimen. The number of cushions varied'
..,_depending on the expected magnitude of the fracture load. The safety
pin was now removed from the release mechanism, and the drop··weight .
was· raised to its required height. After reaching this height the
drop-weight .was released immediately and ~he te~t specimen was
fractured. 'Except in the case of occasional maladjustments of the
electronic equipment, a load-time signal was r~corded and stored on
the oscilloscope screen. A polaroid photograph was taken of the trace.
Since each dynamic fracture test required approximately one
.m~nute to complete once the specimen was t~ken from its test-temperature
atmosphere, no facilities were used to keep the svecimen in its ~est­
temperature atmosphere while seated on the dynamic test fixture.
Any temperature gradient within the te8~ specimen was·assumed
negligible.
3.3.2 Static K Procedure
c
The procedure fo~ cooling the static K specimens is identica~
c
to thope described for the dynamic measurements. The instrumentation·
is also th'e same.· The only differences, between the two measurements
~s the use of a Tinius-Olsen hydra~lic testing machine ~ather ehan a







































J.3.3 K l'feasurement by. Thickness Reduction
c
A number of the dynamically tested specimens,were measured for
thickness reduction. One-half of the fractured specimen was selected
-345-
and a slice was taken from it as shown in Figure J-7. ~The saw-cuts
were made 80 that the slice represented the measurement positions B/2
and 3B/4 away from the end of ,the fatigue crack. These slices were
also wet ground to remove the rough edges resulting from sawing~ The
edges of each slice were also gently finished with a fine emergy cloth
to remove burrs resulting from the grinding. This resulted in tTue
thickness contours at the measurement positions. The slice was now
ready for thickness reduction measurements.
~efore any measurem7nts could be taken the microscope wag first
aligned as perfectly as possible with the shimming assemblage which
was mounted to the base of the microscope. This meant that the
microscope traveled parallel to the edges of the assemblage and
perpendicular to its sides. The slice was then placed o~ the sliding
measuring platform and clamped in position j as shown in Figure J-6.
With the turn-screw in its loosened position the sliding platform was
manually pushed back and forth while the edge 0.£ ~he slice was aligned
with the y-direction crosshair of the microscope. This guaranteed that
the slice was positioned parallel to the sides of the shimming setup.
The turn-screw was tightened with no shims. The microscope was
then mov~d until its x-direction crosshair was aligned parallel to 'a
"weighted" fracture surface or zero position. The word, "weightedU ,
is used because the unevenness of the actual fracture surface required
judgment in the selection of an average position. This movement of
the microscope in aligning the x-direction crosshair does not hamper
the other fixed ali~lments. The steps in the alignment of tha





The iem~ining procedure consisted of measuring the thickness
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the frame ,as shown in Figure J-S.
that measurements can be made at equal distances above and below' ~he
, \
fracture surface at equal distances, and the measurements are made
the shear lip exists. The total thickness for a particular distance
Ihis' missing mzt,terial corr~sponds to the shear lip existing on the
I
from the centerline of the slice out to the edge of the sli~e where
slice. If this situation is 90 pronounced that ~hickness measurements
judg~ent shou~d be used in selecting which half of the 9pe~imen to
i
If the shear lips are shared hetween both halves, personal
surface because of 'the physical presence of the shear tips.
slice .permits the-measurement of the thickness below the frac'ture
are not possible across the slice hecause of the absence of material
at one edge o·f ,the slice, a different measuring procedure is required.
Now thae the test procedure has been described, a few additional
slice in Figure J-7 is an example of such a selection. This type of
In this procedure it was explained how a slice was removed from one-
the'p'roper h~lf to use for the slice. That half of the specimen
wards are ne~ded concerning the previously described slicing procedur~.
At eacp.new distance from the fracture surface the thickness reduction
done by inserting 0.005 in. Bhim~'
was measured.
reduction at various distances from the fracture surface. This was
, should be. used tt.'"hich retains both shear lips upon fracture. ThP typical
. half of the fractured specimen. Care should be taken in selecting
. other half of the fracture specimen. For this situation the measuring






for several hours it \tras aga.in placed into the dto-'ieight machine
freeze or in contact with dry ice. A~ter b~ing in this cold at~bsphef~
means of.a protractor. The specimen was, then placed into the,deep
it.,
damagin~ the load "dynamometer ot the strain gages instrumented onto
from the· drop-weight machine, and the bend angle) A) was measured by
After such a test the partically fractured specim~l1 was removed
.In several of the drop-weight tear t'ests the test specimen failed
·J.3.4 Bend Angle K Measurement Procedure
c
to fracture completely due to its high degree of toughness at near
decided to be 10 feet, and a greater height was not used in fear ~f
operating dro?-height for such, a test. This rr~ximum safe height was
room temperatures. The drop-weight was usually at its max~~safe
measurement'~etupnare the same.
away' from the fracture surface is. therefore, taken to be the swn of
.surface a.t' the same distance. The centerline of the slice must be
'physically scribed onto the slice for this method. The remaining
,the two half-thickness measurements made above and below the fracture
~r~;t~'~,'------_.....-.....;,,··~~~4~~~~-;;;~·,~J~'·~·<.:jiZZ.....-···,··"--t Ii" ....,' .•. ~ . ~
'_I:~ :_..,:_.~':\.'
where the fracture of the specimen was completed. No data was
r,equired during this second drop. Its purpoSe. was just to complett... '
the break of the specimen~
Inspection .of .the fracture surface of the 'broken specimen clearly
distinguished to what depth the crack moved 4uring the first drop of
the weight 'at the warmer temperature. The remaining ligament cross-
section was more brittle in texture compared to the ductile failure
-34.8.. ". '·~.·····I··.···,'.:····-~. ~~:~~
t
,)
plane of t~e initial drop. This difference in appearance easily led
-to the loca~ion of the final crack, arrest position resulting from the
first drop and accordingly showed the cross-section of the previously
unbroken ligament. Since the f.inal crack arrest position was never
perfectly straight) a "weighted" straight position was selected along
the actual arrest edge.
J.4 K Data Analysis
c
The,'material pres.ellted in this section describes the data reduction
techniques employed to calculate K from the experimental measurements.-
c
Dynronic and Static K Calculations
, c
Using'a boundary collocation techniqu~ Gro&s and Srawley developed
an expression for K for single-edge-cracked plate specimens in 3-point
\
bending (21). This expression for ~ is rep+esented by a fourth degree
polynomial of. the following form with values of 'the coefficients A- i .












a ='effective crack length
A. = coefficients whose values are dependent on the.
1
8peci~ents L/w ratio
.The' coefficients for the above equation have -been developed for L/W
ratios of 8 and 4 and are shown in Figure J-9 •
. -' "Since, the same 3-point bend c:onfiguration was used in the dynami.c
fracture tests, the above K calibration was employed for the solution
of ~he dynamic K
c
' values. However, due to a specimen length-to-width
ratio of 3.33 which was the i/w ratio used in this program, a set of
coe~ficients~ differing from those developed by ~ross and Srawley, had
to ~be derived for use in equation (J-1).
'. - This .new set of coefficients \"as obtained (19) by simply linearly
extending those· values of A. recommended by Gross and Srawley to the
1.
Llw value of 3.33. The result~ of this extension are presented also
in Figure J-~. AS a check, a compliance calibration was made by
Luft (19) for a bend specimen whose L/W ratio was 3.33 and it was
shown that the above linear extension of the Gross-Srawley data was
valid.
Us~ng the equation for the plastic zone size, r y , equation (4)
in.an adjusted form
(J-2)
and substituting this expreSSirn into equa~ion (3-1) results in




2.25 Q / (.1-3)
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Equations (J-2) and (J-3) were used to' solve for K. This was done by
c
a simple computer program. The flow chart of the computer program is
shown in Figure J~10. Essentially the method of solution involves an
ite~ative process where a value of (ry/W) is assumed, ~nd this value
is used, 'in tur~, to calculate another. (ry/W) value by means of
equation (J-3) remembering that
a ao r yW= W + (-)
W assumed
When the difference between the assumed and calculated values of
(ry/w). is equa.l to or less than 0.0001 inches ~he iterative pro·cess
is stopped apd a K value evaluated us~ng equation (J-2). The computer
solution was the method used in all the K computations both static
, c
and dynamic •
.The values of P and a used ic equation (J-3) corresponde~ to the
maximum load determined from the load records and the f~tigue crack
length respectively. 'i'he value of 0YS was that .value of yield strength
which Vias appropriate for the particular test cemperature and testing
speed. This value was determined from the equation
+ 17/+1°00 ksi 4 t') . - 27. . \.si
log(2' x lOlOf)(T + 459)
+ 75° F, t
a
where
t loading time to maxim~m load
t time of load appltcation for a static test
o
(50 sec.)













This expression was suggested by Ir«in (14) is a best fit for data on
·A302B steel from· Ripling and for data on three Ni-Cr forging steels
from,W~ssel•. I~ takes into account both the strain rate and the
material temperature on the yield strengt~. This equation is con-.
sidered to furnish best fit conditions for any st:r::uctural steel whose
s~at·ic yield strength is not greater than approxima~ely 120 ksi.
Madison' (18) and Luft (19) showed that A441 steel behavior agreed
approximately with this equation.
3.4.2 Investigations into a Typical Load Record Response
Figure J-ll shows a sketch of a typical load record as recorded
. and stored on the oscilloscope after each successful fracture test.
The sketch includes two d iiferent types 0'£ load response, one
~epresented by the solid curve and the other by the dashed curve" The
solid line ~epicts a l~ad record resulting when the half-round ateei
cushions are tis'~d during the fracture ~est. These cus!lion~ s.tretched
. out the loading ·time,. from zero to maxilnum load, to approximately 0.5
to 1.5 milliseconds. Th~sc loading times resulted in values for the
inverse of loading time (1/ t) 'vhich g~aranteed load responses that
would lead to minimum K levels', During this loading period small
c
slope changes were often observed in the load record. I~ is t,lnc'ertain
whether these are vestiges of an inertial influence or are due to
deformation behavior of the half-round cushion. The maximum recorded
.-
load was taken as the fracture load, P , 't"hich was used in all the K
c - c
c"lculations. After reaching maximum load, the load record fell off










In a majority of the load records, os'cillatlons beyond the maximum
., load point were found to exist that were periodic in nature. as shown
in Figure J-l1, and so a study was made into the possible sources of
vibration in the test setup during a drop-weight tear test. The
oscillations were observed after the maximum load and while a load'was,
still being applied to the test specimen. It was felt that vibrations
were interacting with the actual fracture process because the drop-
weight was 'actually fracturing the specimen during this time period.
The results of the study of expected vibration time periods is shown
in Figure J-123
First investigated was the reflected wave motion in the drop-weight
caused by· its initial sudden contact with the test specimen. ,..This wave
motion corresponds to the travel of a compression wave up from the, tup
to, the top of the weight where it is re~lected back down to the top
as a tensile wave. The period ~o~ one such complete cycle was cal-
-4culated to be 2.3 x 10 sec.
Investigated next was the bend-ing response of the test ;..:.p~cimen.
Iu these calculations. the specimen was considered to be a spring ~ith .
the 400 lb. weight vibrating 'above it. The spring constant fot; the
specimen was-calculated taki~g into cortsideratiofl the crack in the
These vibrations could not appear on the trace because fracture of
specimen._ -3The period for this .response was found to be 8.4 x 10 sec.
the test specim~n occurs within the first quarter of that time perioq.
The last type of vibration investigated was the shear wave, motion
in the te~t specimen. This 'study is directly analogous to the
re,flected wave motion in the drop-weight; described previously, except
"353-
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that 'in this instance the path of travel of the reflected wave is
from the center "of the test 8pe~lment where the tup strikes. to either
of the· specimen's supports and back to the center. The wave motion
involved 1s a shear wave motion and can be regarded as a high
frequency contri~ution to bending of the specimen. The period for
\ ·-4this complete cycl~ was calculated to be 0.8 x 10 sec.
Measuring the period of the oscillations visible in the load
" -4
records resulted in a period whose value was approximately 4.0 x 10
sec. This value is in reasonable agreement with the calculated value
of the period ~or the reflected wave response. In :-~ac,t,-,,-4..-t: is felt
that these oscillations do originate from these reflected waves, snd
that' the difference that exists between the calculated and measured ,
values of the periods may be caused by camping.
If the half-round steel cushions are not used durit\~ a fracture·
test, the resulting load record is depicted by the d-ashed curve in
Figure J-ll. The shape of the rising portion of the CUl~e is similar
to that when a pad is used. Some cushioning resu~ted from the
indentation of the tup into the test specimen. The loading time for
. this type of load record corresponds nearly to the shear wave period
and represents the main inertial response of ~he test ~p~cimert to the
rapidly 'applied load. This load record cannot be regarded as valid'
because it is elevated by the inertia of the test specitnen. Studies
by Madison.(18) and Luft (19) indicated that the second load maximum
was in appro;timate agreement with "the bending moment in the specimen,
measured directly by strain gages on the specimen.
-354-
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J.4.J~Calculation of K from Bend-Angle Data
., C
As an-~ttempt at formulating a plasticity based fracture toughness
characterization. a bend-~ngle type of Kc measurement procedure was
explored. -As fn the tl1ickness reduction techttique it was reasoned
~hat ·in the dynamic fracture tests the K value driving the crack
increased until the critical K level was attained whereupon unstable
crack prop~gation began. Again the K level increased to dle plateau
value with increased fracture surface roughening. However, due to a
lack of available ener~ caused by an insufficient ~rop height the
fracture process ceased and the crack arrested. Resulting was a
partially ~~actured specimen with a measurable bend-angle, A.
Usin~ these considerations it was felt th~t the ~ level cor-
responding'to the crack arrest would represent the plateau valu~
sin~e it was at this value that the crack was propagating when it
'arrested. Accordingly ·it ~.,as reasoned that the K val.ue resulting from
any bend-angle type compJtation would be a plateau value.
The bend-angle technique COllsisted, of measuring the bend"angle
after the initial paftial frac.ture, completIng t~e fracture of the
specimen at a very cold temperature, measuring the depth of the net
ligament re·sulting frc>'m the fi;.:st drop and calculating the crack
opening stretch, 6, using simple geometry, Figure J-IJ. TI1e Rpecimen
was assumed to rotate about a plastic hinge whose ceater of rotation
was at the middle of this net ligamene. The 6 value wa.s calculated
at the crack arrest' POin, using <> = 0.5 ~ A, equation (12). . The
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In such a procedure it 1s desirable to obtain crack arrest near
the one~half point of the or.iginal net section. nl1s assists in .
\ obtalninga crack arrest K value pertaining to a low constraint portion
of the R-curve. Excessively small values of the remaining net ligament
are undesirable because the contribution ~o dle total bend-angle
from preVious positions of the crack may then be too large.
3.4.4 .-Calculation of K
c
by Thickness Reducti?n
Since the choice of position relative to the fracture surface at
which to measure thickness ~eduction is somewhat arbitrary, various
, p~sitions vere tried. These initial trials were examined with a view
of prod~cing a consistent set of K meaburements for all plate
;.. 1 C
thicknesses' tested. The position which is currently being p~ployed
is given by the equation
B r y
S = - f (-)3 B (J-5)
where S is the distance from the fracture plane and
r y 1/3
r (---).
f (~) := __B -_
B 1/2ry ,
1 + 2 (6)·
(J-6)
equating· the thickness reduction at the point of measurement to the
The" calculation ot K from the thickness reduction is mad~ by
," 2
Now by using 6 = K~ IE cry' equation (8)-crack opening stretch, 6.
Equation (J-5) was selected because it provides a simple monotonic
increase of S with ry/B up to the point r y .. Bwherei 100 percent sh~ar






To obtain 0 values between these, linear
interpolation was used.
An example of a typical iterative procedure is given in Appendix
measuring de/ice, it proved convenient to obtain a series of 0 values
at 0.005 increments in S.
convergence is obtained. To start the calculation, the intial trial
value of S \'&8 chosen as S • n/9.
o
at the S value just calculated. This procedure is continued until
o. Due to the phys~cal arrangem~lt of the thickness reduction
a check of S given by equation (J-5) is made. If the ~ values













}"ig. J-l Lehigh Test Specimen
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slicinJ Technique· Employed in ·:Thickness
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THIS E·XPRESSI0N WAS,. DEVELOPED BY GROSS AND SRAWLEY FOR SPECIMENS
WHOSE L/W RATIOS ARE EITHER 8 OR 4. ,ASTM STP 410)
L/w Al Al AZ A3 A..0 4
..
8 +1.96 -2.75 +13.66
I
-2.3.98 +25.22
4 +1.93 -3.07 +14.• 5~· -25,,11 +25.$0
'f
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All ~pec~mens were flame cut from the original plate so that the
. APPENDIX K: 'R-CURVE MEASUREMENTS
A crack-line-loaded compact tension' specimen was employed for
portant details of the specimen are shown. in Figure K-l.
direction of crack propagation was norrr~l to the rolling direction a~
wae -the case for the K specimens. After flame cutting the spe~imetl
c
was a 24" x 24ft square. At this point approxima~ely 1/2 inch was
the determination of R-curvea. The specimen had an h/W ratiQ of 0.6.
Wwas 1!:.166 ir-lches and hwas 11.5 inches. Thes-e proportio'ns cor-
















saw-rcut from each edge' so that a specime~ slightly larger than 23u X
23" was produced. The next procedure cal~e<.l for final mill,ing of the
edges to give a 23" x 23ft square ± 0.005 inches. ·This square \>18S
then machined' to provide the loading hole, i.nitial Chevron notch,
~apped holes at positions VI and V2 and a series ,of holes at the
specimen corners !orhandling purposes. The Chevron notch was us~d
to assist the fatigue pre~racking. No attempt was made to remove
the mill scale from any of the specimens. In fact th~ tJ:licknesses
of all specimens, except for the-K specimens used for thickness
c
reduction measurements) were the as~received nominal values.
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The next step in the preparAtion of the R-curve specimen was' t.o
. fatigue precrack each specimen approximately 0.5 inches past the
Chevron notch. 1his produced an initial crack length of 6.25 inches
o'r ari a lW'of 0.326. The fatigue precracking was 'doone 'on a 20,000---"
o
. 'pound ~T.S. electrohydraulic closed-loop test -system. Loading' p18t~8
were attached to the specimen as shown in Figures K-2 and Kr3. TIle
load lev~ts for precracking were maintained at a 15,000 pound maxim~
and a 200Q··vound minimum at 8 cyellc frequency of 10 Hi. This gives
an approximate K value of K • 1.66 plB or for the 1/2t1 plate a K
_ max
of 50 ks~in and a 6 K of 43.4 k8~in. The same load levels ~ere
~'sed 'for both '1/2" and 1" thick specimens ~ Typical precracking times
~ere approximately 16 hours to prCJ?rack a 1 inch specimen.
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this technique they were able to "measure large portionq of an R-curVe
........
or lo'ad directly. These' are determined through the uS,e of
cOllIpliance curves. Thi~ enables testing to be carried out, if desired,
.in enclosed chamhers fOl: temperature or environmental control where it
from a s~ngle test
r
This method also has the advantage of allowing
crack length and load to be determined without monitoring crack length
In a' ,series of rece.nt papers Heyer and 1-fcCabe (7 t 22. 23) ha,ve
described a procedure for obtaihing R-curves from crack line loaded
compact tension sp~~imens.' ~~ir tes~ consisted' of wedge lo~d~ng &
compact tension specimen while monitoring the crack surface dis~
placements at ~wo deffnite positions r~lative to the load lin~. By
K.2 R-'Curve Test'Apparatus and -Procedures
would be difficult to measure crack length visually. The test ap"
·paratus d~scribed in this section 1s almo~t identical to the onci'~sed
by Heyer and McCabe.
The test appar~t~s u~ed for the, R-curve measurements consists.
of seven pri~ry compone~ts. These are test base, w~dge, sector and
wedge block combination) two DCDT dtsplacement transducers, a D.C.
power supply, an X-V recorder, and a 20,000 pound M.T.S. test system.
'The e~sen~ial operating features of the R-curve measuring system
are not complicated. Th~ test specimen is placed on ~he horizontal
test baBe which is mounted approximately 12 inches above the M.T.S.
base. This is shawn in Figures K-4 and K-5. The sectors, wedge
blocks and wedge are inserted next. This is &hown in Figure K-6.
The Vwo DeDT displacement 'transducers are now mounted at the VL and
V2 positions,. The transdUCel.b used are Hewlett Packard type 24DCD~
with a stroke of ± 0.5- inches. The~e have an o~tput. of approximately
25 volts DC/inch for a 24 Volt DC input. The p'ower supp~y u,sed t;o
provide the DC input is a H. P. Harrison Laboratory Model 6204B. the
transducer output is re~orded on a Honeywell X-Y·recorder. At thi~
point the wedge is connect~d t6 the hydra~lic ra~ of the M.T.S.
$ystem by means of a clev~s arrangemen~.
After ¢hecking the alignm~nt of the specirilen and wedge, qnd the
, . ~
operq,tion, of the transqucers, and the X-Y recorder, the test is begun,,"
~is is' accomplished .by·' moving the ram of the M. T. S. sys tern down at
a controlled rate. This, in, turnptills the wedge down and through




...... ' ...... ':<..--,
specimen. During thi~ course -0£ action the output 0-£ the VI and V2
transducers are recorded on the X-Y recorder."
The enclosed angle of the' wedge is' approximately 1-1/2 degrees.
The wedge and -wedge-.blocks were made· oi: -tool- st~el while thc.' sectors
were made from A Maraging 250 grade of steel. So far this combin-
ation of materials has proved adequate." The relief.portion of the
wedge blocks which can be seen in ~lgure9 K-l and "K.. 4 a1:10." for tin(~"
c;ontact at a given position on the sec~ors. It also offers accont-
modation t:.> t~e rotation of the sectors as the specime~ deform~.
The R-curve ~testi:l~ procedure for 10\'1 temperature testing iF;
essentially identical -°0 the procedute already described. The only
di'f£,erenc~is that the test bas'e and specimen are ,enclosed in an
insulated box. TIle co·oling of the specimen is provided 'by e.ither a
controlled ilow of cold nitrogen or packing with dry ice, t')r a
combination of both.
K.3 R-Curvc Data Analysis
A very commo~ way of obtaining the stress intensity factor, K,
fox: a particular "geomntry is to study thtJ change pf ~ompliance of
the specimens as a function of "crack length (25). A-I though the.
geometry of the R-cllrve specimen used· in this stud"y ~'as very nearly_
identical to the ASlM E-399 specimen ¥or r. I .. ~ ~ 0.6, it t-vYt\ft felt that
the difference in loading _was sufficient to warrant a K. c,a,librat~on






To convert ..saw-cut was used to extend 'the crack after each reading.
~mployed In·.calibration experiments. The caltb.ration ,experitnents were
run on the M"T. S. test system. '. This was 4'ccomplished by attaching
To date two 3/4" 7075-T6 full size a lurninum spe,cimens have- ·,been
The results for v1/v2 'from both calibration experiments exhibited
very good repeatability or agreelHent. This \-las not the caSf~ for the
straps t~ th'~:Maraging ~59 s~ctors and ~o~~in~ ..the sa~~ t~~,!\1gh. th~
,sectors. This is shown in Figure K-7. ~or a 'particula.r crack length
.. VI to the displacement of the load line, VL, the method employed by
Heyer.was ~~ed (22). This is VL = [a!(a + 3.5)J ,V 1• ,Plots of
(E B VL)/P and V{/V2 are r,howninFigures K-8and K-9~
thes~ecime~ compliance i~ terms ofV1/P and v1/v2 ~s determined.
" f·
· The complia~ce readings were taken at 1/2 inch crack intervals 1\,',







'[(E B,VL)/P] data. However, i~ one.ignores the first set of V1 data
from Plate 1, since this was the first attempt to use t~e ~ransdu~ers,'
the results from Plate 2 show agreement with the general trend
reported by Roberts (24). The major difference is a vertical trans~
lation of the data. This type .of. phenOmel\a is' dis~ussed ·by, Heyer" (2.2) .•
It is his techni.que to establish one base line [(~ B .\1)/.PJ curve arid
to c6rrec~ this to fit the.compliance of a particular.te~t.specimen.-
Sinc~ there i,.~ general agreement, with the :r~s'ults of Roberts (24)
in ·terms of shape of the [(E ~ VL)/P] curve, his results were used for
calc'ulations of stress intensity factors. Thi·s involves 'use ·of (he
" \ 2 ': .••
customary p'roportionality of K . to the: derivative of th~ comp li·al1ce
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is quite s"itnple. First a/w is determined from
a/Wand VI' P ~3 dete~ined from the (E B V)!F versus
.These two v·.4.1u~s, a/Wand P, 6re sufficl~nt to dt;te:t;mine
If desired, th(~· formula forK given in ASTM standard £-399·
. :1/2
.K:= i/2 [29.6 (~.
BW -
\
K and subsequently th/..; ~-curve.































R"Curve Specimen befn~ Pre-cracked in M.T.S. ~~chine
Closeup of R-Curve·Specimen
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Closeup' of R-Curve Test Base and Specimen
Note: Wedge and Clevis in fpreground




Fig. K-S C IOSQup Views 'of R... Curvc Test Base wi th \~edge,





















































































































·Standard V.. notch Charpy specimens were manufactured acc~rdlng to
Asnt 'standard A370-71 (20). Th€se specimens 'Were tested dynamically
80 per the specificatio.... 8S well as at a slow speed and intermediate
test· ·speed. For th~ slol" and intcrmedilltc test~, the teats w~t'e
performed on an Instron '.test. Machine at ct"osshead speeds of .02 in/rnin.
and 2.0 in/min. ft respectively. The specimen temperatureg were mai,n-
tllined by a '(~ongtl1nt temperatur~ bath.. For the slnw nnd intermediate
Charpy tests the ('lt~crgy absorbed was detex:-mined from the individual
1
load displacement r~cord8. PrecfBcked Charpy Apecfmens were' Also
tested at the ftamo t.hree test speeds as Jescribcd nbove. The major
difference itl th(l~H.Cl tests were that the hpeci.tnens 'Were pre-cracked on
a. ~1anlabs Fatigue Pt"ecracker to a depth of Approximately 0 .. 05H helow
th~ notch. At1 energy levels for the precracked specimens were
normalized to the standRrd nocch depth so that the pr't:c:tucked dat:~
could be compared to the. gtandard C11Llrpy data.
Dynamic Teari~surement~
The energy absorbed in fracturing thQ A7 J A4 t,O. A2/.2 t -AS-a.S and
i
SAE 1035 dynamic K~ ~pecimens were measured by absorbing the residual
energy in the st:r.iking weight and tup by meatu,; of 60ft Aluminum blocks.
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_I\PPFNl:\IX M - BEAM fAJIGUZ TESTS
~ .
~41 In,troduction
Fracture toughness testing .as described in ather portions of
this report appear to give meaningful answers to fracture behavior of
structural steels. The conventional method to design of structural
members by limiting the ~pp11ed stresu to a value below the yield
strength of tbe material tends to be !nadeqWt~e in the presence of a
sharp £ll.lfN (r."..fack) and tUlder condlt1otl3 canducivcto brittle frnctullt-o
in the eater is t, The reason for such an· inadequac.y is due. to th(\
vel.~ high localized stresses in the vicinity of ,tho crack tip. As
already discussed. fa¢tora influencing fracture behavior of 4
s tl;uctuta 1 member are) llpttrt from chemical compos it iori tuid COtlVent i.O~{ll
mecha.nical properties. temperature. stra.in rote sensiti.vtty and thick-
ness of the tnember* It has been." found from various test re,s\llts,
including J:csults from the pres~ot prog-ram, that it tsvery difficult
(lor'·4 given 'type of material) to define frllcture toughness in arty
empirical or theoretical form lJhieh would describe the relative tn-
flu'cnce of all the·various factors !nvolved. ThUg in O1ilny cases one
.is restricted to individ\Ullly' spec! f led tea t data for eng lneering
In order to translate tea t data into an abi 1it)" to predict
fracture behavior of stru,ctural m-embers. suitable analysis tni'!thods' and
'f" -387-
experlD)f:~\tal verification must be sout:ht. Tht- analysis approach used
1n the present program u~11ized linear elastic fracture ~ehanicA
concept,.';, The method basically involves determination of a critic.nl
stress it tensity factor which 11 4 function of CT4Ck geometry, sp-cctmen
.i~e and the nature of applied stresses.
Fout' standard AISC l!~ it 30, /\36 rolled I beams wlth cover'plates
which were u&~d earlier ~.n 8. fatigue life study', WG!I'f? us~d for the
exploratcr>t ~~eLimental veriflcation of proposed analy~is methods.'
Details of bcam, 1pec Lmen material, prior fatigue load history nnd othet'
,
relevant factors Sli '"~ SfJm..'M I" lzed in Table 1.
typ lea1 0 f ,n.a t \4CU Id b~ ~xpected in serv! ce. Ac tUft 1 servlce Cr{\"KS
would Kenecally tend to bo semi-elliptical part-through cra?ks and they
would no'...: be 89 It\r8~ ntl the ones tested in this ",ork. However, since
the fO',lr beams were avai lable for th~ test) an exami,nation of their
fra..:ture behavior wag fttllde.
Due to the comp 1ex shape 0 f t.ha c;racks in th(~ t(~5 t' beams foofe th~n
one method of calculating K was potenti.ally available for sonIC of the
beams. Test beam Gl't\ ]31 (A) shown in Figure H-6 can he thought ()f as
a. beam cracked through the flange and into th~l l.·(~b. Teet hei1ffi CPA 332
(B) shown in Fi.gure H-7 enn be thot~ght of 8.!l ~ i thE'r a beclU1J cracked
through the flanges' nnf~ into the veo (thp rem.aining flange m.aterlal
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1j
crack is v1~wed 88 an eccentrIcally located through-crack in a finite
pla~c. Test beam~ 341 (n~' shown in Fjgure ~7 can be thought of as
a cracked beam where the crack is modeled 80 an edge crack 1n Q finite
pla.te. Test beanl TAIl. 332 (A) shcrwn 1n Figure M-8 can be modeled as
either a beam cracked through the flange, and into the web (tho re~-'ftinfng
flange material producing forecs to ~dduce the K level) or as an edbe
crack in a. finite plate.
For the bea~ where the crack is viewed as thro~A~ft the flange and
into the web. consider a be&~ with rectangular cross-section subjected
to bending (Pigure H-I) It • As pet.. linear elastic fracture mechanic&!
analysis the val\HJ of the stress intensity fliCtOr.'j K. at the crack tip
v,,;-he-te
M = applied bending moment
W III specimen wtdth
a q crack length
g(a) correction factor to in~lu~e finite-W
width effects (see Table in Figure
1+~ 1)
Since I bea~s were used in the ek~erimental work; a method of
antilysis was adopted ".Jhi<;h allowed the above equation to be used"
The flexur£tl strength of a beam subject to bcndi.ng is primari1.x a
~
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function of it. section MOMnt of inertia, tu tho preaent metl\o-d. the
•
test be£m 18 conaldered 8.8 an equtv€\l~nt beam, with th1cKne•••'iua1 to
the thlcknealJ of web (b) of t.he original beam ,and d@ptb {W)" B.u.ch th.at
the mOU\f:ut of !.nert14 of th. beam retMins Ul'u:hAngGd.. ThU8 the depth





where t 1e the moment of inertia of the test beam.
details of the cross-gection of the test beam and corresponding beam .
with rectangular cross~gection. In order to ca!cul~te the equIvalent
crack length (a). the crack tip tel flxeli at the sarMf location (JrJ i'n
For the (~age 'Jhere the J,cam is mode 1£:0 .35 an edge cracK in a
th@ test beam, with reference to It-s cC;!n.terline.. 11lU5 \tie h£lV:Q
Equation (~l) is now applicable for K value esti.tn8.t~~
(l1- 3)









~lere a 1s the' flange stress, a 11 the crack length ~nd f(a/W) in a
fun'ction of the ratio of crack length to 'flange width. Values .of.
f(alW} can 'be founcl in, Reference (32)·. For the case of the eccentrically
loca.ted through crack th(-~ s tregs intent] i ty factor is g iVt~n as (32)
where X and 6 refer to the relative position of the c~ack with respect
-390..
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earlier fatigue loading. One beam '\vas tested under static load, at
. 1_
A three-ioint bend test setup :Figure M-4) was used for the
SR-4 strain gages were mounted in the viciuity of the crackpurpose.
tip to qualitativE~ly monitor crack tip loading. Load was applied in
of 1( for slow loading.: Figure l-1-3b gives CVN values for the flange
c
mate'rial.
in' this program. 1,1be R-curve data can be used to estimate the values
The four beams chosen generally contained thr~e-ended cracks
generated frb~ the weld joint (cove~plate to the beam) during an
In the case of a structural member failing by fracture, the
Figure M-3a shows dynamic fracture toughness data obtained from
12 i • X 3ft x flange thickness specimens cut from one of the test beams.
judgment of loading conditions and. the ,actual test temperature.
Also shewn in Figure M~3a is R-curve data for the A36 materiai tested
~.4 Experimental Procedure
failure criteria should be based on fracture toughness, K ) values
c
for the material. As the applied loads reach a critical value) the
that the choice-of fracture tough~e~s value will depend upon proper
toughness value of the material. It is important, however, to note
corresponding Btress-intensity fracture, K, reaches the fracture
length respectively.
M. 3 '. ProcedurLfor Critical, Load Calculations







increments o~ 5000 lbs. by means of 100 kip capacity hydraulic jacka,
up to a point where the test beam failed to take additional load. A·
. split insulation box was used to chill the beam portion containing
the·. crack. TIle desired temperature was maintained for at lellot 15
minutes prior to the test as well as during testing.
The remaining three beams were tested under semi-dynamic loading
conditions (corresponding to loading rates of the order of 8000 lbs./sec.)
and at temper~tures in the neighborhood of _500 F. The test setup
was essentially similar to that used for the first test except that
a 300 kip Baldwin Universal testing machine was used to execute fast
loading. Figure M-5 shows the general setup for the three tests.
Fast loading was achieved by starting the top crosshead in motion
and loading the beam as the moving croBshead made contact. The load
and loa,ding times was monitored by means of a He,vlett"Pac.kard X-Y
recordert In all cases the teat temperature was ~~intained at least
for 15 minutes before the test started~
H.5 Discussion of Test. Re.~
\
A summary of K-value estimates in.terms of the ~ppli¢d load P
for the beam specimens is given in Table M~2. It should ~~ noted
a~though an attempt to ~ncrease loading speed in the last~hree
tests was made, that the loading rates were all npproxil~~tely, equa~
. ·for the four tests. The t~st temperatures we~e also approximately
.equal at 'about _600 F. For this loading rate and temperatul'e the
yield strength of the A36 materi~l,'~tll be elevated to about 46 ksi.
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At attempt is made through the following discussion of each ~est.
estimate K. Using all of these places K for static conditions at up~
c ~
I
Thus there is an uncertainity in K which
c
test beam, the plastic limit load is about 28 l<ips. Using
3.5 inches into the web. For the remaining section of this
cracked during the fatigue testing and the crack h~d progressed
cons ide ring the t,t/O eel1cula ted loadsit watt 1q be e-xpec t ~~ tha t
The loading configuration and initial flaw size are shown in
a K of about 150 ksi lin and the value of K given in Table
c
MA>2, K = 5P, gives a fracture load of about 30 kips. Thus
from the proposed analysis method.
-,
to account for the d~ffe~ente in observed results and predictions
Figure M-6. For this beam the flange had been completely
..393-
Coupled. w.ith the K-value estimates in Table M-2, estimates of
places its value betto/een 40 and' 150 ksi lin.
M.5.1 Beam CPA 331~
wards of 150 kai lin.
estimate K from the CVN data in Figure M-3b. Using a shift tempera-
c
tura of 1500 F and Barsom'6 results, equation (20),it is possible to
R-curve results shown in Figure M-3a to estimate K
c
• However, these
results are not for the same A36 as found in the beams. It is P06$
sible to use the temperature shift discussed in Chapter 2 to
K are needed to evaluate the test results. If it is suspected that
c·
cracking produced large loading rates ,t the crack tip 88 the crack
began ·to run. K can have a low value of about 40 ka! fin as seen in
c
Figure M-3a. If the behavior is static. it is possible to use the
this beam vould .fail by plastic yieldin.g rather than fracturing.
This was the case for this beam.
}1~.5.?.. Beam CPA 332 CB)
The loading configuration and initial flaw size are sho\~ in
Figure ~7. For this beam ~o calculations of K were made
4S sho'W1\ i,\, Table 11-2. For the web'~rack K. K ~ 2.52P and
'for the eccentrically loaded through crack K, K • 1.03P.
Examining th~8e ~o results indicates that if both K calcula-
tions are valid and K is similar at both crack tips, then the
c
web crack will run first.. If this occurs then the critical
load will be for a K of 150 kat-lin, 60 kips.. 'Ihis is
c
exactly the load at which the beam failed. Although 6uch
·agreement is nice it is viewed as quite fortuitous. Also
upon examination of the fai~ed section it was not possible to
d~cide wnich crack tip ran fi~st.
M.S.) Beam TAA 341(H)
The loading configuration and initial flaw- size are shown in
Figure M-S, For this beam K was calculated on the basis of
an edge crack as shown in Table- ~2. K is K Us If02P~ t'rln,J9
for ~ K of 150 kat lin a critical load of 147 kips would
. c
be needed. For ,this belltO) failure occurred by web buckling
at about 9,!? kips and the test was stopped. TItie result tends









M1I5.4· Beam PA 33~i&
111e loading configuration and initial flaw size are shown in
Figure ~9. For this beam the K was calculated on the basis
of a. web crack. L .... 2.32J? and as an edge crack. K .'2,8P.
This result coupled with a K of 150 kat fin give a failure
load of 53 kips for the eage crack. In this particular test
the failure load was 77 kipB which is in fair agreement with
the predicted value.
}~aningful stress analysis in terms of applied stresses or applied
loads 1s an important otep to translate any mechanical pt·operty of the
mate!'ial (as obta.ined from standard nmterial ten ts) ,to pre-diet atruc~
eurai behavior. FraCe turc analya is, corop11c-sted as it is in prtlcticA 1
applica.tions, will eventua11y be a simplified engineering catimatc
type ana lys is," TIle present ly pl"oposed me thods to prf;d ict fa i lure
If)ads for a str'uct~ral I beam, l\Ssume (after visual· in~pect:ion) I"ather
ideal models' of the beam. The mode of failure ta nnticipat~d (as an
engineering Judgment) based on the. nature of load application. test
'temperature and a study of brlttle-ductile transition behavior of
the nYl'teri111 from fracture toughness and Charpy V.. notc..h teat data.
It would appear, based on the present results, that the critical
load for beam fracture can be predic'ted quite readily. However t it
'is cautioned that the present results be viewed with great care.
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There ere a great number of uncertalntle6 involved in the calculation.,
.' feu of,which are:
l~ the value of X coolen on a jud~t basll.
e
2. the crack lms~h. were not corrected for
p14,Udty by an ry f~etor.
3. re,sidual stresses are no;: accounted for.
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T ~,t ...,.
!!\J~L.E 1'4- 1 ~S1: BEAI~ PRIOR HISTORY
Beam No. N S
min S .Failure r
--:~ eye l"eel iliJ:l ili!l
CPA 331A l6.613,oon 10 .5
. , .
CPA 3328 8.451,200 10 S'
all at end of












Note: All 'BeaulS are:
W14 X 30 AS1M A36
1/4ft ",e 14 at ends of coverpla.tes (~ianU.Q1)
Average yield point (at~t1c) for all
j .
beams is 34.4 kal j
I
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TABLE ~,r-2 . K ESTIMA.TI?;S
Loading I K K I £ecent~1c Center
Bcam* Configuration Loading. Typ-e M Web Crdck IEdge Crack I Crack
(in-kips) (kaifin) (k_sl/tn) (KaLlin)
CPA 33lA 1 Fig~ M-6 Static I 19 .. 5P S~OP ... --
'I
CPA 332B 1 Fig. M-7 - Semi-- Stn t i.:- 13.9P 2,,52P --- 1.OJP
i
To;f:u\ )lj 1B . Fig. }l-8 Semi-Static I 13.JP
--
I.02P --
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~ KR Values from Appendix B
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Fig. ~3(b) C~~ Data fer A36 Beams
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.Fig. M--6{b} Test Beam CPA331(a)
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Fig. M-8(b) Test Beam TAA341{b)
.. 0.31"
0.56'1
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Fig. 1"r9(b) Test Beam TM332(a)








































S 6 ~L_ _ryia f---!t_ ~-- .. -~
0 .. 1056 0.00255 0.1602 0.1690 0 ... 303L~
0.0991 0.00349 0.:2192 0.231 0.3129
. 0.0991 0.00318 0.2004 0.211 0.3103
0.0983 0.00327 0,2054 0.216 0.3110
0.0985 0.00325 0.2042 O.Z15 0,310&
0.0984
~ n O'YS /2n t"y fill 86.0 ka! fir..
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SAMPLE K CALCUlATION FROM THlcYJiESS-REDl1CTION MEASURf~iTS
c .. "'"
A441 Steel .. 1 inch thickness, 36.5° F B = O~9502 in.
BSo • 9 u 0.1056 in.
r • ...l...L. 62.82 6Y 2n tTy
S ·x X n' 61
~. i
.. 0.110 1.0144 '1.9624 0.9480 0.0022j
0.105 1.Oll~6 1.9622 0,9476 0.0026
0.100 1,,0147 1.9618 0.9471 0.0031
0.095 1.0149 1 .. 9615 0.9406 0.0036
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